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That wÍIdlife is merely sorne_thing to shoot at or look ar- isthe grossest of fallacíes. Itoften represents the difference
between rich country and nereland.

The organization is one ofmankind's al1-time greatinvenIions. An organizatión isintended to operate as one
uni t, with all its parts inefficient co-ordination. Buttoo often it does not. Theparts operate as dispara[e
levels of efficiency, oi theyoverlap, or they work againslone another's best interesL.s__
therefore, âgâins b the inter_ests of the organization as awhole.

Charles H.
Benjamin B

Aldo Leopold

Kepner and
Tregoe



ABSTR.A,CT

The Farks ancl wildlife Branches of the ìvranitoba
DepartmenI of Naturar Resources have legì-srated autÌrority
and responsibir-ities for manaEement of wirdrife in provin_
cial parks. Like any organization, these agencies mustevaluate ilreir operations while striving to accommoclaLe adivers i ty of needs, demands and interests . How thesevarious needs ancl demand.s are ¡net within provincial parks isa tnaLter of public interest and, sometimes, a source ofconflict between the branches.

The purpose of this study h/as to examine theorganizationar setting and poticy fralnework of tile aboveagencies regarding wi.rdrife management in provinciar parks
to confirm their strengths and idenLi fy improvements.
Primary research tasks were a contenE analysis of Lhebranches' rnandates ancl direct personal interviews to deter_mine tire attibudes of personner. For comparative purposes,
inlormation was sought from several other;orovinciar parks
agenc i es .

The interview results are of substantive import.
They convey, in rich detail, the depth and scope of issuesand -oroblems, âfld polentials and opportunities within theorganieation. The exact words of respondents are used.
f requently to clescribe nee<f s,- requirements and actions iniesponse to current circumsLances and future challenges.

The legislation and policy (i.e. mandates) ot the
two l¡ranches present certain concepbuar overraps as wer-I as
some clear differences in emphasis. The parks mandate
contains philosophicar notions aLIributable to both the"romantic/preservationist', and ,,wíse use,, schoors of conser_
vation, whereas the wildrife mandate emphasizes the latterphilosophy. Attitudes of respecti.ve branch sLaff members
reflect these two conservat,ion philosophies.

I



Althougìr the branches share responsibilities for
park wildli f e rnanagement, tjre precise nature of these
responsibirities is not made crear i. the mandates.
Conflicts r percêived and real, were seen as barrj-ers ho
organizat iona-r- deveropment . consequentry, tJre neerf f or
clarificat ion of ,oolicies, procedures and responsibifities
were often mentioned during interviews.

A ina jor recomrnenclat ion is that the Departme¡rt of
liatural Resources commi I to an ongoing effort to improve
organizational effectiveness by supporting a strategic
planni^g process focusing on wildrife within provincial
parks. such a process could foster improved inter-branch
relationships and aid in bhe refinement of current policy,
the clarification of roles and responsibirities and in
prograrn development. Moreover, a jointly developed wildlife
strategy courd be a valuabre tool for buirding ¡:olitical and
lcublic support for expanded wildlife progran initiatives.
several requirements for, and an approach Lo, deveroping the
sLrategy are outlined.

A further recommendation discusses the need for
research into the "human dimensions,' of wildlife manageme.t,
to gain a bet.ter understanding of the changing wi ldl i f e
crientelle and their particurar satisfactions, âttitudes,
needs and demands.

Contact with other parks agencies has prompted a
recornmendation for a nat ional conference on wi rdl i fe in
provincial park syst,ems. This would provide an outstancling
information-sharing and rearning opportunity; and it coulcl
be a significanI action in ilre task of ensuring the
protection and enhancemenL of wildlife--a great canadian
her i Lage .

Ll
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PART I. IITTRODUCTION AND APPROACH

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. I Backqround

The wlanitoba Department of Natural Resources is
required to manage the province,s natural resources for t.he
use and benefit of ivranitobans. The Department is coinprised
of nine line branches, including the parks and !üildlife
Branches, âod severar staff support sections. The various
branches aqe charged with responsibilities to make resource
allocation decisions among cornpeting users for subsistence,
economic deveropment and recreation/preservation purposes.

Ass i stant Deputy rvtini sters of *re Depar bment
convened a one-day workshop in April 1gB3 to define ilre
roles and responsibirities of the resource branches in the
development, management and operations of ,orovincial parks.
Guiderines respecting professional conduct were deveroped in
three areas: the review of proposars to creat.e new parks;
involvement in nanagement planning programs for individual
parks; and plan irnplemenbation and operationar management
(Doyle and Stewart, f983). This workshop may have repre_
sentecl what Blake and l,,louton ( f 973 ) catl a ,,planned

intervention" into an organization. An action such as trris
wourd usuarry be indicative of a desire to improve an
organizational system.

1
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The Department of Natural Resources, having been
through a major restructuring in Ig7g, is still evolving as
an organization. Moore (I973) states that ,,healthy organi_
zations are distinguished by their commitment to examine
continuously the vvay they operaLe,, (p. g3 ) . The workshop
noted above exemplifies this principle. rts intent to build
commitment and understanding among the branches is of great
importance stirl, to effectivery direct¿ manage and alrocate
the human and financial resources necessary to achieve the
Department's mandate. rn the complex task of managing
provincial park rands there is much to be gained through
irnproved organizational effectiveness among all branches of
the Department of Natural Resources.

This is particurarly true in respect to wildlife
management within lorovincial parks--a shared responsibility
between the parks and wildrife Branches. Figure r irlus-
trates the organization of the branches within the
Department. The branches report to the same Deputy Miníster
through two different Assistant Deputy Ministers. currentry
the ivildlife Branch has 72 staff years and a 1986 capital
budget of approximately $180 thousand. parks Branch has a

core of 44 staff years and a capital budget in 1986 0f $2.5
mi I I ion.
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Figure 1: Organization of Ehe Branches

IIINISTER

DEPUTY MINISTER

ASSISTANT DEPUTY I'IINISTER

DIRECTOR - WILDLIFE BR.,.NClt

ASSISTANT DEPUTY ¡1INISTER

DIRECTOR - PARKS BRA¡ICH
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}IANAGEI'18¡IT

I1¿\ß I'IAT
IÍANAGEI'ÍENT

REGIONAL
SPECIALISTS

BIOLOGICAL
SERVICES

PLANNING VISITOR
SERVICES

PROGRAI'Í
MANAGEI{ENT

Parks Branch derives its authority to manage

resources, including wildlife, from The provincial Park

Lands Act. Provincial parks first emerged as part of
Manitoba's landscape in 1960 with proclamation of rhe
Provi nci al Parks Act. Several of the earliest parks,
including Whiteshell, Turtle Mountain, Duck Mountain and

spruce woods¡ wêr€ created from areas previousry designated
as timber reserves in the late lBO0,s. The 1960 legisLation
was replaced by the current Act in L972 and, today, there
are some 165 provincial parks which comprise 2.6 percent of
Mani t,oba ' s sur f ace area .

wildlife Branch administers The wirdrife Act
through whích a variety of regulations concerning the use

and harvest of wildlífe resources are established. wild-
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life-related legislation spans a period of more than r0o
years in Manitoba. The current Act, proclaimed in August,
1980 was preceded by The Wildlife Act of 1963 , The Game and
Fi sher i es Act, of the 1930's, and The Act for Lhe protect ion
of Game, of 1876

The activities of both branches are guideci by the
above legislation, official Departmental poricies¿ âod other
guiding documents. Legislation and policy, in parricurar,
confer upon the parks and wildlife tsranches a pubJ-ic trust
and responsibility; in turn, these agencies and their
programs are the subject of considerable public interest,
concern and scrutiny.

L ,2 .Problem
S tat emen t

Provincial .oarks and wildli f e managers face sig-
nificant challenges in their efforts to stay in step with
trends in pubtic interests, needs and wants respecting
wildlife. The r9B3 Five-year Report to the Legislature on
tlíld1ife describes the generally serious st.atus of wildrife
province-wide¡ owíng mainry to the loss of habitat and over-
harvesting' rn 198r, wirdlife related activiLies were one
of the nost prevarent forms of recreation und.ertaken by
Canadians (Canadian WiIdIife Service, 1983). Moreover,
Manitobans' interest in wirdlife within provincial parks has
been well íllustrated through publÍc pareicipation in
conjunction with park management planning prograns.
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An assessment of the parks Branch and the !{irdrife
Branch was proposed to assist in identifying ways to foster
improved interbranch relationships in the short termr êod
enhance prospects for the most effective delívery of park
wírdlife management programs in the long term. Better
cornmunications, greater co-ordi.nation of ef fort and the
developnent of closer , trusting relationships were
ídentÍfied as targets worth striving for.

The Department was concerned that the role of
provincial parks respecting wíldlife be clearly understood.
rdentification of similarities and differences between these
agencies' 1egÍslation and policies (i.e. their mandates) was

considered important in this regard. Developíng a better
understanding of the attitudes of respective branch staff
members towards wirdlife management in parks was arso felt
to be important. ultirnately, mutuar agreement concernÍng
approaches Lo park wildlife management is considerecl
necessary to achieve efficient deproyment of staff and
financial resources, to serve varied public interests and to
ensure protection of wirdlife habitats and populations
within parks against irnpairment or loss.

1.3 Ob-iecri ves

the

of

. The purpose of this study, then¿ was to examine
organizational setting and poricy framework or mandates
the v'/ildlife and parks Branches respecting wirdlife
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management wíthin provincial parks, to confirm their
strengths and to identify areas needing improvement. The

specific research objectives were:

. to describe and analyse the parks and wirdrife
Branches' l.gislation, policies and missions;

. to determine the attitudes of parks Branch and

vrlildli f e Branch staf f member.s respecting the
organization and wildlife management in provin-

. cial parks,.

o to describe and assess current and past wirdlífe
managrement programs /projects conducted by both
branches wíthin provincial parkè;

o to review the wildlife policies, programs and

organization of other parks agencies, and

compare lhem to those of Manitoba; and

. to develop recommendations, based. on the infor_
nation gathered, which reinforce strengths of,
or aim to improve, the organizational (policy
and program) setting.

L.4 Delimitati ons

The theoretical basis of this study was derived
from evaluation research and organ ízationar development.
while various principles and methods associated with these
areas are applied, the study is noL a program evaluation or
an organizational development program. Rather, it presents
an assessment of an existing organízational situatíon.
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Three aspects of wildlife management in. provincial
parlcs and their interrelationships are assessed, namel!:
legislation and policy, wildlife programsr ârrd the perspec-
tives or attitudes of the respective branch staff members.

Policy, as defined here, encompasses both official policy,
approved by the Ministerr âs well as other guiding documents

approved by, or issued fron, senior levels of the Depart-
ment. rnformation on wildlife programs is quite brief.
There was no attempt to determine how specific programs or
projects evolved t ot to evaluate their success. rn studies
tike this one, where personal interviews are enployed, there
is often an iterative approach in the methodology, to build
and expand upon knowledge gained. Due to time constraints
seiected roersons h/ere interviewed once.

Moreover¡ corfínement of the study largely within
an intradepartmental framework was a necessary limitation.
This precluded other relevant information that bears upon

these agencies in the development of their po_Licies and the
conduct of. their programs. very important in thís regard
are the interactions and influences that exist externar to
government.

1.5 Orqanizat lon

The study is presented in three parts. The early
sections of Part T have introduced the problem and the
study's objectives. Latter sections highlight several areas

of related literature and d.escribe the methodology.
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part rr presents Results and Discussion. Major
sections describe analyses of the organizationar setting and
related attitudes of staff members. Their views about
organizational strengths, areas for improvement and future
needs and challenges conclude this section.

Part rrr presents the summary, concrusions and
Recommendat ions .

2.O REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2,L Scope of Lí terat ure Rev iew

This review examines the topics of evaluation
research, organizational development, and ,oublic values and
atLitudes rerating to wirdrife. Aspects of the wildrife
mangement profession are also brieffy discussed.

Evaruation research is concerned with the process
of evaruating government and private industry programs for
various reasons: to idenlify improvements, check compli_
ancer ârrd. measure achievements , for example. Organ ízaLional
development is a relaLed area of evaluation literature with
a close relationship to the research problem. Historical
and contemporary varues and attitudes about wirdlife and
wildlife managers are arso relevant. A brief discussion of
the conservation novement in North America arong with
several recent studies and art icles on wildli fe topics
provide interesting and useful insights.
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These areas of the literature are important for
several reasons: the research methods of the study have
t.heir basis in evaluation; the review of organizational
development hel,os to .give an appreciation of the context of
the study; and the discussion of wi ldr i fe values and
attitudes demonstrates both the importance of the research
topic and the potential difficulties in attempting to deal
with it. More detail on each of these areas is presented
below.

2.2 Evaluation Research

. Evaruation research has evolved as a discipline
over the past 15 to 20 years. rt emerged from the mid-
sixties and early seventies, in response to the dramatic
increase in social tegislation and prograns, ând related
concerns about accountabirity and efficiency in government
programs (Murphy, lg8o). This discussion provides a

definition of evaluation research, describes some of the
models, categories and types of evaluation, and examines the
use of qualitative methods. particular emphasis has been
placed on the work of MÍchael O. paLton who has published
several major texts on the subject of evaluation.

Patton (IgB2) aefines evaluation as follows:
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The practice of evaluation involves thesystematic collection of informationabout the activities, characteristicsand outcomes of programs, personnel andand products for use by spã.ific peopteto reduce uncertainties, improve effàc_tiveness and make decisions wíth regardto what those programsr pêrsonnel orproducts ar doing anå affecting
IPatton, L982: l5].

Evaluation may be regarded as a way to improve and
enhance programs or determine their effectiveness. rn
consequence, it. is an aíd to decision-making and management.
Jerome Murphy describes the purpose of evaluation this way:

Policy-makers need facts. To change agovernment program or defend it, theyneed t o know whe ther the prograrn i ¡working, how well it is "oltiág, andhow it can be improved [1983:3].
Evaluation is not easy to categorize. various

models, categories and types of evaruation have been
described. t4odels are basical-ly prescriptive, tellíng
evaluators how they should conduct evaluaLions. patton
(7982:37) identifies eight models of evaruation which are
"distinguishable by the audíences they address, what they
assume concensus on, the outcones Lhey examine, the typical
guestions lhey ask, and the methods they enploy.,, These
models are summarized in Tabte l.

whire these and other models exist in the rexicon
of evaruation research, patton concludes that evaluations
are "seldom guided by and directly buitt on specific evaru-
at.ion models" (p, 40), Rather, he says, ,,each evaluatÍon
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Systems Analysis

The Behavioral
Objectives Approach

Goal-Free Evaluation

The Art-Criticism Approach

The Accreditation Model

The Adversary Approach

The Transactj_on Approach

Deci si on-Making t4od.el s

Table 1

EVALUATION MODELS

- quantitatively measures program
inputs and outcomes to look at
effectiveness and efficiency.

focuses on c.Lear, specífic, and
measurable goals.

examines the extent to which
actual client needs are being
met by the program.

- makes the evaluators own
expertise - derived standards
a criterion against which
programs are judged.

a team of external accreditors
det,ermine the extent to which
a program meets professional
standards.

two teams do battle over Che
summative question of whether
a program should be continued.

concentrates
cesses .

on program pro-

the evaluation is structured by
the decisions to be made.

Adapted from patton (1lge2)
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setting is approached as a probrem. to be solved--and the
result ing design ref lects their (t¡re evaluators , ) t.hinking
about the problem as opposed to an attempt to follow
carefully a prescriptive model" (p . 40) , He suggests
"situational responsiveness, methodological flexibility and
substantial doses of creativity', for successfu-L evaruations
(Patton, L9B2zL7).

The Evaruation Research society standards
committee, a r7-member committee appointed t>y L2 profes-
sional organiza1ions in the Uníted States, has identifíed
six categories of evaluation (see Table 2), A particular
evaluation program might. be involved in activities from arl
these categories. Moreover, within each category there are
numerous types of specífic evaluations (eatton , LgB2z44),
Some examples are listed ín Table 3.

In his book Creative Evaluat ion, Michael PaLton
(198r) describes what he carls the unifying framework of
evaluation. The ',Unifying Framework,, (figure 2) provides a

simple yet comprehensive moder that ca.n appry to any evaru-
at ion .

A particularly helpful concept wÍthin this frame-
work is the notion of trying to compare,,what should be to
what is in order to arrive at a rearistic assessment of whab
can be in progran implementatíon and outcomes,, (l9Bl:llB).
This concept is ínherent also in the techniques of problem
analysis described by Kepner and Tregoe (fOef¡.
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Table 2

CATEGORTES OF EVALUATION

Front-End Analysis
(Feasibility Analysis )

Evaluability Assessment

Formative Evaluation
( Developmental, process 

)

Impact Evaluation
( Summative, Effectiveness )

Program Monitoring

EvaluatÍon of Evaluati-on
(Meta-Evaluat.ion, Evaluation
Audít, )

takes place prior to ínstalla-
Èion of a program to provide
guidance in planning and imple-
menting the program as welL as
deciding if the program should
be implemented.

- includes activities aimed at
assessing the feasibility of
various evaluation approaches
and methods. The scope of the
evaluation, technical matters,
design limì_tatlons, and. cost
parameters are established
through evaluability assessment
prior to undertaking a more
formal evaluati-on, especíally
a casual evaluation of program
outcomes.

- aimed at proviCingr information
for program improvement., modi-
ficat,ion, and management.

- aimed at determining program
results and effects, especially
for lhe purposes of making
major decisions about program
continuation, expansionr rê-
duction and funding.

the kinds of acLivities in-
volved in these evaluations
vary widely from periodic
checks of compllance with
policy to relatively straight.-
forward _ttrackíngt of services
delivered and .rcounting' of
cli-ents.

includes professional critiques
of evaluation reports, reanaly-
sis of data, and external re-
views of internal evaluations.

Adapted from patt.on (19g2)
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Cost,/Benef it Analysis

Cost-Ef f ectiveness Evaluation

Descriptive Evaluat,ion

Formative Evaluation

Goals-Based Evaluation

Goal-Free Evaluation

Internal Evaluation

Summative Evaluati-on

Systems Analysis

Ut,i Ii zation-Focused Evaluation

Table 3

TYPES OF EVALUATTON

- Infhat is the relationship be_
tween program costs and program
outcomes (benefits ) expressed
in dollars?

Itrhat is the relationship
tween program costs and.
comes (where outcomes are
measured in dollars ) ?

be-
out-
not

- Irihat happens in the
(No "o/hy" questions
effect, analyses. )

program?
or cause/

HoÌ^I can the
proved?

program be im-

To what extent have
goals been attained?

program

hlhat are the actuaL effects of
the program on clients (without
regard. to what staff say they
want to accomplj-sh)?

Program staff conduct
evaluation.

Should. the program
ued? If so, at what

the

be contin-
leveL?

ïlhat are the available alterna-
tives and, gj-ven those alterna-
tives, what is the optimum u/ay
to do this program?

- What information is needed and
wanted by decision makers,. in-
formation users, and stake_
holders that, will actually be
used for program improvement
and to make decisions about the
programs?

Adapted from patton (1gg})
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Figure 2z The Unifying Framework of Evaluatíon

YES

YES

Source: Patton ( 1981 )

Kepner and Tregoe,s approach to problem analysis
is a methodÍcal one meant "to extract essential information
from a troublesome situat ion an<1 set aside irrelevant,
confusing information', (l9Blz25). problen analysis is one

of four rational processes they have deveroped for using and
sharing information about organizationar concerns.
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The emphasis of evaluation research, in its forma_
tive stages, was on quantitative methods. A heavy reriance
on mathematical models, experimenbal research designs,
reliable sampring and codified proced.ures for anaryzing data
characte rízed research ef forts. I,{hile this work has been of
value in accurately depictíng program outcomes, this
approach is consi<1ered to have severe limitations because
there are many situations where statisticar anarysis can not
be easily applied such as where attitudes and perceptions
are involved (Murphy, lgBO).

The program and Evaluation Branch of The Treasury
Board of Canada (f981) echoes a similar point of view. This
branch sees program evaluation not as an exercise in scien-
ti f ic research aimed at producing ,,scienti f ic,, conclusions
about programs and their results, rather evaluation is
looked upon as an input to the comprex interactive process
of government decision-making. The aim, urtimately, is to
þroduce "objectjve but not necessarily conclusive evi,1ence
on the results of programs" (program Evaluation Branch,
1981:4). Because of time constraints and the need to take
into account the murtiple information needs of the users of
the evaluation, this federal agency concludes that it is
often inappropriate.to apply a strict research moder.

This reasoning has lead to the use of complemen-
tary or alternative approaches to evaruation emphas ízing
qualitaeive methods. eualitative methods have their basis
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in the ethnographic and field study traditions in anthro-
pology and sociology (eatton, l9B0). patton states that
"qualitative data consist of detai led descriptions of
events, people, interactions and observed, behaviors; direct
quotations from people about their experiencesr âttitudes
and beliefs and thoughts; and excerpts of entire passages
from documents, correspondence, records and case histories,,
(1980 222).

Patton ( 1980 ) describes four elements
collection of qualitative data. These are as

I. the qualitative meilrodologist mustget close enough to the people andsituation being studied io be ableto understand the depth and detailsof what goes oni

2. the qualitative methodologist must.aim at capturing what actuJlty takesplace and what people actualf| say;
qualitative dat.a consist ofdeal of pure description ofactívities and inLeractions;
qualitative data consist of directquotations from people, both what
th"y speak and what they write downIPatton, 1980:37] .

3

4

a great
people,
and

for the researcher

and empathy for

under analysis.

in the

follows:

to

the

It is irnportant, therefore,
acquire an appreciation, understanding
institutional or organizational setting
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patton (rggo) characterizes this forin of enquiry
as having both inductive and de<luctive dimensions. since a

certain amount of open-endedness exists in qualitative
approaches, a researcher must be sensit.ive to what the data
reveal as the evaluation is .oroceeding. This is an induc-
tive or discovery approach. when the investigator begins to
recognize and, subsequently, confirm or elaborate upon key
patterns or circumstances that surface, this is a deduc-
tive approach to data collection and analysis. rt is
emphas ized once again that this is quite a di fferent
scienti fic process from that. envisioned by the classical
experiment.al approach to science (patton, Lgg2).

The funcLions and processes of evaluation research
are relevant to this study. rmproving program effective-
ness, aidì.ng decision-making and focusing atLention on "what
is" and "what shourd be", are fundamentar to the purpose of
this project. The tools of evaluation are crearly varied
and complex; but the apptication of evaluation methods

permits a good deal of flexibility and clemands creativity.
of particular importance is the use of qualitative

methods of evaluation. These require the researcher Eo get
close to the situation, to gain familiarit,y with it, and to
demonstrate sensitivity. The outcome of these methods is
descriptive information, rich in detait.
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2.3 or ani zat ional Deve lo ment

The nature and problems of organ iza.ions were

introduced in the frontispiece of this document. since
organizations do not often function as one efficient,
co-ordinated unit they must be continuously examined to
determine how they are operating.

organizational deveropment is the art-science of
ímproving the efficiency of an organ LzaLion by examining the
internal and external forces affecting its performance, and
performance expectations (Moore , Ig73). This defínition
reveals a relatíonship with evaluation. The inajor steps of
an organizational development process are identi.fication
of needs, planned intervention into an organization, and

examination (evaluation) of relevant facts. As noted
previously, the workshop described in the introduction was a

type of planned intervention into the Department of Naturar
Resources.

rmprovement of the corlaborative berravíor of
individuars is often at the root of organizationar develop-
ment programs. Atban and pollitt (L973) state that ,,ít is
import,ant to recognize that the concept of peoples,
working together interdependently is a new Ídea for many,,

(p. 35). For example, in our schools and universj_ties,
competitive, non-collaborative behavi-ors are the no-rm as a

means tc achieving tasks. The highry skilled and efficient
collaborative behaviors that once prevailed i.n tribal
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societies have been lost, probably forever. Today most jobs
require bringing together the talents of many specialists,
groups t ot other resources in a corlaborative effort. rn
contemporary ogranizations, however,,,teamwork is perceived
as a precious commodity" (Kepner and Tregoe, lgg L:27) ,

Alban and Pollitt ( f973:35 ) list several factors which
obstruct collaborative behavior in organizations. These
are: "dependenL or rebellious attitudes toward authority;
varied perceptions of the tasks to be performed; diffi_
culties in interpersonal relationships; lack of clarity
about roles and inabírity to manage conflicts between
groups." varney and Lasher (r973276) report on a case study
where "the basic organizationar probleins were manifested in
the form of accusations, distrust and uncommunicative
behavior on the part of some members.of a department.,,

These types of problems can be overcome, however,
through the application of what Blake and Mouton (r973:55)
call "basic diagnostic, intervention and consultation
skills. " These authors identi fy several types of inter-
venLions in organizations. Four examp_Les are described in
Table 4,

i,nderstanding organizations is compricated by the
variety of interactions which may influence them. Atthough
this study has an " intrad.epartmental', f ocus, other types of
interactions are worth noting. Kernaghan and Kuper (1983:r)
describe seven categories of interactions in which a

government agency may be involved, nãmely:
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Culture

Organizational Logic

Relationship

Structure

Table 4

TYPES OF INTERVENTIONS

a cultural intervention brings
habitual practices into the
focus of examination. It con-
siders what tradj_tions, prece-
dent,s and ri-tua1s are inf lu-
encing the thoughts and actions
of members of an organization.

- this type of intervention can
point out contradictions be-
tween actions that contribute
to achieving orqanizational
purpose and act.ions that men
are engaged in for whatever
ot.her purpose.

relationship interventions are
concerned with how peoples'
feelings t,oward one another are
influencing their int,eractions.

this type of interven.b,ion gets
people to examine relation-
ships between organizations
structure and it; levels of
performance.

Adapted from Blake and Mouton (1973)
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Intradepar tmenta I(i.e., interactions
department )

interact ions
within the focal

1

2

3

4

Interdepar tmenta I(i.e., interactÍons
f ocal depar t,ment
departments at the
government )

interact ions
between the
ancl other

same level of

5

6

Executive-bureaucratic interactions
( i , e. , interactions between thefocal department and the executive
at the same level of government )

Legislative-bureaucratic inter-actions ( i. e. , interactions betweenthe focal rlepartment and thelegíslature at the same level of
government )

Judicial-bureaucratic interactions
( Í. e. , interactions between thefocal department and the courts atthe same level of government )

fntergovernmental interactions(i.e., interactions between thefocal department and departments andinst itutions at other levels of
government )

Governnenta l-nongove rnmental inter -actions (i.e., interactions between
the focal department and non-governmental organizations ) .

list underscores the potential
assessment by illustrating the

7

Thi s complexity of

ful-t range of

Moreover, these

examining organ-

simple an under-

this case, the

organizatíonal

Ínteractions which could be examined.

authors reveal still further pit.falls
izational behavior which result from

in

too
s tand ing

concept

of common terms and concepts, in
of co-ordínation.
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Many studies of interorganizationar relations
involve an analysis of co-ordination. The process of co-
ordination "involves interaction(s) in which two or more

partíes take one another into account for the purpose of
bringing their decisions and/or activities into harmonious
or recíprocal relation" (Kernaghan and Kuper, 1gg3:13 ) .
Although co-ordínation is often viewed as a means of
ensuring that appropriate policy and program decisions are
made, duplication and overlap avoided¡ ârid effective and

responsive services are províded (to the public), Kernaghan

and Kuper contend that it is not "a panacea for government

inefficiency and unresponsiveness, nor is it a substitute
for shared values and goa1s" (p. l3). In sum, these authors
believe that it. is necessary to evaruate where the process
and the outcome of co-ordination are truly beneficiar before
investing ä rot of time trying to develop for¡nar mechanisms.

They acknowledge, however, that forinal co_ordination
activities by government are often needed to supprement
co-ordination sought or attained through other means.

This information is indicative of the need. to
approach organizational development and evaluation thought-
fully and with ca.re, to question and look beyond simpre or
pat solutions to organizaLional needs.

This brief overvÍew revears several points of
interest about organizations. All organizations require
examination, through an active process of information
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gathering, to identify.oroblems and, ultimately, to improve
eÉficiency and effectiveness. This statemenL captures
soìne of the principles of evaluation described earrier.
Evaluation, in turn, provides metiro<lologies useful to
organizational development. The relevance of t'ese factors
to the problem uncler study was a heightened appreciation of
the nature of organizational settings; greater awareness and
sensitivity to the types of problems which may exist within
the Department of Natural Resources, and recognition of the
need to be aware of these consicierations in the conduct of
the study.

2,4 Values and Attitudes Towards Wildlife
At this point attention is turned to a nore spe-

cific discussion of wirdlife resources. A number of studies
lrave l¡een undertaken in the united states and canada to
determine the varues comtemporary society praces on wird-
life These studies revear the varied and so¡netimes
polarized views that exist on the subject of wirdrife.

Divergent" abtit.udes about wildrif e in the r9B0,s
can be traced to the lBth and lgth centuries, and the
emergence of the conservation movement. The philosophicat
under.oinnings of the early conservation movement set the
direction and logic for present-day arguments surrounding
wildlife' rndeed, the phi,-osophical clifferences of the
conservation pioneers stitr exist in the policy ancl practice
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of modern resource management agencies, including the parks

and wildlife Branches. More will be said on this point
later. A brief history of the conservation movement is
presented next, baseC on material contained in ,'The

conservation Ethic: Historical Development and Future
Prospects", a report by Duncan M. Taylor. This is forlowed
by a review of several recent studies on wírdlife.

Taylor descríbes how the American wilderness was

fast disappearing by the end of the lgth century. The

wanton destruct,ion of virgin forests and of the great plains
wildlife before axes, railroads and settlement was beginning
to create doubt and concern about the long-held belief in
nature's abilit.y to provide for end.less human wants and

needs. The rise of the conservation movement h/as directty
related to a growing rearization that bhe frontier era had

come to an end (Taylor, 1gB3).

The conservation movement had a basic mission: to
work against the wasteful and environmentally. destructive
rand use practices of industrial society. By the late
LB00's two schools of thought had evolved. surrouncling this
common mission. one h¡as espoused. by John Muir; the other is
associated with cifford pinchot.

John Muir was first and foremost a preservationist
who wanted to see the finest landscapes preserved as

"temples unspoiled and intact" (Taylor, 1983:26). He had

been instrumental in having yosernite established as a
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National Park in the united states. Muir "argues for the
adoption of an ecological ethos that would recognize all
natural objects and Livíng things as ends in themselves,,
( r9B3 ¿27 ) .

uir's beliefs hrere rooted in the "Econocentric-
Romantic" and "counter-Bnlightenrnent values" of lgth century
writers such as Emerson and Thoreau. within this philo-
sophical frame of reference nature was considered intrin-
sically valuable; human fulfillment was tied to the realm of
the spirit, and not in material objects and economic gain
(1983:2). The normative stance of this approach is outrined
below:

The universe is an interrelated
totality, with all of its parts
ínterconnected and interlocked. A
corollary to this ís the rejection
of those dualistic and atomistic
categories inherent within the
Newtonian mechanistic world view--
for example, the epistemological
separation of the subjective knower
from the objective known, ârrd. the
radíca1 separation of facts (quanti-
ties) fron values (qualities).

Nature is intrlnsically valuable;
animals, trees or rocks, ðll have
inherent worth and value 'in them-
selves' . This is a rejection of the
typically quantitative approach to
nature with its emphasis on viewing
the natural world primarily in
economic and utilitarian terms.

I

2
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Nature is a forum in which humanbeíngs are afforded the bestopportunity to actualize their owninner spiritual r âêsthetic, ândmoral sensibifities. As such,nature is a benchmark against whichthe state of human soclety nay bejudged ITaylor, t9B3:35] .

Romantics, championed by Muir, advocated
wildlife preservation. But this preser_

attempted to

values " and,

only limited success (p. 36). Duncan Taytor

The

wilderness and

thus, rnêt. with

wri tes:

vationist or romantic tra<lition of conservation
"srnrim against the dominant stream of societal

If the Romantic/Counter-Enlightenment
wing
nature/civilization dichotomy, therebypitting itself against thã dominanlvalues of an expanding industrial world,it, was with cifford pinchot and the'wise use ' ( nnr ightenment ) scr,ããi :;:that an attempt was made to place'nature' and ,civílization' 

=iaå 
--b;

side. In other words there was thebelief that natural resources__Iands,forests, and wildlife--might be 'usediand'saved' simultaneousfy-tl9B3:36j.
Just as the naturalist Muir was often in opposi_

tion to the mainstream of public opinion--labelleci as
elitist, anti-establishment, idealistic and against progress
--Gifford pinchot, who became the chief Forester of the
United States, presented an alternative position, willÍng to
work within the dominant values of society.
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Pinchot's 'wíse use' school of conservation was

born out of the "Expansionist lrlorld view" and,,Enlightenmenl
values" philosophy wherein economic growth and nalural
expansion were considered as prerequisites for human pros-
perity (p. 2). Pinchot viewed the natural forests as a crop
that could be profitabry managed with scientific efficienclz
to produce a continuous suppty of products to a growing

American population. To pinchot¡ nâtural areas were the
source of materials needed to fuel economic growth. But,

they were to be used in a manner that was not wastefuL of
natural resources. The ethic of the 'lvise use, philosophy
is sumnarized below:

l. Nature is a resource to be used¡ ñot
preserved. For conservation to
reali.st ically work it must gain the
support, and show itself to be in
the economic interests, of society
at. large.

The primary value of. natural areas
lies precisely in their ongoing
economic value to modern society.
Hence r ôrgLlflents f or conservat ion
should be made on economic and
utilitarian grounds¡ flot in terms of
nature's intrinsic or aesthetic
qualities, these values being of
secondary or only incidental import-
ance.

2

3 Conservation should work against the
wastefulness and environmentally
disruptive excesses of a developing
society, but not agaÍnst development
per se. Ideally, thís would require
that 'wise scientific management,
procedures be adopted in the utiliz-
ation of all natural resources,
including lands, soils, forests,
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waters and wildli fe. Moreover,where possible, these resourceswould be harvested in terms of arenewable crop--in other words,'sustainable exploitation'. In thi;
Tay, many areas of nature can be'saved' and 'used' simult"""áu"fV
ITaylor, 1983 237J.

Duncan Taylor wr i tes that ,'throughout the
century the conservation movement in both canada and the
united states has refrected the polar izaLion and conflicting
aims of these (Muir's and pinchot ,s ) approaches,, (p.1) .

This is both a summation of the regacy of conservation
philosophy and practice inherited by contemporary society,
and a telling comment about society's inabitity to reconcile
lhe inherent dichotomies nearly a century later.

The term "conservation" was coined by pinchot, but
it was popularized by Theodore Roosevelt. In 1933, Aldo
Leopold wrote, "came then Theodore Rcosevelt with the idea
of conservatÍon through wise use,, (Leopold , Ig33: I7 ) .

Leopold elaborates on this concept stating that ,,wildli f e

was conceived by him (Roosevelt) to be a renewable
organic resource, which might last forever if it hras har-
vested scientificalry, and not faster than it reproduced,,
(1933:17 ) .

20rh

The
Fallacy

John A.

of Wíldli fe

Livingstone,

Conservat ion

in his recent book

acknowledges this view
conservation. Livingstone writes:

OT



the meaning of wildlife conservation.
vation as

a different view of

He defines conser-

By convention, conservation has meantthe care of natural resources and theirprotection from clepletion¿ wâst€ and
damage¿ so that they will be readiLy athand through perpetuity. Traditionäffy
we have used this approach for soiflhtater, vegetation and, in a more par_ticular wêy, to those kinds of animals
( fishes , fur-bearing mammals, waterfowl and the like ) in which there i;a commercial or special interest
[1980:15].

Livingstone, himself, holds

30

Livingstone ad.dresses

to wildIífe conservation

the preservation of wildlife forms anrlgroups of forms in perpetuity, for theirown sakes, irrespective of any conno_tation of present or future human use
Irseo 2177.

l4oreover,

in regard
the 'wise use'

in his statementpos Í t ion

tha t

throughout the ,wise use , argumentswildli fe is seen solely as a humanasset. There is not the slightestquestion of any i.ntrinsic interest beingvested in wildlife itself. It Ís áhunan commodity [p. 34J.

Reflecting on Livingstone,s work, Taylor says ,,it
is perhaps the most trenchant argument against the wise use
position thus far" (f983:38). By calting for recognition of
the inLrinsic values of wildlife, above and beyond mere

human self-interest, "Lívingstone places himself firmly
in the tradition of John Muir and the Romantic/counter-
Enlightenment school of conservation,' (p. 3B ) .
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rn view of these countervailing opi-nions respec-
ting conservation generarry, and wildlife conservation and

management specifically, it is not surprising that there is
a good deal of effort by wildlife agencies and academic

researchers today focusing on this topic. Highlights of
several recent studies which examine values held by con-
temporary society and wíldlife agencies a,re presented below.

A recent canadian study states rhat ,'wildrife

management agencies across canada recognized the need to
better understand the nature, extent and importance of the
interactions between wildtife populations and hunan

populations to aid management agencies in the planning
and evaruations of wirdrife policíes and programs ...,,
(Canadian Wildlife Service, f9B3:l). Moreover, the
li terature also contains several articles addressing the
question of how welr wildlife agencies' prograrns alígn with
society's interests and expectations respecting wildli fe.
This type of information is of particular importance as this
study is concerned with a similar question.

The ways that humans value wildlife resources are
extremely complex. Kellert (1980), writing on bhe values of
wildlife in American society, states that ,'this is an age,of
some confusion and transition in contemporary wildlife
values" (p. 3r). ilistorically, wÍldlife has been viewed

as a resource to be exploited for its commercial value
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(Pettula, 19BO). In addition to this exploitive cultural
value, Pettula (1980) has identified three traditions mani-
festing different currents of the environmental stream of
[hought. He calls them the ',biocentric, ecologic and

economic" traditions (p. 23).

Pettula berieves that persons sharing the bio-
centric point of view tend to concentrate value in nature
for and ín itself, apart from human uses. Such individuaLs
and groups would probably disapprove of the use of wildlife
for human gain. The ecologic emphasis is derived from a

scientific understanding of interrelationships and inter-
dependence among parts of the natural communities. The

irnportant ecologic concept according to pettula "is a modeL

of a stable community made up of a diversity of plants and

animals and a traceable ftow of energy, which may be

disrupted by natural phenomena or human activity,, (p. 23),
The econo.mic or.utilitarian approach focuses on the optimal
use of wildlife for the longest period of time. pettura

states that "the three traditions are not mutually
exclusive, but they have been born in different historical
mílieus and have taken a variety of historical shapes,,

(p. 24).

based on

One approach to the study of wíldlife values is
attitudes. A typology of attitudes developed by

( 1980 ) imparts some understanding of competingKellert
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values in American society, and gives an insight into the
various animal-related confr icts present today. Thi s
typology is summarized in Table 5.

A national study of American attitudes and be-
haviors conducted in rg75 usecl eight oË the ten attitude
types noted. The resul ts of this study ilrustrate four
prevalent and diverse attitudes. These h/ere:

1. a good measure of indifference and
some fear of animals;

2. a fair degree of support forutil tzíng animals for practical
advanbage;

3. much affection for animals, particu_
larly for pets and large atLractive
wild animals;

4. concern by a minority for presumed
maltreatmenb, possible suffering
and undue harm resulting from useãof animals II980:60].

These resurts are indicative of the range of
attitudes in Arnerican society in the mid-seventies. This
ciiversity of attitudes is part of the dilemma facing wild-
life management agencies.

The federal governments' r9B1 survey was intended
to determine canadians' interests in wildlife, the extent of
their participation in wildlife activities, and their re_
lated expenditures. As noted earlier, the survey indicated
that wi ldli fe-related activities were one of the most
prevalent forms of recreation undertaken by canadians.
other salient findings of this study were as folrows ¡
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Tab1e 5

TYPOLOGY OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS ÄNIMALS

ri-mary in.terest
or wildlife and

-P
f

and
the

Naturalistic

Ecologistic

Humanist,ic

Moralist.ic

Scientistic

Aesthetic

Utilít,arían

Dominionistic

Negativistic

Neut,ralistic

- Primary concern for the envi_
ronment as a syst,em, for i-nter-
relationships between wildlife
spec.ies and natural habitats.

Primary interest and. strong
affection for lndj-vldual
animals r pri-ncipally pet.s .
Regarding wildtife, focus is on
large attractive animals wiLh
strong anthropomorphic asso_
ciations.

Primary concern for the right
and wrong treatment of animals,
with strong opposit,ion to ex_
ploitation of and cruelty to-
ward animals.

- Primary interest in the physi_
cal att,ribut,es and biologÍca1
functionj_ng of animals.

- Primary interest in bhe artis-
tic and symbolic characterj_s_
tics of animals.

- Primary concern for the practi_
cal and materi-al value of ani_
mals.

Primary satj_sfactions derived
from mastery and cont.rol over
animals, typically in sporting
sltuat,lons.

Primary orientation an active
avoidance of animals due to
fear or dislike.

affection
outdoors.

passive
due to

Primary orientation a
avoidance of animals
indifference.

Source: Kellert ( 1980 )
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the study revealed that
wildli fe resources are
valuable to the nalion;

Canad ian
highly

I

2

3

+̂

the majority of [he Canadian popu-
lation 15 years of age and over was
involved in some form of wildlife
activity in 1981;

about 83. B percent of the Canadian
population participated in some form
of indirect wildtife-related
actívítyì

many Canadians ( f out of every
Tqde a special trip or outing1981 for the primary purpose
observing, photographing, feeding
studying wildlife;

s)
in
of
or

t0
of

5

C,

7

hunting attracted I in
Canadians in tg8l for a
32.2 million hunting days;

every
total

Canadians spent about $2.1 billion
on special outings and $f.2 billion
on hunting-related activities;

eighty percent of respondents stated
that mainLaining wiltlli f e hras
irnportant to them, and 82 percent
indicated it was important topreserve endangered species
ICanadian lVildtife Service, 1984].

The l9B1 survey is one of a number

which may be indicative of society,s broadening

towards wildlife. James Butler ( l9B4) calls f,or a more

of sources

at t i tudes

balanced approach to

results of this and

wildli fe management

other studies. Hís

wildli fe agencies

identi fying their

have remained somewhat traditional,
mandate and their image

based on the

thesis is that

with the hunting

Butler describesand fishing segmenI of the population.
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five distinctive phases which canadían fish and wildlife
agencies have undergone and are undergoi'g. These are
described below and illustrated in Figure 3.

1

2

the Protection phase in which habi_tats were designated or acquired,and init iatives were taken towardthe protection of highfy visibledeclíning species;

the Regulation phase when rulesgoverning society,s consumptive useof f í sh and wi ldl i f e were fbrmal i zedfor the benefic of all through acombination of rationing intermixedwith seasonal protectionl

the Biologícal phase follows inwhich game species begin to bemanaged on a sound biological basis;
an Ecological phase is part of thelogi.?f _ progression, marked byexpanded at tent ion to a f ul I ,u.rgåof wildlife species and the use ofwider. ecological input in managementdecisions; and

5. Lhe Sociological phase, paralleling
the Ecological phase, which i;characterized by beginning to under_stand the users of the resource,their attitudes, pêrcêptions -r.åmotivations IButler, 1984:130_131].

Development phases of Wildlife Agencies

3

4

Figure 3

IiCOLOGICAL
PHASE

PROTECTION
PllASE

BIOLOGICAI,
PHASE

SOCIOLOGICAL
PHASE

REGULATION
PHASE

Adapted from Butter (1984)
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concurrent with these phases are the changing
perspectives, priorities and management philosophy of wild-
li f e agencies. According to Butler ',wildli f e agencies
largely fail at accommodating the interests or gaining the
political and financial support of the majority whose inter-
ests are non-consumptive, concentraling probably 98 percent
of their efforts on a minority of our population's active
wildlife.supporters,' (p. B). Zwank (f984:14) notes that ,,as

recently as L978, the (U.S. ) CounciL on Environmental

Quality estimated that 9l percent. of federal and state
funding for wildlife hras spent on game management.,,

There are a number of reasons why agencies fair to
respond to the full range of wildlife supporters. Butler
describes these as "the Non-hunter--Anti-hunter Myth, the
Traditional Servant Attitude, the Unsure-of-how_to_proceecl

Attitude, Unwillingness to Realign, and The Boys Club,,
(p. 131). These ideas are elaborated upon below.

rt ís sometímes presumed that non-hunter.s are
anti-hunters. Butler argues that only a small minority of
non-hunters possess anti-hunting sentiments. Furthermore he

assert.s that expanded emphasis on the needs of the general
wildlife-interested public is viewed by some manaqers as a

form of rlisloyalty by their traditional clients--licensed
hunters and fishermen. And though there may be a rarge
number of managers who are sincerely interested in, and

somewhat willing to expand their agencies, breadth, they
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are/ he says, limited by tradieional experience. Some

managers may not be willing to realign, hence Butler,s
fourth category. The fi fth category, The Boys club,
suggests a strong orientation by agencies to a male

clientele. Butler believes that wonen have not been

perceived as a serious clientele.

stephen Kellerb and perry Brown eraborate on the
need for better "human dimensions information,' in wildlife
rnanagement (f ggS :269). These authors <jescribe four areas of
human dimensions that require invest.igation to ensure that
managers serve the public and the wildlife management field.
These are: constituency idenLification, multiple satisfac-
tions management, social impact and trade-off analysis, and

publ i c av{rareness ancl educah ion .

rdentifying the changing wildlife constituency is
a fundamental requirement, to know who are the participants
in wÍldiife-related activities and the. scope of their
activities. Moreover, there is a need to understand the

"satisfaction, interests, attitudes ¡ flêêds and demands

(trrat ) characterize the birdwatcher and the hunter,,
(p. 27r). Answers are needed for such questions as ,,are

consumptive and non-consumptive pursuits compatible or
should they be developed und.er varying circumstances,' i and

"what are the carrying capacit.ies for different habitats in
terms of providing qualíty wildli fe opporLunities . . . ,,

(p. 272)? The authors go onto explain Lhat,'hre need to
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know who desires interaction with di fferent species, in
whaI ways they desíre interaction, where and under whaI

conditions that interaction desirably takes placer âod what
constituents expect from interactions,, (p. 273).

William Graves ( l9B4 2397 ) acknowledges

management philosophy or conservation ethic
ening to include non-exploitative interactions between man

and animals. " But he decries the notion of separating
wi-ldlife management programs and wilrllife advocates into two
opposing camps--game programs and consumptive users versus
non-game programs and non-consumptive users. Graves states:

There is an insidious and sirnplisticpopular mythology that there is such athing as a non-consumptive user of thewildli fe resource. It goes somethinglike this! persons who hunt or fish oitrap remove wildlife in some manner andutilize it somehow in the process sothaL it. is used up or spent wastefully,
depending on the attitude of theobserver. Supposedly these are normallycategorízed as. consumptive users. Thenthere are those persons who do not huntor fish or trap; they simply bird watch,photograph, feed or picnic or hike orcanoe or camp. They can use wildlifeonly to enhance those experiences. Suchpersons _are/ presumably, non-consumptiveusers I rge¿: 396 ]
There are dífferent philosophicar perspectives

held by modern society in respect to wildlife, that much is
clear. rndeed, Graves' comment above is irlustrative of

within the wildtife management profession
wildlife should be conserved, managed and used

Whi 1e the <lebate cont inues

that "our

is broad-

divisiveness

itsetf. How

is a matter of ongoing debate.
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ir
to

is

difference between rÍch councry
In the word.s of Graves:

is imperative

vi ew wi ldl i fe
not to lose sight of
as merely something

the grossest of fallacies. It

Leopold's concern that
"to shoot at or look at

often represents the

mere land" (197Ot17B),and

All wildlife program people must main-a:ll posi rile ånA' consrrucri veatt i tude toward.s each other and if.r"respective programs in which they 
""iillOnly through the absence of thecynícism, negativisn and suspi.i;;generat.ed by di viding ourselves intocamps of false dist.ínctions, -;;;

necessary, holistic wil,ili f e pr"gr"*"evolve Ifge¿:398] .

2.5 Summary

This literature review has dealt with evaluation,
orqanizational development and varues ancl attitudes about
wildlife. A nurnber of concrudÍng statements have been made
already with regard to evaluation and organizationar
development. rt is worth re-iterating that evaluation is a
contemporaryr êod widely accepted, disciplíne. Inherent in
evaluation is the need for managers and decisi.on-makers to
pose to themselves questions about how well their prograns
are workingr, and how they can be inproved. The literature
on evaluation is extensive and current¿ ôs evidenced by the
writings of patton, for example. The foll0wing section
illustrates how certain principles and methods of evaluation
are applied ín this study.
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As this project is concerned with a particurar
organizational setting, the discussion on organizational
development is of value. The idiosyncracies of Índividuars,
and the effects of other forces which create barriers to
effective team work were kept in nind as the study pro-
gressed.

Discussions of the conservation movement and
social va-lues respecting wildli f e provide a basis for under-
standing the díchotomy of attitudes towarcis wirdrife. Muir
and Pinchot, in particularr wêrê the forbears of philoso-
phies espoused by latter day preservationists and wise use
advocates. current literature reveals a growing trend
towards devel0ping a better understanding of public
interests, needs and wants relating Lo wildlife. The work
of Kellert and the recent canadian wirdlife service study
are good exampres. Bu.tler has begun to examine how these
changing trends rerate to what he describes as the
traditíonal approach to wildlife agencies. As these
agencies strive to keep abreast of trends in the fÍeld,
there is wisdo¡n in Leopold's admonition to view wildli fe
holisticatly--as integral to a healthy environment--rather
than sirnply as something to use for one reason or another.

"t

I
I

| ¡¡\i{\ii,lt:;N I y ¡ ¡¡ ry*llll,j! i, ;! i,ri I li.ri,\i(ll-Tl
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODS

This study is qualitative and exploratory with the
intent of discovering or revealing useful information and

ideas about the organization. The primary res"arch methods

were comprised of document analysis and a d.escríptive
survey. Both are examples of qualitative methods described
earlier. The descriptive survey was in the form of personal
interviews with parl<s and wildlife Branch staff members.

Informal contacts, by letter and telephone, were used. tc>

generate various data about other provincial parks agencies.
Five specific tasks were ídentified to achieve the

research objectives. The analysis of mandates (Task I) and

staff interviews (Task II ) received closest attention.
Tasks rrr and rv, concernecl with other parks agencies and

wildli fe program information, complemented the primary
tasks. All five tasks are interrelated as illustrated in
Figure 4, Thís ínterrelationship is important for two

reasons. First, the results obtained from earlier tasks
assisted in completing the later ones. Second, it was

possible using this approach to compare the results of each

task in relation to another. This "pairing of tasks,' is
elaboraLed upon in the following discr¡ssíon of tasks and

methods.
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Figure 4: Interrelationship of Tasl<s

TASK r: Describe and anaryze parks and wírdlife regisra-
tion, policy and other guidíng documents.

The purpose was to identify overlaps and gaps in
the policy framework of the branches. current statutes and
of f icial Departrnental poricies and guiding d.ocuments re-
lating to wírdlife managernent ín provincial parks were
revíewed. The rnain concepts and terminorogy used in these
documents were examined to establish the philosophicar
contextr scopê 9nd specific directions of each agency,s
rnandate.

TASK I
REVIEI^/ LEGISLATION

AND POLICIES

TASK I1
DETERMINE

VIEI^/S 0F STAFF

TASK IV
REVIE[,/ BRANCI{ES '

PROGRAMS

I

OBSERVATIONS

REC TIONS

l
I

t

TASK ITI
CANVASS OTHER

PARK AGENCIES
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The review of. rerated riterature identified the
wide range of attitudes and. values herd by society on
wildrife. Legislation, policies and other Department guide-
línes reflect a comparable range of wildrife management
purposes and priorities.

The results of this first task are later rerated
to results forthcoming from Tasks fI, III and IV. For
example, comparison of Task I h/ith Task rrr reveals simi_
larities and differences in the policies of Manitoba,s parks
system and other parks systens. How regisration and
policies are perceived or interpreted by the staff members

of the two branches was determined through rask rr.

TASK II: Determine the attitudes
members regarding wildlife

of respective staff
management in parks.

This important task focused the professional
staff of the branches who have dÍrect a.d. indirect responsi-
birities for wirdrife management in parks. rntensive
interviews were conducted to determine the attitudes of
biologists, managers and planners

Eighteen persons, nine from each branchr w€rê
interviewed. The positions of intervíewees (tisted in the
Appendix ) are at the micldle rnanagement and prof ess ional
1evel, ranging from head-office section chiefs, to regional
wildlife and park speciarisLs and pranners. These persons
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were selected because of their wide-ranging experience wi 1-_h_

in the organization, and their level of responsibirities,
which carry considerabre influence. staff working in al1
regions of the province, with the exception of the Northeast
and Northwest Regíons, were included ín the interview. rt
is believed that this group well represented the views of
their respective agencies.

A structure<1 interview guide t ot suestionnaire,
was employed with mostly open-ended questíons (see Appendix
B)' This procedure permitted respondents to deverop their
thoughts at length and provided for some flexíbirity. Most
interviews were lengthyr âvêrâ.ging over an hour and
occasionally taking up to t.wo hours to complete.

Respondents were contacted by telephone prior to
the interview and gÍven a generar description of the re-
search project. rntroductory remarks by . the interviewer
(tne author) related some background information concerning
the evolution of the study and the unusual circumstance of
having a member of the organization (ttre author) conducting
ir.

Once interviews began, respondents were generally
eager to talk. wot"" were taken during each interview and
expanded upon later in the same day. rnformar content
analysis of the questionnaire data was completed by the
investigaLor. In reviewing responses, att.empts were made to
identify values, role perceptions, concerns/ orientalions
and to some degree intellectuar and emotional differences.
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The quotes of staff members approxinate their
comments either as exact statements or very close para-
phrases. rn many cases, the actual words of respondents are

relied upon to convey their thoughts and recommendations in
clear and sometimes colourful language.

TASK rrr: canvass other parks agencies to obtain informa-
tion about theír approach to wíldlife nanagement.

Document analysis and enquiries made by letter and

telephone vvere employed to obtain various information about

olher provincial parks systems. The parks agencies of
British columbia, Alberta, saskatchewan, ontario and euebec

hrere contacted to acquire information simílar to that repre-
sented by Tasks r and rv for Manitoba's parks. Additíonal
information was sought about organ ízational structures and

future wildlife management challenges.

TASK IV: Revier¡ and analyze branches, programs.

This task relied on the qualitative methocl of
document analysis and on dÍrect communications with the

branches' personnel. various Departmenbal record.s were

searched to establish a profile of wildlife programs or
projects undertaken ín parks since lgBO (an arbitrarily
selected date). l{here possible, cost figures for these

projects lvere also recorded.
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A brief comparison was mad.e with sirnilar informa_
tion gathered from other parks agencies to illustrate the
scope of wil<11i f e program activities and the extent of
resources (funds) allocated to them.

The resurts of this task also provided a basis to
check certain perceptions and understandings of staff about
the emphasis and effectiveness of wirdlife management
projects.

TASK v: Evaruate the resurts of the above-noted tasks.

Figure 4 illustrates, conceptually, the flow of
information into the centre of the diagrarn--titled obser-
vations and recommendations. The foregoing <liscussion has
described how the first four tasks were built upon, âûd
related with one another. Through observation and compari-
son of the tasks in thís manner it was expected that various
images or patterns would emerge that demonstrated magnitudes
of difference or prevalence of similarities. The nature and
scope of differences and simíl-arities have influenced the
recommendations contained within the study.



PART II. RESULTS AIiID DISCUSSION

There are three major components of part rr: the
content analysis of documents comprising tire rrvildlife and
Parks Branches, mandates (Section 4.O), prês€ntation of
interview results and a review of provi.ncíal parks agencì-es
outside ivianitoba (Section 5.0).

T'he mandates are consiclerecr first, to identify the
requirements and responsibirities of these branches to
manage wildrife in provinciat parks. This is folrowed by a

discussion of staff members' perspectives on the mandates
and a review of t.hose of other parks jurisdictions.

rn secEion 6.0 the views of staff are again
described in the context of how well the branches are
responding to their mandates. This section arso incr-udes
information on wildlife programs conducted in Manitoba parks
and in other provincial park systems.

section 7.o dears with many facets of the organ-
ization. It describes a range of ideas, concerns and
suggesIions made by Departmental personnel.

rnformation from interviews comprises the majority
ot' section 8.0 with its orientation to the future. rt arso
contains "futures" comments received from oLher provinces.

4.A ANALYSIS OF MANDATES

This section is an

political basis for the parks

4B

analys i s of the legal ancl

and Vfildlife Branches pro-
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grams: their mandates. Excerpts from legislation governing
each branch, parts of official policies and other direc-
tives, are presented to i llustrate the primary emphasis,
range and scope of each agency's mandate. The review of
various documents .is íntended to be comprehensiver ârìd as

far as possible, objective. It attempts to discover
similarities and differences in the mandates, identify
clarity or lack of same in presentation, ârìd..relate the
mandates to the phi losophical bases earl ier d.escr ibed.

4.7 The Provincial park Lands Act

Assent.ed to in L972, The provincial park Lands Act
governs the establishment, development and management of
,orovincial park lands. l4ore speci f icatly this statute
invests authority in the l{inister or an officer (deputy
minister, assistant to rhe deputyt or any person designated
by the l.{inister ) for the aciministraEion, planning, rlevelop_
ment and maintenance of provincial park lands.

The primary purposes of provincial parks¡ âod the
key principles of the parks mandate, are described in
section 2 of the Act deaLing with the establishment,
dedication and development of the park system.

Section 2 states:

System of provincial park lands.
2 ( 1 ) The government shall establish,
develop and maíntain a system.of provin_
cial park lands
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Dedication of provincial park lands.
2(2) Provincial park lands are dedi-cateC to the people of t{anitoba andvi s i tor s to f{ani toba , âfld may be used bythem for healthful enjoyment, and foithe cultural, educational and socialbenefit.s that may be clerived therefrom.
DevelopmenL of provincial park lands.
2(3) Provincial park lands shalldeveloped and maintained

be

(a) for the conservation and
of f lora and fauna therein,.
(b) for the preservation of specifiedareas and ob¡ects therein that are ofgeological, cultural, ecological orother scienti f ic interest; ancl

(c) to faciLitate the use andof outdoor recreation therein.

management

en joyment

The matter of wi ldri fe management is nowhere
prescribed in detail withín the Act although certain
inferences about wildlife can be drawn from each of the
three parts of section 2. The most direct statement is
sec' 2(3)' Parts (a) and (b) are of particurar interest as

they call for "conservation and management of flora and
fauna (wirdtif e) " r ôod "preservati.on of specif ied areas and
objects that are geological, cultural, €cological and

scienti.f ic interest. "

One of the main purposes of park lands, therefore,
is the conservation of wildlife. This might appear to be

clear enough direction on the subjectr ãs the t,erm conser_
vation is commonly used, but recalf discussions of the
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conservation movement and the opposing "camps,, that several
authors describe as evident in the wildlife management fieLd i
today . The Park Lands Act does not de f ine ,,conservat ion,, ,

nor is there any direction as to how management shoulcl aim

to conserve wildtife. This lack of definition is generally
acknowledged by Departmental staff members as will be

demonstrated later.

Part (b) highlights ,'preservation". It also is
unspeci fic regarding application to wildli fe management.

The inference rnight be made that certain parks, or areas

within certain parks, flây indeed be of ecorogicar or other
scientific interest in wildtife and, in consequence, should
be preserved. once again there is a lack of definition for
a key term. The concept of preservat ion i s general ly re-
garded as being more protective, in cornpaÉison' to that of
conservation. This is revealed in the writings of
Livingstone, for example, âñd was several times cited
accordingly during staff interviews. The park Lands Act,
however, reveals no such distinction.

The dedication clause 2(Z) emphasizes use of park

lands for healthful enjoyment, and for cultural, educational
and social benefíts. At best one can only speculate as to
what this clause implies in respect to wildlífe and its
management.
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section 2(L) requires government to estabrish and
maintain a "system" of parks. A mechanism used to
distinguish individual parks within a park system is park
classification. The park Lands Act specifies a number of
park types or classes which help to carry out the intent of
the legislation. park classification is used to underscore
basic di fferences in the rore of park management ancl

development.

Regulation I9g/74, a regulation under the park
Lands Act, contains definítions for six major classes of
parlcs includíng !üilclerness, Natural, RecreaIion, Recreation
Travelways, Heritage and special use parks. These
definitions make no specific reference to wildli fe, and
consequently give no additional indication of the intent of
r^J1rdrl te rnanagement within thé provincial parks system.

!f,hi1e the park Lands Act fo.the most part is
vague about the role of parks regarding wilrllife, the Act,
nonetheless, provides broad scope for the management of
natural resources, generally. section rr(z) staIes that the
lfinister may "prescribe conditions and restrictions in
respect to use or removal of the resources within provincial
park lands that are in addition to the provisions of rhe
Fores t Act, The wildlife Act, and the prcvisions
thereof, ârê subject to the conditions and restrictions
prescribed by the rfinister under this section.,, This would
appear to give the parks Act primacy over other legislation
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with respect to resources management in provincial parl<s.

This view has been a matter of some conjecture within the
Department of Natural Resources. ït has yet to become a

subject of judicial interpretation.

Sections 12(f) and LZ(2) present a list of items
which may be placed into regurations ãncillary to the Act by

the Lieutenant Governor in council and the Minister, respec-
tively. Those lísted berow could well pertain to wildlife,
howeverr âs is often the case brith enabling legislation,
specificity is lacking.

L2(I) Regutations by Lieutenant Gover-' nor in Council.

(,1) respecting the use ancl re-
moval of resources

L2(2) Regulations by tlinÍster
( f ) respecting the preservation,

management, controL or improve-
ment of all things of value
whether animal, vêgêtable or
mineral .. ..

(g) respecting the use, control andregulation of firearms orother weapons and for the
licensing or permit ting ofpersons in possession of fire-
arms or other hreapons

(m) any por-
lands in
confine

resources

respecting the zoning of
tions of provincial park
order to regulate or
various uses of land,
and water therein.
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A variety of subordinate legislation has been
passed pursuant to the rg72 statute. Regulation Lgg/74
respecting The Estabrishment and use of provinciar park
Lands was mentioned earlier. t4anitoba Regulation IOL/77,
respect.ing the use and llanagement of provinciar park Lands
establishes authority with the Direc[or of parks respecting
" the preservat ion r ñâî.âÇement , control , rleveropment. and
improvement of all things of value whether anímal,
vegetable at míneral .. .. " Currently there is only one
regulation--t{inisterial Regulation 2ag/84--respecting cer_
tain activities within lfhíteshell provincial park, which is
related directly to wirdrife. Developed as a consequence of
the 1983 vühítesherl r{aster plan, this regurabion specifies
that "no person shall, withÍn the !JÍlderness zone engrage
in hunting for big game or gane birds . . . . ,, A simi Lar
restriction is applied to Access Zones within this park.l

The park Lands Act, then, identifies broad
concepts of wildlife conservatíon, êûd íntimates through its
establishment and dedicatÍon crauses that a wide range of
wildlife management needs and purposes may exist within the
park sys t,em. Thi s can be inf erred f ro¡n such phrases as
"educationar and social benef íts " and ,,use and en joyment of
outdoor recreation." The lack of definition an<l specificity

I appendix C provides brief descri.otionsresource values of individual parkÀ andto management.

of the witdtife
current approaches
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in the enabling and subordinate legislation, however,
provides little guidance to wirdlife managers in regard to
these needs and purposes. only one item of legislarion
(i.e. Regulation 2Og/84) presents specific conditions
relating to wildlife.

' As suggested arready, broad and general termin-
ology is often characteristic of enabling legislation. Tt

may be necessary then Lo look beyoncl .Legislation for guid-
ance on such topics as witdlife managenent. The next step
in this analysis, therefore, is to review official policy
which has been deveroped in support of the legislabion.

4.2 Provincial park Lands Policy

official parks policy set down in the Department

of Natural Resources r979 policy and procedures llani:al,
prescribes the broad functions of provinciaL parks and, v€r}¡
importantly, establishes more specific guídance for wildlife
management.

Polícy Directive p0 L3/oL echoes section 2 of the
Act in Lhe following sLatements:

1. The government will provide aProvincial park land system which
will:

i. Provide outcloor recreational
opportunities for l{anitobans ;

Preserve unique
sentabive natural
resources.

or repre-
and cuLEural

11.



2 The Provincial park land system wiLl
be developed by:

Establishing a park land
classi fication system which
identi fies the principal
purpose each parl< land i s to
server âñd which can be
readi ly understood and
identified by the public;

ii. Designating lands as park
lands and ensuring that futu.re
generations recei ve them und.er
use patterns that are sustain-
able without causing irrepar-
able damage to the natural or
cultural resources;

56

Addressing park land recre-
ation in a systernatic way
within the context of the
total spectrum of outdoor
recreabional opportunities
available to Manitobans. The
term 'outdoor recreational
opportunities' includes nat-
tural and cultural interpre-
tational opportunities ;

Preparing every fíve years for
Cabinet approvalr â lfaster
(l4anagement ) plan for each
park land, explicity des-
cribing the overall objectives
of the park, and the oppor-
tunities and facilities which
i t. i s to prov j-de ;

1

Itl.

1V.

V Ensuring that the public has
the opportunity to participate
in the planning process and
that l,fanagement Plans reflect
government policy direction
IIndex Number po/L3/OL1.
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The intent of this policy and nany of its concepts
and requirements closely reiterates those contained within
the Act. The notion of preservation for example, lÍmited to
"specified areas and objects" in the Act, is now applied to
"unique or representative naLural and cultural resources.,,
Preservation of a representation of a group or crass of
wildl-ife could have implications for the rnanagement of
discrete areas ot, conversely , for broarl habitats which
support many species in an area or region. rt courd be

argued that this policy calls for broader application of the
more protective "preservation" approach to manaqement. As

with the legisration, the policy provides no eraboration on
this concepe. To carry such speculation further would serve
little purpose; hence the matter is dropped in favour of
moving on to more substantive aspects of lhe policy.

several new items introduced in the policy are
relevant to wildrí fe management. The requirenent that

-management plans be completed for each park and that public
participaLion be ensured ís significant. This makes

possible the development of more definitive wildli fe
management statements for each park being planned, â,.d
provides a means to incorporate into management decisions
the int'erests of people who contr ibute in the planning
process.

The most

which reads:

\
Iexplicit "oart of the policy is Section 3
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Park lands will:

Respond firstly to provincial
interests for for rarer scêÍcê orspecial forms of recreation; andsecondly, to regional demands andpriorities;

Provide high quality recreational
opportunit ies;

i.

11".

111. Provide opportunities for outdoorrecreation in terms of consumptive
uses, such as hunting and fishing,
and non-consurnpt i ve uses, both ofwhich are considered equaltylegitÍinate;

tv. Provide interpretative facitities
and programs i

V Accommodate commercial uti Ii.zationof resources where it does notLessen recreat ional use potential
or unduly compromise the primarypurpose of the park land(Po/r3/0r).

statement ii-i. is particularly signif icant. rt
ascribes equal legi-timacy to both consumptive and non-
consumptive uses of wildlife. This statement affirms very
clearly, for instance, that wildlife management within
provincial parks shall embrace sport hunting as a valitl and
desirable activity. rt also raises further questions. For
example, does the policy suggest that consumptive and
non-consumptive wildlife uses are legitimate in every park?
Does it imply that discrete populations of animars within
provincial ,oarks are to be managed for both regitimate
purposes? or, does it mean that consumptive activities are
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legiti-mate in some parl<s and. a non-consumptive emphasis is
legitimate for o[hers? The policy is silent on these types
of questions.

The final statement requiring that park Lands

accommodate co¡nmercial utilization of resources is also very
important for wiltlli f e management. This policy encompasses

the commercial use of wildlife, such as trapping and
tourism. l It may be argued that trapping is not as

readily acceptable as hunting for the policy contains the
qualifying phrase that future recreational use, or the
primary purpose of the parl< landr ffiust not be untiuly compro_

mised by the commercial uti rization of resources. This
latter phrase presents yet another cilemma of interpreta-
tion. To compromise "unduly,l is a rather subjective
concept.

This review of the parks Branch mandate respecting
wildlífe presents a broad perspective. The park Lands Act
introduces the concepts of conservation and preservation but
devotes no attention to defining their practical appri-
cation. the tone of the Act reflects notions of both the
'romantic' and the 'wise use' approaches to conservation as

described earlier. The former approach nay be more apparent

1 Procedure Directive pR/r 3/oL states that conmercialactivities such as tourism, t.rapping, fishing of .orr-g.*"species, bait fishing, wild rice ira/vesti"ng uáa structuredforest,ry operations should be able to be accommodated inmost situations.
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than the latter ( i . e. wise-use ) , but the fact that such

hypothesizing is required at a.ll suggests that ilrere is a

lack of clarity of intent.

The policy hras shown to be nore explicit. crearly
the wise-use school of thought is more pervasive in its
reference to consumptive and commercial uses. The poricy
provides clearer direction but still leaves open to inter-
pretation the question of how its intentions should be

implemented on a park-level, or species-specific basis. The

policy's requirement that park management plans be prepared
wíth public participation provides a potential mechanism for
developing more definitive approaches to wirdlife manage-

ment. The next section presents a sirnilar analysis of the
îlitdlife Branch mandate.

4.3 The Wildtife Act

The wildlife Branch administers The wildlife Act.
This legislation, passed in 1980, glves authority to the
Lieutenant Governor in counc i I and the l,lini ster to
administer and regulate the use of wildlife on a prcvince-
wide basis.

The Act is set out in five parts. part 1 provides
for the establishment of various Desígnated Areas ,,for the
better management, conservation and enhancement of the
wildlife resource of the province." on Crown rand, the
following areas may be desiqnated: public shooting grounds;
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registered trapline districts; speciaL trapping areas;
wildli fe managernent areas or other unspeci fied types of
areas. fforeover, lands other than Crown land t et a

combination of Crown Land and oLher land, flâ}¡ be clesigna[ed
as aninal control areas,' endangered species areas; tur
bearing animal refugesr game bird refuges; managed hunring
areas; waterfowl control areas; ar wildlife refuges. part
r, section 7 authorizes the l{inister to declare by regu-
lation endangered species, qnd to prohibit or restrict the
huntinq, or otherwise disturbance of such species.

Parts rr and rrr of the Act have to do with the
topics of hunting and trapping offences and licencing
relating to the killing, capture and collection of
wildlife.

Part rv debcribes act:.vities respecting enforce-
ment of the Act, and part v deals witrr a variety of general
considerations including requirement for annual and fj_ve

year reporls by the I,{inister to the Leqislature on the
status of wildlife within the province. part v also
describes regulations which may be made by the Lieutenant.
Government in councíl and the Minister. These various
regulations for the most part are related to the control and

administration of hunting activities.

schedure A of the Act categorizes wild animals
into six divisions as follows: big game, fur bearing
animals, Çâmê birdsr srnâll game animals, amphibians and

reptiles, âfld protected species.
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The wirdLife Branch clearty has a broad mandate tr:
administer and regulate wildlife matters on crown and
private lands. The branch arso has a mantlate to designate
lands for a varíety wildlÍfe purposes hence, similar to the
Parks Branch, it has a rore as randlord over rands desig-
nated under the Act.l trmphasis of wildlife regislation is
on the use cf wildtife and.those species which farl into
"game" categories. There is also a requirement, however, t,o

secure anl protection of endangered species. The wirdlife
Branch must establish and ¡naintain information and evaru-
uation systems in order to report at prescribed periods on

"the status of animals listed in Schedule A, on wildlife
management programs implemented and their effectiveness, on
trends in, and forecasts of demands for, the use of the
wildtife resource and on the capability of the wirdtife
resource to meet anticipated demands. "

4.4 !lildlife Branch Pol i cy

The Department,s

respecting wildtife poticy
policy statements provide

managernent of wi ldl i f e by

these are as follows:

Policy and Procedures Manual

is extensive. Several general

the fundamental precepts for
the llildlife Branch. parts of

of land within
under the Act;
wi th L, 4L5, 040

Currently there are 2,355,44O hectaresthe largest category of lands designatedhrildlife t'{anagement Areas. Thi" .J*p.r."hectares designated as provincial p.rË".

I
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Ìlildlife is a renewable or replen-ishable Crown resource,. it isincumbent upon the government, asthe resource steward, to ensure thatappropriate use is made of wildlifeand that the resource is passed onto future llanitobans in at least asviqorous a state as it r^/as receivedby our qeneration.

The overriding consiclerahion of thisgovernment is to ensure that wild_li f e populat ions are protecte<l f romsevere damage¡ âod that, subject tothe effects of natural environmental
changesr ârtd of approved man-madeenvironmental changes, viable popu_lations are rnaintained. Numberà ãrenot to be permitted to decline tolevels where recovery is doubtful;that ís, stock ín any major t,Ianitobaecosystem is likely to becomeextinct for al1 intents and pur-poses. l,{ines, Natural Resources and
Envi ronrnent i s to f unct ion as anadvocate in the pursuit of thisgoal.

2 Fundamental precepts
ment toward the above

111.

of this govern-
ends are:

i. The wildlife resource¡ ërs aCrown resource will be
employed in the manner which
contributes the most benefit
to the citizens of t,lanitoba;

11. Regulatory controls, inclu<1ing
enforcement, will be appfieã
so that optimum use of wild-
life are not severely im-pai red ;

The wi ldl i f e resource üri ll beadministered in a manner akinto the Province,s financial
resources i

iv. The role of government will berestricted to those things
which clearly can be achievãd
only through governnent;
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Itildlife legislation will re-
flect the minimum inlringement
of individual freedom of
choice lPj/L0/oL1.

These statements, with their emphasis of "use" and

intent to "administer the wi Ldli fe resource in a manner

similar to the Province's financial resources',, for example,

closely parallel the lexicon of the wise-use school of con-

servation whose philosophy espouses careful, scientifically
regulated harvest,. In this manner, numbers (of wil<jfife)
would not be permitted to decline to levels where recovery

is doubtf ul. i,tildli f e is d.escribed akin to a commodity ín
this policy, to be managed for human beneftt ot t more

speci fically, " in a manner which contributes the most

benefit Lo the citizens of Manitoba."

Several additional policies (af1 in pO/LO/OL) are

worth noting because of their specific direction and

requirements. statement 6 gives the Branch guidance

respecting allocation of wildlife stocks; it reads:

6. llildli fe stocks must be allocated
among the different primary users in
response to government policy.
Until such time as supply and demand
can be in greater perspective, the
following interim allocation guide-
lines will prevail: In order of
priority:

i. Treaty Indian hunting rights
on unoccupied Crown lands;

ii. commercial use of fur bearers
will have precedence over rec-
reational use of furbearers;
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111.

Other purposes

statements below:

13.

L4.

L7.

IB.

recreational use of game willhave precedence over tourÍstuse. Stocks not fully allo_cated or uti Lized *.y beutilized commercially by- non_
res idents .

of wildlife are qlescribed in the

The government will promote the useof wildlife for the educationalbenefit of Manitobans.

Scientific use of wildlife will beencouraged provided that itsscientific integrity is beyonddispute, ðrrd it 1s åarried ouC insuch a way that local residenbs aresupportive of it.

Th. . government reco<;ni zes thelegitimacy of such consúmptive usesof wildlife as recreationai hunting,trapping, and amphibian and reptiiecollect ing .

The government will provide avariety of forms and åmounts ofwildlife use opportunities inaddition to hunting lor recreationalbenefits and enjoyment of
rrtan i tobans .

These selected statements are betieved to repre-
sent the nain thrusts of wildlife Branch policy. The ratber
four st.atements confirm earlier comrnents on the fundamentar
intent of the policy. Art.ernatives to consumptive use and
harvest of wildlif e, such as ,,educa.hional benef it,,, ,,scien-
tific activities", or other unspecified purposes as may be
intended by "a variety of forms and amounts of use
opportunities in addition to hunting,,appear to be lesser
priorities. Moreover 'the policy ancr the Act make no
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reference to provincial parks, thereby offering no

distinction in application of the principres and priorities
of the policy among different land areas. several other
Departmental' documents are examined below to provide further
insight into the mand.ates.

4.5 Roles and }lissions Sta ternent s

The Departnent of Natural Resources' Roles and

Missions Statement s , (June 1983 ) outline the broad mand.ate

of the Department and the roles and missions of its
individuar Branches. This document was evaluaterr as to
whether it provided rinkages that might serve to bridge gaps

or further crarify purposes and priorities between mand.aLes.

The potentiaL of such a d.ocument to achieve this function
unforbunately appears to have been overlooked.

The introductory statemenE on the wildlife Branch
states:

I,lildlife Branch manages the wildliferesources for the important outdoorrecreational opportunities that itprovides to }{ani tobans and f or thesignificant econornic development andsubsistence use benefits which itprovides at the community and regionalLeveI. Access to wi1dli fe for ðcien_t,ific purposes and the educationalbenefit of Manitobans¡ âDd minimizing
damage caused by wildli fe are otherimportant responsibilities of the Branch
lDepartmen.t of Natural Resources,
1983: I6l .
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Additional specifíc role statements

for outdoor recreation, economic development,

are provided

subsistence
users and public safety and protection of property. The

tone of these statements is less strident in terms of
"utilization" than was evidenced in the policy, and the

wildlife management purposes are nore balanced. A generaL

"bridging" statement indicates that the vlildrife Branch will
"work co-operatively with other Branches ... in planning and

managing witdli f e programs,, (p . I7 ) .

The introductory statement respecting parks Branch

roles and missions states:

Parks Branch plays a lead role in
ensuring that the outdoor recreational
needs of Manitobans are being met.
The Branch also contributes to the
economic well-being of the province and
its citizens by cooperating with the
Department of Economic Development and
Tourism in promoting and developing
tourist orientated parks and parl<
systeins. The Branch also plays a key
role in fostering a Departmental
environmental ethic through its conser-
vation/preservation thrust! [ f9B3: 7] .

statements on preservation of unique ancl repre-
senIati.ve resources, and commercial utilization of
resources, contained in park policy, are also restated as

roles and missions. vlhile the above material contains some

new phrases, such as "fostering environmental ethic and

conservation preservation thrusts',, it provides no further
clari f icat.ion of bhe mandates.
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4,6 Svstem Plan for Provinc í al Parks

The technical report, A System P lan for l"lanitoba's
Provincial pa rks (March f985) provides further interpre-
tation of the parks Branch mandate.

The purpose of the system plan was to provide a

comprehensive, long-term guide for the
ancl the management of existing ones.

that "park planning, manaqement and

will be directed by the system plan
century" (Parl<s Branch 1985:l).

Four major initatives are listed in the report's
summary. These are:

1. the creation of parks to representeach of the L2 distinctive naturalregions of l{anitoba;

a grreater variety of
cluding three wilderness
recreational waterways,
and a parkway;

creabion of new parks

The clocument states

development activity

well into the next

parks, in-
paf ks, ttnro
a trailway

2

3 greater emphasis on resourceconservatíon and preservation
through the establishment of L2heritage parks and the reclassifi-cation of four existing parks fromthe natural park category toheritage parks;

4 identi fication
which could
[198s¡ii].

of 10
become

s turly
future

areas
parks

Section L.2, entitled "Relationships to Other
Agencies " compares the relationship of provincial ,oarl<s to
other parksr r€crêation and rand management agencies in
order to íllustrate the "fit', of provincial parks in a broad
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recrea[Íon and resource management framework. Although this
comparison is limited in scope, it is useful- in confirming
earlier interpretation of parks legislation and policy.

Comparisons are made wÍth parks Canada, municipal
agencies, the private sector and other government agencies
or programs which provide recreation or conservation
functions in tlanitoba. Figure 5, as illustrated in the
plan, depicts conceptually, the "fit" of provincial parks in
the "middle ground on spectrum of park and recreation oppor-
Lunities" (1985:6). In this figure, ecological reserves,
(highfy protected, sensitive natural areas in flanitoba) and

national parks are contrasted with municipal and private
parks on opposi te ends of a preservation/recreaEion
spectrum. The plan states that "these relationships must be

carefully considered to avoid duplication of other agencies,,
(p. 6).

Figure 5: context or "Fit" of the provinciar parks system

Provincial Parks

q
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o
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PRESERVATION
RECREATION
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A concrusion of the plan is the need to bring
"greater balance" to the park system by emphas izíng the
preservation of resources as opposed to harvesting and
consuming them" (see brochure in back cover of the Technical
Report ) .

The pran estabrishes some guidance to wirdlife
management in indívirluat parks through so-called park
precepts. These are specific staLements which deftne a

park's purpose within the systen. For example, a statement
for Duck l.4ountain provincial park reads, ,,provide for the
continuation and improvenent of fishing and sport
hunting" (1985:44), Another, for Hecla, states this park
will "províde a refuge for moose and coronial nesting birds,,
(p. s2).

rn sum, Ehe system plan confirms earrier obser-
vations respecting the broad range of wirdlife management

functions in provincial parks. The use and harvest of
resources, including wildrife, is acknowredged but qreater
emphasis on preservation is proposed.

The conceptual depiction of the relationship of
the parks rnandate at Lhe "preservation" end of the spectrum,
overlapping national parks and ecorogicar reserves may con-
note the desire or intent bo use nationar parks as a role
model. commercial and sport harvest of wildrif e is not
permitted in national parks with exceptions for certain
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parl<s establ i shed ín northern regions o f canad.a where

subsistence hunting may be allowed. This hypothesis was

t,ested with branch staff menbers during interviews.

4,7 Roles and Responsibifities of Resource Branches

The memorandum of Aprif I9B3 noted in the

introduction of this study may be the only document which

attempts to co-ordínate i.n any detailed h¡ã.fr working level
implemenlat ion of the branches ' mand.ates .

has considerable significance therefore

differences in philosophy and approach to
ment which are evident in the d.escribed

policy. Excerpts from the memorandum are presenterl below;

the complete document is contained in the Appendix.

1. where new parks are concerned, staff
are expected to take a professional
advoiacy role on behalf of their own
Branch.

Once the Department of Natural
Resources has taken a Decision in
Principle all staff ,.. should fully
support the Department's position.

This memorandum

in view of the

wildli fe manage-

legislation and

.)

3

4

Parks Branch will take
in DetaiLed Planning.

the Lead Role

It. is the responsibifity of staff in
all branches to clearly articulate
.the concerns, issues, benef its and
costs that allocational, zoning or
management decÍsions will have on
the general public and/or user
groups whích these staff advise
and/or represent. (e. g. trappers ) .
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Following a Department of NaturalResources decision a1 L staff areexpected to support it and recognizethe inherenI Eradeoffs in alLdecision makinq.

Parks Branch will take the Lead Roleand other Branches wi ll act inadvisory or consultative role inplan implementation and parì<
operations Iinterdepartmental memo-
randum ApriL 26, t9B3l.

This memorandum provides a unifying framework. rt
acknowledges that there are di fferences and potential
difficulties in the implementation of branch mancates wÍthin
provincial parks . And it d.oes what no other dif ech ing
document does; it prescribes roles and responsibilities.
The mernorandum affirms that the parks Branch should take a

lead role in management pranning, pran implemen[ation
operations management. These statements may appear to
little more than confirm the obvious, however, this
indicative of the nature and extent of the problen
study.

4.8 Summary

The mandates for wirdrife management in provincial
parks as provided through Parks and tüildtife legislation and
policy have been discussed and summarize<1. lrhen the man-

dates are considered together there are several commonali-
ties and differences which emerge. common to both are
authority and responsibirity té manage wildlife. The parks

5

6

and

do

is

under
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Branch's authority is of course rimited to provincial park

lands. The wildlife Branch's authority is province-wide

including park lands. various purposes of wildlife
management are the same in both mandates; nanely: use and

harvest for commercial gain and sport hunting recreation,
education and interpretation, scientific study, protection
of rare and endangered animals and non-consumptive use and

appreciation of wildlife. crear differences are apparent in
emphasis, however.

The tfildlife Act and policy emphasize management

and regulation of wildtife for consumptive recreational and

commercial purposes. The parks Act and policy communicate a

different emphasis, atthough the extent and intent of this
difference is unclear because key terms and concepts such as

"conservation" r "preservation", and "equal legitimacy,, of
consumptive and non-consumptive activities are ill-defined.
Furthernore, use of the enabling potver of the parks Act bo

develop subordinate legislation for wildlife management

purposes has been limited, suggesting that provisions of
wildrife legislation have been relied upon in the past.

The legislation authorizes both agencies to
designate crown lands, hence bot.h have responsibirities to
manage separate land bases. rt was noted that provinciar
parks and provincial wildlife Management Areas extend over
'similar proportions of Manitoba. This f act may present

opportunities to apply distinctive wildlife management

approaches between and among them.

i

I
ì

I

I

i
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The opportunity to reconcile different emphases of
the mandates was feLt to have been overlooked in the Roles

and l{íssions report . The me¡norandum on roles and responsi -
birities was considered to be of particular value because it
attempts to bridge di fferences created in part by the

mandates. Finally, the provincial park system plan gives

additional definition to the philosophical stance of the

Parks Branch on wildlife, and it interprets how the',equal
legitimacy" of consumptive antl non-consumptive uses can be

addressed, by park locale, and by species.

Díscussion of the mandates contínues in the next

seclion but with a different slant.

5.0 REFLECTIONS ON THE ¡,IANDATES

This discussion is about attitudes held by parks

and t'Iilcil-if e staf f menbers on the agencies' mandates.

rndividuals' motivations and actions are influenced not just
by what the mandates sêf, but more important-ly, by what they

think or believe them to say. Moreover, it is worth noting
that 1o of the 1B persons interviewed stated that .oark

wildlife management was a "d.irect" part of their job

responsibifity. In consequence, they view thernselves as

stakeholders in the outcome of decisions and actions
regarding wildlife in provincial parks.
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A further reflection on the parks mandate

provided through a brief review of parks legislation
poricy from several other provinces. rt is interesting
compare these jurisdictions with lr{anitoba ín this manner.

5.1 Individuals Views and Attitudes

IS

and

to

Five interview questions were related
mining awareness of¡ ðod attitudes towards, the
The first

to deter-

mandates.

t,wo questions wer-ô introducecl as follows:
A- body of legislation and policy guicles
the branches in respect to wi fAfi femanagement in parks (e.g. parks Act,ltildli fe Act, policies ãnd procedures
flanual, Missions Report) .

Vühat do you understand to be theprinciples of the Wildlife Branch,s
date regarding wildlife managementprovincial parks?

lrrhat do you understand to beprinciples of the parks Branch's
regarding wildlife management incial parks?

key
man-

in

the key
mandate
provin-

Responses to these questions were framed mostly in
generalizations. Many offered the honest qualifiers that
they were unsure of the specific ôontents of the manclates.

. Several responses were as fcllows:
I'm not really familiar with the [parks]Act.

I don't know
says.

what bhe [!üirdrife] Act

I would guess that
wildlife there for
including a range of
from consumptive
activities.

Parks Branch wants
[public] enjoyment,
citizen interests,

to non-consumptive
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ltildlife Branch is to
maintain a1l wildlife
generations.

preserve anrl
for future

The Parks nandate is to preserve andconserve wi ldlife provide anenvironment where people and wildlifeinteract and to *anage for wildlifeitself; for its intrinsic values.

[l¡ifAtite Branch] is to provide wildlifeuse opportunities f.or as many uses aspossible, while ensuring the resource isprotected.

I'm a little confused, there is overlapIin the mandates].

lfildlife peopre often expressed their branch,s
mandate in the context of providing wildrife for use of, and

by , t,anitobans r âod. accom¡nodating a wide range of uses .

Parks staff frequently used the terms,'conservation,,and
"preservati-on" to describe the parks mandate regarding wild-
li fe.

rt was usualry necessary to draw out respond.ents
to deter¡nine whether they di fferentiated between these
terms. There was some inconsistency and interchange in the
use of these terms, however, it was possible to derive a

clear dist inction fron the interviews. A pru".rvation
managemenl model was cescribed as a hands-off approach; more

often than not taking a conscious decision to initiate no

action. on the other hand conservation was described as a

hands-on model, where active intervention/manipulaiion i¿as

involved. several persons talked about "intrinsic values',
of wildtife and the ethical responsibirity,,to manage wild-
life for its ohrn sake.,'
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A further purpose of these questions was to assess

whether distinctions were drawn between management requíre-
ments and responsibirities within and outside of parks.

Some of the responses ç\rere:

There's not much di fference in the
actual content of the mandates

there's nothing that distinguishes
parks.

Ilildlife Branch is to provide witdlife
f or t{ani tobans , per iod .

llildlife Branch does not differentíate
[application of ] ttreir mandate in parks.

!fildlife respondents generally saw their responsi-
bility as province-wíde, irrespective of land designations.
A !líldlife member stated that "wherever appropriate use

opportunities are, they will be developed, within and out-
side of parks." This comment suggests the view that no

dístinction is made between wírdlife management in parks and

outside them.

Others held the viewpoinl that a somewhat

required in parks by virtue of the

largé numbers of people ¡ ârrd that

different approach was

fact that parks attract

some distinctive wildlife

scenario that helped to

something like this:

opportunities were possible. A

illustrate this perspective went

Parks might be seen as a stage. The
Parks Branch should get the stage ready,
invite the people in, and look after
their needs, while the ltildlife Branch
through its management initiativesr puts
cn the show.
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This scenario suggests that parks have some

special management requirenents and opportunities. rt
presents the Parks Branch in an indirect supporting role,
whi 1e the !'ti 1dl i f e Branch has the respons ibi I i ty f or
rnanaging wildlif e.

other !'Iildlife Branch respondents saw the parks

tsranch as having bot.h a role and a duty to estabtish manage-

menL direction. One person f e Lt that bhe cli'stinctiveness of
park wildlife management shoulcl be in the retention of
natural environments and limited manipuration of habitats.
Another talked about Lhe need to develop and priorize
management programs based on the role and purpose of a

particular park within the park system.

Parks staff, when asked about the mand.ate of the

lfildlife Branch in parks, tended to move away from the
question and lament what they saw as an inappropriate
response Lo their needs. one person saÍd, ',ilildlif e policy
and missions cal.t for (wildlife) conservation for publi.c

benefit, but the focus is on recreational sport hunting (in
parks)." Ariother Parks member said that

Parks Branch has been forced to take a
pass í ve stance on i ts mand.ate . The
branch's lack of attention Ito the
situation] has resulted in consumptive
uses of witdlife to far over-shadow what
the parks mandate intends.
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This statement reflects a concern by the respond-
ent that the parks mandate is not being achieved because of
the ability of wildlife to promote consumptive uses, and the
Parks Branch's inability to change this siLuation.

There were a nurnber of other variations on this
questi-on of mand.ates that focused more on the level of
personalities and concerns about motives. A 'v{ildli f e member

characterized "personalities" as the prirne source of diver-
gence between the branches. He rl.escribed them as two

"camps" consisting of "those who wanted to preserve every-
thing ( Parks ) , and those who wanted to shoot everything
(l'/ildri f e ) . " This Lype of characterization came up in
several conversations as exemplified below:

Guys here bitch about the bambi chasers

Parks Branch sees Wildlife as trying todecimate the resource; Wifdfi fe - eránch
sees parks as anti-huntÍng types.
There were additionar questions relating to the

¡nandates. one probed directry as to wtrether the goals and

purposes of provincial parks in respect to wildtife v¿ere

clear from the legislation and policy. Another took an

indirect approach asking how the parks and wirdlife peopre
tvould respond to a public enquiry. The first question and a
breakdown of Lhe responses are ilrustrated below.

The goals and purposes of provincial
parls in respect to wildlife are clearly
spelled out in legislation and policy
documents.
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Agree Di saqree Don't Know

2 parks (pB) 7 pB z ttüB1 lrildlife (lrn¡ 6 hrB

l{ost respondents from both branches disagreed that
legislation and policy h/ere clear about wirrili f e management

in provincial parl<s. with a Little encouragement. people
were quick to elaborate on their responses. said a parks
person, "we'd have a lot less controversy and disagreement
in this Department if they (goals and purposes )

(clear ) . " Another replied "if they were¡ w€ would,n,c
had these running battles with the rvir<lrife Branch over
years." stirl other remarks from parks sEaff were:

¡¡ere

have

the

clear as mud

one little motherhood statenent.
The key terms and phrases can be appliedto anything, they can be modified tosuit your view of the world

tfirdrife staff had simirar responses. one said,
"there is arnple room for interpretation depending on who,s
reading (them) and who's in power." "They are not clear to
the branches or the public, ,, said another. One person
bel ieved that parks policy was clear but that. the parl<s Act
was vague.

The results of another related question are i rlus-
trated below.

I f a member of t.he publi c wrote to the!üildlife Branch and the parks Branchasking for a description of wi ldl i femanagement goals in provincial parks,would the separate repiles be:
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The Same Somewhat the Same Di f ferent
7!fB 6PB
3PB 1!tB

Respondents were questioned as to the nature of
the sameness or di fferences that might exist. Most though[
the replies wourd be similar in expressing the need for
probecting and maintaining wildlife for future generations.
That is, boLh branches would communicate the desirability of
such a goal. Differences wourd be observed. in the focus and
emphasis of remarks beyond this common base. parks people
felt that ltirdrifers wourd discuss biologicat detaiLs,
whereas more generar ízed statements refrecting the parks Act
would typify a parks reply. A parks member characterized
these as the "biorogists versus planners,' view. lJith some

humour not evident in the quote, a t/ildlife person said the
answer to the enquiring public would depend on whether the
repty came from "some of our broodthirsty brethren or the
(Parks Branch ) airy-f airy theorists . ,,

A parks staffer believed that both wourd agree on

"harvesting being acceptable (in parks), but whereas the
Parks Branch wourcl emphasize vì.ewing, mai,'taining popu-
lations and, "if it f its, a little huntingr,,, the r.Iirdlife
Branch would give only "token acknowledgement to any purpose
other than meat varue on the table. " As a member of parks

Branch put ít, "vÍildlife Branch management ís geared to con-
sunption; (ttre Branch) did not have a non-game philosophy as
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other wildlife jurisdictions did.,' This difference in
emphasis, that is, non-consumptive on the part of parks,

versus consumptive by wildrife, hras often repeated.

Two f inal comments both by lriildri f e staf f present
an interesting contrast. one intimated suspicion in the
statement that "parks Branch emphasizes natural syst,ems with
no hunting, if you read between the lines.,' The second

reveals the importance, at least in this person,s mind, of
iraving some common or joint stacement. He believed that
replies on the question of goals would be similar where a

park management plan existed, otherwise there would be

little similarity.

Discussion of the provincial park system plan in
section 4.6, speculated as to whether or not parks canada

was seen as a role model by parks Branch. lt was noted bhat
cornmercial and sport harvest of wirdlife generally is not
permitted in national parks. An interesting illustration of
attitudes was revealed in responses to a question relating
Manit-oba parks to national parks. The introductory comment.s

and question posed are reproduced below

A Parks Canada policy states that thephysical environment is to be maintained
in as natural a state as possible withmini¡nal inf luence, to perpetuate natur-ally evolving land and water environ-
ments and associated species. As you
know, there is one national park inManitoba, Riding Mountain.

or di sagree . Wi ldl. i f e in one or
of Manitoba's provincial parks
be managed in the same manner as
Mountain National park.

Agree
more
should
Riding
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The reference to Riding l¡ountain causecl

of reactions specific to bhab park. The agree,
responses were as follows:

Agree Disaqree

a number

di sagree

7pB BWB2WB 1 PB

The majority of parks staff believed it quite
appropriate for one or more provincial parks to be managecl

in a manner similar to national parks. ¡Iost added the
qualification that this approach shour<1 be considered very
selectively, in a park(s) chosen so as to preclude landowner
controversies rike those associatecl with Riding Ì,,rountain, or
in parks or portions of parks with a Wilderness classifi-
cation or zoning. None of the parks staff interviewed
suggested extensive or system-wide application of national
palts-like policy.

of t'e two wirdrife staff who agreed with the
statement, one believed that it behooved the (earks) agency
to have areas uninterrupted by human activity; the other
expressed Lhe opinion that such an approach was already in
practice, in Birds Hirl provinciar park, and thal: the same

could be considered for other parks. But in contrast to
Parks canada's strict policy, he believed that options for
hunting and active manipuration of species or habitats
should be maintainecl.
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l/ildli f e staf f. for the most part expressecl the

view that national parks management fell short of ecological
bheory. one person said "ecosystems are too complex and

man's involvemen|-f influence too pervasive in most areas just
to stop one thing (i.e. hunti.g)--(that's) just fooling
ourselves. " others made similar statements saying people

were " fooling themselves to think that wi tdli fe can be

managed in a naturaL \øay, " and that ,'there are contra-
dictions in Parks canada poticy. " one person based his
disagreement on a belief ín the abi tity of wi ldli fe
prof essionals to manage wil<jlif e. others said "we can,t
af ford that kind of luxury in |{anitoba,', and "that,s not
management. " The Parks member who clisagreed staled simply

"one Riding l{ountain is enough.,'

A further question called for a comparison of
provincial parks with Provincial I,lildtif e Management Areas.

The quesLion was presented as follows:

Choose one. !líldlife mandgement within
Provincial Parks and provincial !tildlife
Management Areas should strive to
achieve the same objectives, somewhat
the same objectives or differenb objec-
tives.

There was a considerable degree of sinilarit-y in
the replies to this question. Thirteen persons from both
branches responded that nanagenent should strive to achieve

somewhat the same ob jectives. There were a.lso many

similarities in the qualifyinq statements that followed.
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Eleven of these r3 persons cited a different emphasis as

being appropriate and desirable between these two types of
designated Crown lands.

lüi ldli f e l{anagement Areas (l¡¡1A' s ) were generalry
seen to ernphas i ze wi ldl i f e product ion to meet the needs of
hunters. some !üildli fe staff described a need for more

intensive habitat manipulation in 'vt¡lA's to produce more

wildlife. Parks were described as places to provide con-

sumptive and non-consumptive wildlife opportuhities,
although they i^Jere to emphasi ze more non-consumpt i ve

activities than ltlt{A's . A ltildl i f er expressed. concern that
t,here was'no policy regarding alrocation of wildlife for
non-consumptive uses, whereas for consumptive uses, policy
was "black and white."

Another member of the llildlife Branch believecj

management in parks and I,ÍMA's shoulrl have the same end, "Lo

produce wildlife to use then sort out how to use it."
One person who responded r1i f f erent gave this

descriptive account of r^rhy w¡44's required a different
approach.

Some I,ÍMA' s have to accommodate highf y
regulated uses to demonstrate tech-
niques, to focus and intensify public
interaction with wíldlife. There is a
need to real ly prof i le VülqA ' s and do
state-of -the-art management .
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The attitudes and perceptions of parks and

llirdlife staff corroborate many of the observations made

in section 4.o regarding mandates . t4ore will be said on

this matter followíng the discussion of. other parl<s

jurisdictions.

5.2 A Review of Other enc].es

rnformation from several other canadian provincial
parks agencies is presented in three sections of the study.
rn this section excerpts from legislation and policy rLocu-

ments illustrate ways in which wildlife is addressed in
the park system mandates of British columbia, ArberLa,
Saskatchewan, Ontario and euebec. Later sections of the
report discuss wildlife-related programs conducted within
these park systems, and summarize future wildlife management

challenges that these agencies foresee.

All of these provinces have organizationar re-
lationships similar to l4anitoba in that there are separate
parks and wildlife agencies. Some, like f{anitoba, have both
agencies within the same Department, but in most, parks and

wildlife agencies exíst in different Departments. No

attempt was made to assess formally the relationships be-
tween these parks and wildtife groups; however, unsolicited
comments and follow-up queries suggest a number of similari-
ties. This circumstance presents an interesting opportunity
for info-rmation sharing among these various agencies.
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Parks and lriildlife staff were asked about how

tfanitoba conpares with other canadian provinces in its
approach to wildlife management within provincial parks.
Responses were largely speculative; and while perceptions
were not all that far off the mark, there were onry a few
persons from either group with any direct familiarity or
experience with other parks agencies.

5.2.L Brirish Cblumbia

The present system of provincial parks and recre-
ation areas includes a substantial 4,644,800 ha, or about
4.8 percent of British columbia. This province,s Lg79 park

Act, more than most others , deals in a parCicular ly d j-rect
manner with wildlife management. section 3 states:

Except as otherwÍse provided in thisAct, the parks Branch has jurisdiction
over and shall manage and administerall matters concernins parks andrecrealion areas including
wildlife and its habitat on and inparks and recreabion areas.

British Columbia,s policy document, ,,hrildlif 
e

|{anagement in parks Act Designations', i.s also quite specífic
in regard to authority and purpose. The policy re-iterates
Parks Act jurísdiction and sets down wildlife management

objectives as follows:

The Park system will endeavor to includeand perpetuate examples of representa_
tive or special wildLife populations andhabÍtats and,
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The park system will be managed topreserve the wildlife features as wellas to provide a variety of wildlife
recreational opportunities incLuding

i) Sanctuaries where the public can
view, photograph and enjoy witd-
life.

ii) A variety of recreational hunting
and fishing opportunities ranging
from intensively managed condil
tions to wilderness experiences.

iii) EducaLion and interpretative pro-
grams reLated to the identi fica-
tion, enjoyment and understanding
of our wi ldli fe her itage I parks
and Outdoor Recreation Division,
British Columbia, I9B4tp.2f .

A requirement of the policy is that in all
projects and programs affecting wildlife, the prírnary
consideration must be the welfare of wildlife populations.

On hunting and fishing, the policy states that
these (valid) recreational activities may be permitted when:

a ) consistent with objectives of this
policy

b) consistent with individual park
obj ect i ves

c ) conflicts with other recreational
activities do not signi ficantly
inpair the quantity or quatity oi
either pursuit Ip.a].

The policy also addresses working arrangements

between the provincial parks and wildlife agencies in the

statement that reads "h¡here consistent with park objectives
wildlife management will be a co-operative responsibility
with the t'{inistry of Environrnent and will utilize their
policiesr procedures and technicar expertise" (p. 2).
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5.2.2 AlberIa

The Provincial Parks Act- of f9B3 is very similar
to t'{anitoba's parks legislation in its dedication and
ad¡ninistrative clauses, ôrd like Manitoba's Act says littre
about wildlife directly. section 11 of the Alberta statute
authorizes the Minister to make regurations,,governing the
use of f irearms and. the treat.ment and feeding of wildlife,,.
The Recreation and parks Branch is currentry developing
standards for managing fish and wildlife resources to ensure
that consistent conditions and quality of services are
provicled in a1l areas. These standards are to assist in
the developmenb of co-operative agreements between the
Recreation and parks Division and the Fish and ltildlife
Division respecting wildlife management in AlberLa parks.
Hunting is generally not permitted in Alberta parks.

Provincial parks comprise about ress than one per-
cent of the province ,s total area.

5,2.3 Saskatchewan

saskatchewan parks and Renewabre Resources is in
the early stages of developing wi.tdrife policy specifically
for parks. The park system is approximately one percent of
the province's area. At. present the vtildlife Branch under-
takes all wildlife management throughout the park system
with limited input from the parl<s agency.
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5 ,2.4 Ontario

Ontario has a large park system consisting of
about six percent of the province. The mandate of the
ontario Parks and Recreation Areas Branch respecting wird-
life management is more clearly defined than that of the
t{anitoba Parks Branch. A quick scan of The Provincial Parks
Act of 1980, reveals more attention to wildlife per se than
does t4anitoba's parks statute. section 4 deals with hunting
in parks and section r9 with conservation of wildrife. rn
Lhese two sect,ions, the option exists to either apply the
regulatory provisions of The Game and Fish Act, for purposes
of hunting, or to exclud.e application of the Act in a

particular park. The l{inistry has a comprehensive document,

"Ontario Provincial parks policy,,, describing various
principtes and requirements for wildlife management; and a

still more def initive report t itled ,'provincial parks

Itildlife t'{anagement . "

various t.ypes or classes of parks are described in
the ontario parks policy. several classes have prescriptive
statements on wildlife management. For example, in lfilder-
ness Parks and Nature Reserves "the management of fauna will
be direcbed wherever possible to the maintenance of an

evolving naturar succession (parks Branch, ontario, L97Bz

tüi-iv-3 ) . " Furthermore, ,,animal. populations may be con_
trolled when essential to protect human health and safety,
or the health of species outside the park" (1978:lJi-iv-3).
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l4oreover, this park classification rules out sport

manipulation tohunting and trapping

facilitate wildlife viewing. Any hunting or trapping

to be carried

of , l{inistry

required for purposes of anima.L control are

out dírectly by, or under the supervision

staff. In Ontario's Historical parks,

Low intensity sport hunting may be
permitted only in Natural Enr¡ironment
Zones where public participation during
master (management ) planning clearly
demonstrates a , need for hunting oppor-
tunities in the zone; r^¡here there are no
alternative hunLing opportunities in the
local area of equivalent accessibility,
quality and significance; where the zone
has the resource base to provi-de a
quality hunting experience without
habitat management; and where hunting
can effectively be separated in time and
space from o[her recreation acLivities

Irgze:H-iv-4] .

This same prescriptive approach to wildlife exists
for all park classes, generally leaning towards limitations
on, or exclusion of, hunting and trapping. while this
approach provides a clear management framework to Ministry

staff and the public, it is also inflexible and can lead to
difficulties.l

I ontarÍo has recently moved away from strict arl.herence tothis policy. Sport hunting, particularty for its poten-
tial tourism.benefits, is being promoted in the newly
established lloodland caribou Wilderness park in north-
western ontario. This has generated controversy in park
planning programs because hunting is inconsistent with theprovince's wilderness park classi fication.

as well as habitat
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The t'linistry's "provincial parks !üildlif e t{anage-

ment" document calls for the preparation of specific wild-
life management plans for provinciaL parks. These plans are
to consider a range of wil<1life managemenh activities
including "wÍldlife protection, wildlife investigations,
wíldli fe recreation and wildlife control" (parks Branch,

Ontario, l98l:t'/m 1.03.0f ). Such plans are developed on the

basis of objectives derived principally from park master

plans, .in a process of consultation and negotiation between

parks and wildlife managers.

5 .2,5 Quebec

The Quebec Parks Act, Lg77 is very precise on lhe
matter of hunting in euebec's parks. section 7 of the Act

reads "notwithstanding any provision of law hunting of every
kind is prohilcited in parks.,,

Quebec has 16 rnajor parks which comprise somewhat

less than 0.5 percent of the province. The province also
maintains a well-developed system of wildlife reserves on

Crown lands dedicated to sport hunting.

5. 3 Summary

The attitudes of parks and tüildlife staff closely
reflected the content and emphasis of the thJo agencies' man-

dates described previously. wirdlifers placetl greatest
emphasis on managing for use of the resource, while parks
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people spoke about management for use and intrinsic values--
the "wíse-use" phirosophy coming up against ,,roman.tic',

notions of conservat,ion. rt was noteworthy thab the terms

"conservation" and ,'preservatíon,', used but not def ined in
the Parks Act and poricy, were understood by some respond-
ents to suggest quite rlifferent approaches to management.

Responses to the question about a public inquiry
further support [he above observation Ehat attitudes differ
consistent with the mandates. l.rhereas staf f saw the
branches responding similarily about the need to protect and

maintain witdlif e for f uture generations; beyonrl this they
saw llirdlife emphasízíng consumptive uses and parks pro-
moting non-consumptive activities. The quesbion relating
to national parks appears to demonstrate very polari-zed
positions and attitudes between the branches.

Branch members held simi Lar views about- the
appropriateness of distinctive wildlife management between
parks and I'tl4A's, although distinctive management approaches

do not seem to follow in practice. Indeed, these attitudes
r'rere not consistent with responses to the questions
regarding key principles of bhe branches' manrlates. t{ost
llildli fe respondents indicated no need to distinguish
between wildlife management within and outside parks. some

I,'/ildri f ers may well interpret their province-wide mandate as

baking precedence over the parl<s mandate.
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parks staff most often g.y. the impression that
park wildrife management r¡/as not sufficientty balanced in
respect to consurnptive and non-consumptive activities. They
evidenced frustration at feeling subordinate to the tfildlife
Branch . And they bel i eved. that they had rr.one l i t t Le them-
selves to counter this situation.

strong feelings and differences were evident from
what people said and how they sairl it. Two sources of
difficulty were identifieri. one vras the apparent lacr< of
ctarity of the mand.ates. personality di f f erences arso
ranked as a reason for inter-branch probrems. Both of these
matters appear to loom large as potential barriers to
improved colraborative behavior. Respondents from wir_dlife
have been in the branch's emproy for an average of some L4
years. Parks personnel have occupied their positions for
about eight years on average. Thus differences have been
built-up and fostered over a rengthy period. some of the
interviewees approached this matter with detachment and a

little humour, some were dead serious, âll seemed genuinely
concerned.

This information suggests ilre need to clarify the
directions and distinctiveness of the mandates. some type
of education function between the branches may be desirable.
The problem sirnply characterized as personality differences
may require other specific techniques for team building.
Patience and nurturing may be the most important ingredients
in'this aspect of working between and within the branches.
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The mandates of otirer parks jurisdictions present
several features worth noting. The notions of ,,barance,, 

and
"distinctiveness" are more apparenb. in certain of the regis_
lation and policy revieweà, p.tticurarry for ontario and
British columbia. one of the approaches used by ontario to
achieve distinctiveness in wildri fe management was park
classification. In Manitobar park precepts contained within
the system plan were identified as a similar tool. Alr of
Briti-sh columbia, Alberta, ontario and Quebec appear to have
chosen a more restrictive poricy stance than Manitoba in
regard to recreational hunting and trapping in parks. In
this respect, Manitoba's stands apart, at least in terns of
policy, from the above provinces. ït is reasonal¡le to infer
from the interview resurts that wirdrife staff wourd see
this difference positivety, whereas this would probably not
be the case for parks staff.

There is the likelihood of simirar di fferences
between the parks and wildlife agencies in these other
jurisdictions. This is illustrated in the content of
certain statutes (i.e. British Columbia) in which authority
for wildrife is crearry and specificarly vested. with the
parks agency. policies from other provinces evidence the
employment of particular techniques or mechanisms ro foster
co-operative working arrangements. Ontario identifies
master plans as provirling the framework for ,,negotiations,,
in the preparation of "wirdrife Management plans,, for indi-
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vidual parks. From Alberta comes the term ,,co-operative

agreements " , another rlevice to clari f y und.erstanding and

expectatl?"". Any of these could also be consitlered in
l{anitoba,' and some have been. consultative negotiated
agreements may be the easiest to develop. Legislative
changes would potentially have the most profound impact.
The opportunity exists for the Departnent of Naturar
Resources to consider options of maintaining the stãtus quo

or revising its legisrative and/or policy positions
respecting witdli f e in r'{anitoba 's provincial parks .

6.0 RESPONSE TO THE I4ANDATES

Thus far bhe branches' mandates have been

describe<l and reviewed from the perspective of staff under-
standing, awareness and attitudes. The mand.ates of severar
other provincial parks agencies have also been reviewed for
comparative purposes. This section deals with [he topic of
response to the mandates. rts purpose is to assess how the
branches are respondíng to their mandates within provincial
parks.

Two approaches are followed in this assessment.
First, information is presented on specific wildlife manage-

ment programs or projects in rtanitoba's parks. This gíves
some idea of the scope, emphasis and level of resources
allocat,ed to wildlife work. program information is outlined
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in brief for the period from rgBO to the present. Lio

attempt was made to determine how projects evolved or to
evaluate their efficacy. The second method of assessing
response to the manclates was to seek again the views of
Parks and wildlife personner in ord.er to discover their
evaluations of how welr the job was being done. program

information was obtained fron the other provinces as well,
and is included in the section.

6.1 Wildlife pro rams

since 1980, parks Branch expenditures on wi.ldrife-
related projects has totalled about g4o.o.r This is a

modest amount in comparison to severar other provinces.
Projects generally fall within the following categories:
wildlife investigations ( i.e., big game monitoring) ,

information and education programs, ârid habitat managernent.

During the past two years parks has allocated some

$10.0 for wildlife investigations, sp€cifically for moose

age and sex surveys r ôod caribou monitoring. Such

informaLion updates the status of populations and is the
basis for setting hunting seasons. The impetus for caribou
work (in the Atikaki park area) was concern about the impacb

I eroject values are
and dollar amounts
spec j. f ied.

direct funding exclusive of
are in thousands unless

salar i es
otherwi se
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of rogging. The branch also contributed to an elk study in
spruce lloods provincial park to investigate unusuarly low
numbers of bulls in the population.

several projects have been unclertaken to enhance

viewabiliLy of wildrife. Fierd improvements to provide
forage for deer and elk have been unclertaken in spruce woocls

Provincial park. The development of nesting islands for
geese in whÍteshell, and the construclion of viewing
towers/interpretive trails for deer and moose in Birds Hill
and Hecla respectivery, have been completed at a cost of
approximarely ç22.5.

wildlife staff have either cond.ucted, or assisted
in a consultative capacity, on all of the above projects.
Since 1980 the branch has done regular big game monitoring
in several parks, concêntrating efforts in Hecla, Nopiming,
spruce l¡loods and the Duck Mountains. This work has been
allocated nearly $10.0 in totalr oV€r the six_year period.

Support has been provided for a variety of
projects undertaken primarily by academic researchers and

students. Thirteen different projects have been completed,
or are in progressr on a wide range of wildlife topics.
Approximately ç42.s has been provided for this work.
Projects range from studies on upland game birds, to non_

game species such as red-neck grebes and songbirds, to rare
and endangered species including piping plovers, hognosed
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snakes and prairie skinks. More information on specific
projects is provided in Appendix E.

The preceding information proffers few conclu-
sions ' rt is probabry fair to say that the extent of
funding allocated to wildlife projects in parks is modest at
best. These projects, hoh/ever, generally cover a range of
programs. There are several questions not addressed in this
study which may warrant future consideration. These have
arisen in the process of attempting to acquire project
information. They are:

1 . lr/hat revel of co-ordi nat ion/ inf ormat ion
exchange occurs between the branches at the
project identi fication, initiation, implenen_

tation and evaluation stages?

2 ' Are projects deveroped on a systematic compre-

hensive basis?

3. How are projects priorize<lr ârrd by what

mechanisns are they evaluated?

4- How do the resurts of such projects make their
i^ray into practical management applications?

The branches' personner were presented with two
questions relating to "response to the mand.ates.,, The

results discussed below illustrate their views on the
adequacy of attention given to park clients and on how werr
the branches are doing the job of managing wildlife in
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provincial parks. Remarks by members of
support to the need for evaluation of
concerning wild.lif e pro jects.

both branches lend

the above questions

6.2 Attitudes and perceptions of Staff

the wants

lifer ðñd

them.

Respondents were asked what they believed to be

and desires of park clients in respect to wild-

if the branches were giving aclequate attention to

The wants and desires of. park clients were seen to
be many and di verse . l{ost respond.ents f rom both branches

f elt that the average park visitor wantetc t:o view wi ldli f e,

and enjoy the excitement of seeing animals in their own

environment. one person said "people thrill lo seeing

anÍma-ls r €spêcially big animals or uncommon animals. " Some

park visitors were characterized as specialists who would

expend additional time and effort to have "exceptional
wildlif e viewing opportuni ties. " sport hunt,ers hrere

described as a smaller proportion of park visitors who have

clear expectations, âñd who want resource manaqement eo

increase the likelihood of success.. one person taLked of
visitors being "entertained, with wíldlife as the basis",
and of general public expectations that there be "high
wildlife populations. "
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severar persons remarked about the publíc's ciesire
to know that wildli f e exisls in parks, of a ,,yearning,' f or
information and knowledge about wildlife and for its
protection and wise use. !,lildLife was seen as.an integral
part of many recreational experiences, whether clriving for
pleasure, hiking, phobography, or "simply spendinq tíme rvith
a gopher or a jay in the campground.,,

l,lost respondents did not believe that the branches

the wants and desires ofwere gi ving a<lequate attent ion to
parl< c-lients. only three of lB persons interviewed gave a

qualified "yes" to that particurar question. There were

five general reasons for this perceived shortfall , tlerived

from interview results. They are:
1. Lack of knowledge about public nee<1s and clesires.

A respondent made this statement:

Civil servants haven't tested [asked]people what they want in parks and wild-
life management areas. !,le cater to
specialized groups, a small percentage
of the,population; we don't know enough
about [ttre desires of] the general .oopu-lation. l.fy co-workers don't have a good
perception of what the publíc expects of
resource managèrs.

Another .said the branches

are not moving forward logether to
determíne what the clientelle wants,
and what we can reasonably deliver.
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2. Staffing and financial constraints,

This factor ivas iclentif ied by three responclents.
A !'¡ildlif er saicl, ,,we've made only token ef forts (buaget_

wise) to manage and promote use. " He addecl that ,,we,ve been

lucky to preserve huge areas of crown lands supporting
wildlife, ancl Ín that way wildrif e has been maintained.,,
3. Lack of adequater scientific wildlife informabion.

l4embers of both branches indicatecl that betber
scient i f ic data h/ere needecl f or planning purposes, f or
settíng hunting seasons and developing viewing programs.

4. Lack of specific parks Branch programs

Both Parks and !üirdlife people thought there was

not adequate effort in program design, development and

promotion to encourage visitors to enjoy more potential
wildli f e-related experiences. oak Hammock w.t1.A. was

mentioned by several as an outstanding model to emulate in
parks.

5. Conf lict, and 11i f f erences in priorities.

These reasons were most often mentioned as sources
of di f'f iculty, resulting in a lack of ,,collabor:ation, mutr:al

respectr ôod unclerstanding." A parks member commented that
"Parks and I,rildlife Branches have two totatly different
opinions of what the pubtic wants.,' Another said ',too much

energy is dissipated ín protecting perceived roles and

historical practise at the expense of attention to real
users. " "'rhe emphasis on trophy bucks is wrong,', remarked

another person
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The second question in this topic area h/as, how

well are we (trre branches, colrectively) aoing our job of
managing wildlife in provincial parks? Each respondent h/as

asked to plck a number between 1 and r0, with 10 being top

ranking, and to elaborate further as they wished. The

individual rankings for each branch are risted beLow.

These results illustrate a wide divergence of
opinions as co the branches' overall success in managing

park wildlife. The results appear to indicate a lack of
confidence on bhe part of Parks people. rn contrast, the

views of ltildlÍfe staff rnay reveal some room for improve-

ment , but on the whole they are cons iclerab.Ly more pos i t i ve .

Those who gave low ratings mostly dwelt on what

they described as poor working relationships between the

branches. Even from those in higher ranks, r-lnsatisfactory

relationships were identified as problematic. others

bel ieved t.hat there had been reasonable progress--,'as

reasonable as could.be expecterl given staff and financia.t
constraints. "

PARKS

2
3
3

3-4
3-4
3-4

4
5
6

I.TILDLIFE

6
67

7
7
7

7 - I
B
(f

(no reply)
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several persons commented about both agencies,
while others limited their remarks to bheÍr respective
branch. The following two quotes best illustrate the
extrerne attitudes which exist. lfhire that of the I^/ildrife
member is very positive, the parks comment revea.ls d.es_

pondency. said the lrildrifer, "r,ll give it a seven with
conviction. V,ie have some winning pro ject.s und.erwayr ând
some specia.t techniques ín use for habitat rejuvenation and
designated hunting routes. " The parks person said ,,we are
failing--if we continue at this level we fail,'. He believed
bhat Co the extent that there were successes, they were by
def ault , owing to the s i ze of parl<s . He went on to sâf r

"the consequence of continue<i conflict and petty bickerings
will lead over time to wi-Ldlif e being in tough shape. ,,

There were nany other interesting comments made

during these discussions. They speak for themserves as

follows:

lle could get much better
our hu¡nan and f inancial re

Itildlife Branch has
technical advice it
some cases technical
followed [by parks].

mileage from
sources.

not provided the
should have in
advice has not been

Parks Branch has failed to eommunicatewhat it wants

l/ildlife doesn't
unless they canir.

do anything for parks
shoot the shit out of
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some Parks people
just be abLe to drive
see wi ldl i fe .

think you should
ínto a park and

We don't know whats
parks.

going on in our

lüe haven't resolved
I ies

where the leadership

awful lot more

So rnuch more could be done I f or inter-pretation], take oak Hammock as the
standard and Look at parks.

6.3 Other Park Agencies

s noted earlier, the other provinces were

canvassed for information about wildLife projects. A brief
summary of this work is outlined belowi more details are
provided in the Appendix.

6.3.1 British Columbía

The Parks and outdoor Recreation Division have

conducted extensive studies, particularily on ungulates and

grízzLy bears, since 1980. parks direct funding of wildlife
pro jects, exc-lusive of salaries and travel has soared. f rom

$10.0 in 1980, to $175.0 in 1985.

6.3.2 Alberta

The Province of Alberta Recreation and parks, and

Fish and lfíldlife Divísions, have conducted various annual

surveys (since 1980) ranging from ell< surveys, to census of

r¡re couLd be doing an
Ifor non-game species].
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great blue herons, to black and grízzLy bear stu<1ies in
various park locales. Facilities for viewing of brumpeter
swans and other waterfowl species in various parks have been
developed by the Recreation and parks Division. Fish creek,
a Provincial park near calgary, has been the focus of white-
tailed and mule deer census workr âDd a five year project to
re-establish prairie farcons. Another project by the two

divisions was an assessment of wildlife mortality on park
highways.

specific project costs were not available in most
cases

6.3.3 Ontario

The parks and Recreation Areas Branch either
directly, or in consultation with the province's Fish and

tvirdlife staff, undertake a wide variety of wildrife project
work' There are also a number of projects and studies
conducted by non-government in<lividuars and organizations.

Appendix E tists t4 projects from severar regions
in the province ( information was not available for arr park
regions). These range from research studies on passerine
birds and amphibians, to active management involving the
transfer of caribour coostLuction of osprey nesting plat_
forms and salt pools to attract moose, . to boardwalks and

trails for purposes of wildlife viewing and interpretarion.
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dur i ng

$2e0.0.

Costs for these projects in seven different parks

the period 1980 to l985 amounted Lo approximateLy

6.4 Summary

t¡Ji rdr i f e program inf ormat ion f or þrani toba parks

reveals efforts on several fronts. Few concrusions can be

made from these data except to suggest that tl-re level of
funding of wildlife projects in parks is modest ab best. rt
is reasonable to say this much in view of lhe capital
budgets of the branches (noted in the introduction), project
expenditures in other provinces and staff,s attitudes ai:out

what is being done compared to what could be done in park

wildli f e rnanagernent .

The attitudes of staff are similar in respect to a

sincere desire to respond better to the needs and interest.s
of park clients relating to wildrife. More reliable infor-
mation about public needs and expectations, staffing and

financial constraints, lack of scientific information,
inadequate Parks Branch programs, and conflicts ,beLween the

branches were identified as reasons why the pot.ential to do

a better job was not being realized.

The question concerni.ng the branches' performance

in managing wildlife i.n parks procluced disturbing yet
predictable results, cor¡sidering responses to questions on

earlier topics. Parks staff consistently ranked overall
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perf ormance below the levels given by Wil<jli f e
The list of related comments on this subject

possible reasons for these divergent opinions.

Program information provided by several

exhibits an impressive range and level of
resources committed to wildlife work in parks.

personnel.

i I lu strate

prov]. nces

financial

7.O THE ORGANTZATION

This section is developed around the responses

obtained from five interview questions. The questions

explored several areas, including: conflict and its reso-

lution; organizational strengths and areas for improvernent;

roles and responsibirities; and the subject of public
involvement in wildlife matters.

7.I Conflict and its Resolution

Some experts on organizational theory suggest that
conflict can be healthy. This statement hias used to lead

into a guestion on individuals' conflict experiences.

specifically, each person was asked if they had experiencecl

conflict between the branches, and how they felt about it.
A subsequent question sought suggestions for resolving
conflicts.
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Almost every respondent could recall incidents of
conflict between the branches. some did indeed believe that
there were healthy aspects to such conflicls. A parks

person stated "it can be worthwhÍle to help get tÌrings
resolved" and " in my ovrn setIing it. has increased
communication and awareness. " A \,{ildrif e Branch member had

sinrilar feelings saying "in some cases (confIict) improves

communication, it brings out the best in all of usr helps us

learn, and grow in experience.,'

These positive attitudes toward conflict were

uncommon,'most respondents sah/ conftict as having negative
consequences. one person expressed his feelings about

conflict this way:

Conflicts dissipate energy and creativ-
ity to bhe disbenefi b of managers and
shortcomings in our: responsibifities.
It produces a lack of communication so
you end up dealing with perceptions
and mental sets regarding individuals
and branches which result in a lack of
learning from each other the facts
are always partial.

other expressions illustrating views and attitudes
about interbrarich

. it,s

conf l icts u/ere as f ollows :

non-pro<luct i ve and unhea I thy .

very, very frustrating.
results in animos i ty loetween and

within branches.

It's the pits.
It's equalty upsetting
conflict, I don't have
personal ly.

to know
to be

there is
involved
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costs l.{anitobans time and money.

poor use of talented people.

The resource suffers.

The sources of these conflicr-s as determined from
the intervielvs are: interpersonal con flicts ; mistrust of
corporate (í.e., branch) motives; and uncert.ainty about
roles and responsibilities. Further elaboration on each of
these follows below.

1. Interpersonal Conflicts

Personalities were cíted several timès as a factor
in conf lict siluations. One person said, ,,it gets down to
approaches, a bull in a china shop versus naive protection-
ist attitud.es. " Said another, ,,sometimes personalities
exacerbate conflict. "

2 . Corporate M<¡t í ves

A general probrem of mistrust and suspi-cion was

revea-led by persons from both branches. A parks staf f
member used the words "shock" and,'surprise,,to describe the
!üitdli f e Branch's ref usal "to do something that mad.e such
obvious sense--they hrere unreasonable. " He staEed further
that " the !'Ii ldi i f e Branch was react ing to parks Branch as

they would to national parks." His own view was that parks

canada exhibited a "fortress mentality',, on the other end of
the spectrum from irildlife Branch. The provinciar park
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system plan, h/ith proposals for more Heritage parks, he
believed, w€rê causing the I,Iildlife Branch to wonder,,what
parks was up to. " A !,rilr11i f e member stated there is some

fear that, parks Branch is aiming for a province-wide federal
(type of) park system, ultimately. ,,I would feel better,,,
he said, "if peopre wourd lay their cards on the table.,, He

stated further that the sense af. misLrust was mostly rerated
to the "head-office situation."

other related comments dealt with so-called win-
lose situations. A parks member fert that confricts hadn,t
been manage<1 very effectivery. This person characterized
the branches' approach as one of "attempt.ing to lobby one
another, to convince others they are right, instead of
trying to create understanding. " There was too much of a

"win-lose situation as opposed to a r,vin-win approach.,, From
a l''i ildli f e member came the remark that ,,where there is
conflict someone losesr sofiêtimes botir sides lose; and this
is not wise." A parks person stated

the !,Iildlife Branch perceives, perhapsinappropriately, thal they are t.hemanagers of wildlife throughout tfanitobaregardless of land designation. Infullfilling their mandaLä, they arelosing something by giving up anycontrol over direction of -management
activíties.

Another parks person believed that conflicts wourd
never be adequatery resolved while the branches were under
one ff iníster. "we need a separate I'{inister to take our
cause to Cabinet", he said.
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3. Roles and Responsibifities

Accordíng to a wildlife person, clarification of
roles bras a definite requirement. He talked about a need to
define who is ultimately responsible, since "both branches

could make a case for their authority based on Legislation
and policy. A former Deputy l4inister of the Deoartment

thought t.he ltildtif e Branch shoulrj do it all. "

A Parks person said, ,,we need to know who has the

big stick when there is a confrontation." He believed that
there needed to be resolution at the Assistant Deputy

l{inisLer level to know "who should do what. ,' A wildli f e

person expressed frustration about the lack of a suita'ole
mechanism tc resolve differences of opinion. He said,
"let's use one if there is one.,'

Respondents providecl many recommendations in reply
to the question of how to resolve conflicts. The following
list of items was extracted from their replies; it is pre-
senLed in no particular order of priority.

¡ Clarify and firm-up poticies and procedures.

. Develop and implement joint projects where both

agencies can achieve their goals.

r Put greater emphasis on scientific, approaches,

and the collection of more scientific data.

Address perceíved fears and misconceptions (e.g.

Parks wants a bunch of little Riding l{ountains )

by locking into decisions for five years, and

thereby showing good faith.
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. Have a if ildli f e/Parks " love-in,' lo di scuss

and non-branch rolesr âod where consumptive

consumptive approaches fit in parks.

¡ Establish an interbranch working

review board, which would bring

individuals with neutral positions

branches to find common ground

groupr of

toge ther

from both

and make

deci s ions .

o lmprove interbranch communications.

. Ensure Lhat an adequate buclget is provided for
wildlife programs in parks.

. Provide more techinal staff to parks.

. Recogniae and support legitimate differences

between the branches.

. Provide more staff Eraining (e.g. Kepner-Tregoe)

to help resolve problems

r Change the organizationr so both branches report
to one Assistant Deput-y l{inister r àod relocate
Lo lhe same building.

. Seek and expect positive leadership organiza-
tionally; allow managers to operaLe consis-

tently

o Continue with the definition of policies,

programs and directions through master (manage-

ment ) plans.
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. Re-affirm direction given in Assistant Deputy

l4inisters, l9B3 memorandum, then undertake an

evaluati.on to see i. f it is working.
These lengthy recommendations adrlress a wide range

of init.tatives in areas of interpersonal conf licf-s, concerns
about corporate motives, èod responsibilities. l.{any of the
ideas presented here are carried forward and assimilated
with other suggestions forthcoming from interviews.

7.2 Or anÍzational Stre ths and Areas for Im rovemen t
The next series of questions asked respondents to

identify organizational strengths and. areas for improvement.
Being somewhat abstract this quesbion proved to be difficurt
for some persons to answer.

The itern most often mentioned as a strength was

the re-organization of the two branches within the same

Department ( in L97g) . Three persons from each branch
identified thís move as a strength. said a Iüildtifer, ,'it
hras a wise decision to have lrlildlife Branch providing the
technical support, versus having duplicate staffs.,, A parks
person talked about the benefits of a small organization
with two s'ssistant Deputy l{inister's and Directors, and
professional statf with similar backgrounds.

Another frequently mentioned strength was per-
sonnel; the branches' human resources. I,lildlife and.parks
members remarked on the highly committed, wêll_traine<i
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people ín the Departnent. such comments as ,'the bedrock,,
and "a rot of brain power" were contained within the
repl ies .

Other identified strengths were:

good support from peers and supervisors.
the. DepuLy and Assistant DeputyMinisters probably work well together.
common interest in serving the public;and relatively clear mandaCes.

Two members of the lrirdrife Branch did not feel
they could respond to the question, and tbJo parks members
identified no strengths.

suggestions and requirements as to areas for
improvement followed. There are a number of statements
similar to the ones presented earlier on conflict
reso lut'i.on.

. Allocate more expertise (staff) to wildtife
matters in parks.

o There is a need for stronger leadership an,J more

forceful direction coming from parks tsranch.
r Have only one Assistant Deputy r,rinister rather

than two.

clarify the rores and responsibilities of staff.

' Put more emphas i s on research and the ac<¡ui s i -
tion of technical data, to reduce subjective
deci s ions .
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. Place branches together in
locat ion .

. fnvolve lvildlife staff early
planning process.

¡ Undertake more joint projects.

. Strike a group or committee

the same office

in the management

to resolve inter-
branch conflicts and issues at
level.

the Departmental

r There is a requirement for sustained readership,
to refocus constantly on the legiti¡nate differ-
ences between the branches.

. Don't arlow negative aspects of conflict to
go unchecked, provide support to foster a

(positive) attitudinal approach.

Potentiar sources of "solutions" or "improvements"
were seen to exist in different directions. some indi-
viduals proposed making improvements from within, (at the
workinq level) whereas others believed externar (executive)

actions b/ere prerequiste to betEer working relationships.
For example, a Wildlife person stated that the

solution is in the lower lever of the organization. He

said, "edicts don't work unless people are in the right
frame of mind to receive them. you shouldn't have to keep

reminding people how things work," h/as his finar remark.
This contrasted with the views of another wildlife member

who stated "we neåd a clear mandate coming from the (Depart-
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ment's) executive, (we need) very defined policies on what's
going to occur and what's not tell us. " A parks person

evidenced a preference to see another group or committee

such as the Department's Resource Allocation and planning

Branch become involved in conflict resolution. others saw

inconsistencies at senior revels as a barrier to proper

handling of situations at the middle management and profes-

sional working levels.

The following list presents what are perceived as

particularly important concerns and interests of respond-

ents. rt is an amalgamation of the recommendations for
confrict resolution, and the above suggestions for organ-

izational iinprovement. These are:

. The urgent need to develop and clarify the

branches' policies and authority, and the roles
and responsibilities of staff.

o The development of improved and expanded bio-
logical/ecologicaL data on wi Ldli fe, with
attendant increases in budgets and/or staff to

conduct such work

¡ The est.ablishment of a formal li.aison mechanism,

such as an interbranch working group, to improve

communications and information exchange, to
resolve conflicts, and to make decisions.
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. The identification and implementation of a

greater variety of joint projects.

o The provision of assistance (training) to help
staff themselves deal with problems and thus

foster greater understanding and positive
relationships.

r Organizational re-structuring or streamlining
whereby the branches would report to one

Assistant Deputy Minister, and be house,r in the

same building.

o Early and consistent invorvenent by wildlife
Branch in ongoing park managernent plans.

o consistent and sustained leadership which

acknowledges the legitimate differences between

the branches.

7.3 Roles and Resr:ons ibifities Itfemorandum

To assess avi¡areness of r ârrd att i tudes toward , the
specific directions contained within the 1983 Assistant
Deputy Ministers' memor staff were asked: is this the way

things are working in respect to the t.he forlowing statement
from [he meno:

Parks Branch will take the lead role andother branches will act in an advísory
or consultative role in plan implemen-
tation and park operations.
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The responses to
follows:

this question were as

YES NO

4wB
1PB

The response is indicative of
part of the parks Branch staff that they
vùrrdI r te

fo I lowi ng

management. This is further

BPB
4WB

PARTLY

lWB
1PB

an atLitude on

lack control

evidenced in

the

oveL

the
com¡nents made by parks people.

Emphatically no, the model is afrom being practiced.

Where [parksJ try to leadinevitably getting ãway from thequo; then we geb stymied.

long way

wetre
status

pOV^Jef Or
confl-icts

Parks Branch doesn,t have thethe backbone to. lead whenarise.

we make input Ion hunting regula_t ions ] Uut don ' t see any changres .

we haven't established
and priorities. our strategy

The executive and
to reinforce the
use.

Directors have failed
model by its cóntinued

severar com¡nented that they thought the model was
working in specific instances, such as in public participa_
f.ron tn management plans.

wildtife staff also made occasionar reference to
park management p1ans, citing this as evidence that the
model hras working as intended. Another reply was ,,yes,

except in season setting"r âñd one person said,'I liked the
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memo because it showed the Assistant Deputy Ministers
getting together, to set the game rures. rt was a good step
forward and we've come a rong way since.,, Another !{irdlife
member remarked, " r know the statement werr. ,, At Limes, ,, he
said, "wildlif e (and Fores[ry) are assuming the lead role.,,
He summed up with the comment that he was not realry sure
that the direction had been ef f ective. ', rts not enougrr just
to clarify roles, " decrared another !,iildrifer, ,,peopre will
take their own interpretation or ignore j.t.,,

7,4 Involvement by the Publ i- c

The subject of public involvement in park
matters was raised in the interviews to assess
public involvement was perceived to be adequater âod

attitudes about use of a specific mechanism such as

body.

wl LdI l te

whether

to test
aclvi sory

Parks management planning programs were most often
mentioned as h/ays or opportunities for pubric participation.
other vehicles such as local government meetingsr ,rêêtings
with speci fic groups or associations r park and visitor
surveys r õrûd di rect or indi rect lobbying of the Mini ster
h¡ere also identified. several wildlife mernbers gave frank
assessments of parks Branch. One said, ,,the parks Branch
has not done a good job builcling rapport (wittr groups ) .,,
Another expressed concerns about management plan public
meetings: "hearings were designed to get the anshrers that
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Parks Branch wanted; they weren't totally objective.', He

stated further, "both branches are guilty of establishing a

position, then going out and drumming up support for it, a

dangerous activity. "

The efforts of the Wildlife Branch in establishing
and maintaining a successful communications network with
various wildlife advocacy groups were acknowledged. said a

wírdli f er, "we have a close working relationshi'p with the

Manitoba wildlife Federation; as close as can be." A parks

employee remarked, "the !'/irdlife Branch is so strong because

of their relationship with the tlildlife Federation and Game

and Fish clubs. we (parks) are not talking to advocacy

groups on a regular basis. " rn a similar statement another

Parks member said:

Wildli fe Branch relies on distinct' client groups and a formalized lobby to
give it directions regarding hunting
regulations and season setting.

fhe Parks Branch has a broad spectrum of
users to accommodate and currently no
forum exists to obtain views of park
users frequently regarding wildlife
management direction.

The branches' representatives showed solidarity

about the need for improving information flow to and from

the public. Lack of knowledge about public needs and

desires was earlier described as a shorlcoming. The

forlowing list presents reconmendations of respondents for
redressing this identified need.
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I Do independent acad,emic studies on public needs
relating to wildlife

o Empl0y routine surveying of pubric opinion
. Develop programs for use by the school system
o Devel0p wi rdt i f e prans f or parks that ar.e

publicly reviewed

Respondents were asked whether they would favour
the estabrishment of a pubric. advisory body to advise the
Minister on wildrife matters in provinciar parks. The total
group was split for and against with parks peopre reaning
slightly in favour. Those who did not favour this approach
believed it was unnecessarlr or fearecl that such a group
would be dominated by particular vested interests. Even
Lhose in favour quarified their response with the proviso
that such a group must be representative of society.
several felt that there was indeed a place for a mechanism
like this to bring issues into a public forum and ,,to help
keep civil servants on track.,, Others felt that the
traditional "sounding boards,,, the Manitoba Naturalists
Society, and the Manitoba Wildlife Federation, were too
limited and that a new approach would be r,vorthwhile.

7.5 Summa tY

Conflicts, both perceived and real r w€rê seen
to have tittle. positive inf -ruence on the two branches.
Interpersonal difficulties, the insecurity resulting from
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mistrust of motives, and a lack of clarity about roles and

responsibirities h/ere identi fied as root causes of con-

flicts. A rist of fifteen suggestions (pp. rL2 114) was

developed based upon responses to the question of how to
resolve conflicts. This list contains a number of
recoinmendations overlapping with suggestions on ways to
foster organizational improvements. Eight important actions
or requirements were develope<l based on these two areas of
enquiry. These eight. statements (pp. LL7 , ll-B ) should be

given careful consj.deration in building on the underlying
streng[hs attributed to Lhe organizational set-up and the

branches' personnel.

There h/as general agreement with the potentiar
value and benefits of the directions provided in the t9B3

memorandum. But this potential, for one reason or another,
has not been realized. The model it presented, according to
most staff members, is not working. Action at senior staff
revels was seen as a . prerequisite to reverse this
circums Lance.

Greater pubr ic involvement surrounding wi ld-t i f e

management was considered important, and four recommenda-

tions were gleaned from questionnaire responses. The

specific mechanisrn of an advisory bocly evoked a mixed

review. There was sound. rat,ionale for and against the use

of such a mechanism.
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B.O TOWARDS THE FUTURE

A paper developed as a result of the 44th Federal-
Provincial wildlife conference contained the forl-owing
assertion, "wildlife is a great Canadian heritager )¡et too
little has been done to ensure that it always will be,,
(nnvironment Canada, 1983) .

A recent National Geographic editoriar reported
that the Bronx zoo now "re-creates habitats where animals
live in dignity" (.lune 1986 ) . These park_like zoos hold
much promise for international wildlife conservation,
because in them r,vildlife will breed. The Zoo,s General
Director, william conway, berieves that a very high percen-
tage of a-l-l the world's remaining wit<1li f e is going to be

lost. rn his book, The sinking Ark, Norman Myers reflects
on the fate of the gorilla, the whooping crane, the whales,
and those persons who have warned. that one species per year
may become extinct. He has a new thesis which brings
crystar clarity to the import of Ardo Leopold's earrier
admonition. For r4yers predicts that we may now be losing
one species per day--a soberinE thought indeed (myers,

L979) t

8.1 At.t.itudes and Percept ions of Staff
A member of

l'lanitoba, stated:

the lVildtife Branch, thinking about
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Given the prevailíng trends in loss ofhabitats, parks and wildlife managementareas are going to become more and moreimportant for many species. This willlead to new management imperatives.Since r^/e will be managing finlte blocksof land, fiâÍrâgement wiff be totallydifferent, perhaps we will need. fargårefugesr it will atmost be Iike haviágcaptive herdsi we,l1 need more controlson people.

Parks and wirdri f e staf f were aske<1 about their
views on the status of wildlife on a world scale. Habitat_
ross, direct use, environrnental deterioration and human

settlement h/ere identified as major factors contributing to
a globar decrine of wildlife. while some positive
initiatives, such as the North American waterfowl pran,
sustain hope for improvements, members of both branches
indicated little optimism.

staff me¡nbers were arso asked to comment on the
status of wildrif e in Canada and in lr{anitoba. The reaction
to canada's record in witdlife protection and. management was

mixed. some felt canada ranked high in conservation
initiatives, whire others cited polrution of the Great
Lakes basinr èod rast'winter's federal budget cuts in the
Environment DeparLment, as examples of serious problems and
shortfalls at a national level

There was a generar sense that the status of wild-
rife in Manitoba was fairly good. parks staff were more

negative in their assessment, citing the contents of the
r9B3 Five Year Report to the Legi srature on wirclr i f e, a.d
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evidencing an apparent rack of faith in the science or prac_
tise of wildli f e management . Said one, ,'where we have
managed (wifdlife) we mess up.,,

wirdli fe respondents vvere cautiously optinistic
that Manitoba stirl provides relatively gootl wildlife habi_
tats, â''d that with more effective habitat protection and
contrors on harvesting, species such as moose and caribou,
which have been stressed, could regain population losses.
But according to a wildlife staff menber a rarger charrenge
exists' He stated, "we know what we neetr. to know about pop-
ulation dynamics with upland species, fur_bearers and big
game' but with non-gamer w€ are stilr in an investigation
stage and have not put too much effort in management.,,

On the basis of these comments, and the whole of
the preceeding interview, respondents were asked two final
quest ions as f ol_ lows :

please describe the three most signifi-cant chalrenges that wirl face wii¿tirernanagement ( in provincial parks ) """,bhe next 25 years r ôrìd

What actions would be appropriate to. respond to [hese chalfengeåä

Four generar areas of charlenge were identifiabre
from the interviews. Eraboration of these challenges and of
appropriate actions for consirleration are d.escribed be10w.



l. Increasing users/demands and pressures, both exLernal
and internal to parks.

A wide range of factors \¡Jere cited. potentiar
negative impacts of environmental changes deriving from
pollution, such as acid rain, or the use of fertilizers,
r^/ere noted. similarily, activities on the periphery of
parks rvhether they be rogging, mining, agricurture or
suburban development, were seen as causes for concern.
Resource harvesting acbivities inside parks, coupled with
demands f.or neh/ and expanded campgrounds, cottage
subdivisions and related facilities, also present a

charlenge in protecting wildtife habita.ts and populations.
One individual said:

We rnust manage other demands on park-
lands so that they can contribute to theconservation and preservation of habitatto ensure wildlife survival. We shouldtreat parks as islands in a sea ofresource conflict i sustaining theexisting habitats and enhanciág andimproving some that have deterioraled.
The simple fact of ever more people visiting parlcs

poses difficulties. Among them are the direct demands for

ir,Lrse of the wi ldl i f e resource i

"providing enough wildlife. "

' A variety of actions

as one person expressed

were suggested to

ofthe above

priority.
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].n response

in no orderchallenge. These are listed below
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o Dedicate additional lan<l and establish
moratoriu¡ns so knowledge can be improved.

o Do a conprehensive job of park management

planning.

o Try to divert users from sensitive wildlife
areas to parks (areas) which are underutilize<1
( for recreation) .

o Make the public more aware of concerns and

encourage more public involvement.

a Integrate our management efforts; undertake more

wildlife based research¡ âild clarify policies
and procedures so the branches work towards the

same end.

2. Technicat/uiotogical challenge in an era of government

restraint .

Those who described concerns in this area saw the
need to switch from a passive to an active approach to
management by identifying critical habitats, more carefulry
managing habitat, and promoting greater pui:1ic involvement
in this work. rmproved and expanded technicat/uiotogicai
data to ensure optimum populations of wildlife species in
parks bras also called for. The problem of unanswered

questions regarding carrying capacities of parklands for
ungulates such as deer, moose, and caribou was identified.
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The actions identified for this area were:

. Improve research capabilities internalty, or
contract out research needs.

o Complete an up-to-date inventory by park;
establish habitat management programs and

undertake them rvith public involvement ( to
extend government's capabilities ) .

o Increase basic knowledge for key species, and

identify critical areas and impacts from

activities such as forêstry.
r Achieve greater balance in research efforts;

establish a croser riaison with universities.
¡ Re-introduce wirdrife species into areas where

they have been extirpatecl.

3. The educational/information challenge

Greater attention to education and information
programs was a need identified by members of both branches,
although with a somewhat di fferent emphasis. one made

reference to "new attitudes in respect to environment versus
economics" with the inference that in such confrontations
environment wourd rose out. on this same theme another
person said:

the public still sees the world in aparadigm of impact on the environrnent
rather than impact of the environment.
In other words there is need to dealwith a prevailing attitude that Lhenatural environment exists solely toserve human needs.
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More specific to wirdrife, there were concerns

expressed about the " smokey syndrome " and the ,'bambi

syndrome; " the need to get across the message that habitat
must be rejuvenated by f ire or logging; and the naive ,'leave

it alone, don't touch, don,t harvest', attitude about wild-
life. Another concern was the need to "sustain and build
upon the existing wildli f e ethic; that r,vildli f e has a right
to live and that we (humans) clepend upon successfur co-

existence with wildlif e.',

Actions for consideration were:

o Develop a good public relations program in the

parks system to deal with the ,'syndromes,'.

r Employ more creative and imaginative use of mass

rnedia, scientific social surveys (e.g. polling
agencies) and nore two-way factual information
sharing between the'branches .

o Work wi th school systems and use the ',Jacques

Cousteau" approach, because not everyone has to
see a caribou first-hand.

4. Institutional forganizational challenge.

Much of Etre information presented here has already
been discussed in one form or another. The institutional/
organizaLíona1 challenge, however, was the subject most

often mentioned in this stage of the interview.
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The ability and need for the organization and its
staff members to adjust to new trends poses a challenge.
Most often ci eed was management for consumptive versus

non-consumptive purposes. The challenge, according to one

loerson, "was the change that management peopre will have to
make in adjusting from past and current emphasis in game

species to future growing interests in non-game species.,,
said another, "the realm of consumptÍve use of wirdlife,
that will be challenged over the next 2s years.', still on

this tack "to try and <letermine if wildlife management

should be dif ferenb from the way iL is now,,' sai<1 another.
The other component of this topic area had to do

with how the organization should function, ideally. Some

talked about the need for a more effective response to
mandates, and the need to improve decision-making for more

effective management. coupled with response to mandates

were suggestions about the rore of provincj.al parks. ,,parks

should be a provincial focus for preserving wildtife
habitats and for maintaining provincially significant
examples of rare, unique anti endangered species, ,' said one

person. Another person, commenting more specifically on

agency roles stated:
' It is necessary to change institutional

sterotypes, to move from our existing
mental sets and our past. practises.
This can be achieved by the parks Branch
setting goals respecting conservation,
preservation, viewing and consr¡mptive
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recreation in a systematic manner. TheWildlife Branch needs to be recognizerl
as having the expertise to meet all ofthese needs whether by active managment
or nonintervention.

The following actions were identified:
r work together to review mandates and poricy to

prepare for the change in emphasis that,s going

to come

o Maintain a diversi fied user base including
recreational hunters and trappers in a

compatible way to ensure Iittle impact.

. Do more research to rearn what the pubric is
thinking, incrudíng surveys, forums and generar

liaison.

o Develop crearer definitions and re-iterations of
policies and strategies, and have these built
into performance indicators and personnel

evaluations.

. Revamp the parks Act and regulations to make

wildlife management a clearer responsibirity of
Parks Branch.

. Make more basic decisions on whether consumptive

uses are appropriate in provincial parks, and

continue comprehensive management planning.
The challenge and actions for consirieration

re-iterate in part suggestions and recommendations reported
earlier. The need to tåa ways for the branches to work
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together remains a priority, particularily to resolve ancl
clarify matters of authority, poricy and procedure. The
requirement for improved research capabirities was repeated,
along with the suggest,ed use of expertise outside of govern_
ment ' some of the products and emphases of these efforbs
would be completion of comprehensive inventories, identifi_
cation of critical habitats r âod re_introduction of
extirpated species. The deveropment of comprehensive park
management plans continues to be seen as a positive
endeavorr â''d use of more sophisticated and imaginative
means Lo share information with the generar public and the
school system was re-iterated. Greater physicar i_nvolvement
by members of the pubric to imprement wildlife projects is
an extention of the principre of expanding public invorve_
ment in park wildlife management.

The folrowing section presents views from several
other provinces about the future of these park systems.
There are some interesting and simirar thoughts to those of
Manitoba's parks and lVildlife personnel.

8.2 Other parks Agenc i e s

Several other parks agencies were requested
reply Lo the questions posed on future c'a-lr_enges
appropriate actions. The responses by parks officiars
outlined below.

to

and

are



8.2.1 British Columbia

The three most important chalrenges rvere described
as:

1. Achieving organizational re-orien-tation from facility operators toresource managers. In this newrole, to ensure preservation ofparks resources while promoting
increased visitation (u.g. *orõhiking trails in gr ízzLy country) .

2, Integrating management in andoutside of parks so parks don'tbecome isolated enciaves r âñdensuring the protection of specieswhich range beyond park boardeis.
3. Defending parks against other land-use interests such as mining, hyrdo

development and forestry.
Actions to respond to these changes were:

a) Develop information and awarenessprograms internally, to clarify thechallenge and help indiviãuals
respond to it in terms of priority
setting, administrative piactises
( u. g. how to prepare resource
management budgets ) , and to fosterconsistent attitudes.

b) Improve resource management policy
for parks. T,he pro"ess of deizetopl
ing policy makes people think

c) Be available to heLp people
Jonesr pêÍs. courm.].
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8.2.2 Alberta

Parks officials in this province described the
following challenges and actions.
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A clarification of bhe mandate be-
tween Fish and Wildlife Division and
Recreation and Parks Department for
wildlife management in parks. (also
see point 3 below). The Fish and
Wildlife Division' . is presently
recognized as the pÈimary agency foi
wildlife management in Albãrta,
including parks, however, the extent
of involve¡nent and responsibifity in
many cases is unclear. As a result,
wildlife poputations in parks have
been largely ignored by both
agencies.

To effectively deal with the effects
of habitat changes and alterations
on desired wildl-ife populations.
What are the best ways to manage
habitat for desired species givãn
that nature's disturbances ( 

".g.fire) are, in most cases, activeíy
suppressed? This, along with the
need t'o meet other ãommi tments
relative to providing facilities and
opportunilies for recreation, make
it increasingly diffj_culb to effec-
tively manage wildtife populations
and their associated habitats. In
many instances, the effects on wild-
life habitat and on wildlife ofproviding certain recreabion facili-
ties is lit.tle considered. An
additi"onal relatecl problem is the
impact (often negative) that
recreationists or other resource
users have on wildlife populations
and habitat. How do we best main-
tain viable wildlife populations andgood wildlife habitat in parks in
Lhe face of increasing denands from
and numbers of recreationists and
other users (e.g. grazing lessees)?

Resolving the effects of the
management actions of other agencies
(such as the Forest Service and Fish
and Wildfife) on park ecosystems
given our present stewardship role
rather than a resource ownership
rol e

2

3
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Actions for consideration were identified as:
a) Promote increasecl cooperation be_tween the two agencies.

b) Recognize and encourage a greaterwildlife management mandatê forAlberta Recreat ion and parks plus agreater commitment to wit¿ti te
manaqement by the Department itselfso that j.t. can be fully in charge ofvarious wildli fe prograns for alllands under its adminiìtration.
Clearly determine and then recognizethe role of wildlife within parklands. Fish and Wildlife Diviãio.,may need to modify some of theirobjectives for managenent of wild-life j-f those objeãtives conflictwith park's objectives.

d) Determine the type and condition
wildli fe habitats requiredpark's purposes.

e) Determine the viability of desire<lwildli f e populations wiltrin parks .

f) Predict habitat changes that can beexpected as a result of variousdisturbances and inpacts that mayoccur or not occur and the conse_quences to wildlife anC othernatural resources.

c)

s)

of
for

Ensure adequate input into parkplanningr construction, operaLì.on,maintenance activities, etc. andinto other proposed land uses withinparks so that concerns can beaddressed relative to impacts suchactivities can have on witatife andtheir habitat.

h) Develop and implement managenentplans to maintain required fraUitatsand viable populations of desiredwildlife species.
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i ) Work on having the responsibi Iity
for determining, coordinating and
implementing management objectives
and management actions for alI
natural resources wi thin parlcs
recogn j- zed more widely as the
responsibifity of Alberta Recreation
and Parks rather than as the
responsibility of other agencies.
lWayne Nordstrum, pers. comm. ].

8.2.3 Ontario

parks agency

cerns. They

1.

The areas of challenge identifled by the Ontario

with organizational con-have to do primarily

are as follows:

Integration of park and wildlife
managemenL, based on an overri<1ing
principle of distinctiveness between
management approaches on parklands
and other Crown lands.

Improved comrnunication in two direc-
tions: between parks and wildlife
managers, and between these agencies
and the public. A related concern
is Lhe unrealized potential to
inform and ed.ucate the public ( in
parks) about witdlife from a lcroad
ecological perspective.

Defining the role of provincial
parks in protecting natural r un-
manipulated areas. This challenge
addresses the need and potential io
set aside areas ( in parks ) as gene
pool reserves to maintain oppor-
tuni t i es for study ancl f or the
collection of baseline data.

2

3
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Actions for consideration are:

b)

a) Organizational change Lo break downLhe traditional philosophical
barriers between parks and witOfife
managers. Organizational realign_
ments and/or the development of aopdown integrated policy frameworkè
are potential specific actions.
Response to ilris challenge requires
an organizational or personal
iniLiative to acknowledge thepotential opportunities ¿ ârìd todevelop or modi fy programs toachieve success.

c ) Educational or i.nf ormational ap-proaches within the institutionãtsetbing, and directed to the public,
are a req_uirement Ie. phillips,
pers. comm. ].

B. 3 Su¡nrnary

Manitoba generalry is in a fortunate circumstance
respecting wildlife, especially when viewed in a global con_

text. This is the consensus of parks and wildlife staff.
But there are disturbing trends, âñd Manitoba has not
escaped the phenornenon of shrinking wirdlife resources. The

symptoms of a troubled wildlife resource and their conse-
quences for management, are being felt in this province.

The f uture charrenges of manag i.ng wi rdr i f e in
parks were placed into four categories, namery: internal
and external pressures of increasing use and d.evelopment,

the challenge of securing adequate technicat/niorogical
infornation, the educatían/information charrenge, âûd the
institutional/organizational challenge. A range of actions
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was suggested in response to.these chalrenges. A funda-
mental consideraLion, represented by the challenge of
managing pressures from increased use and development, is
the need to have of concensus as to the role and function of
provincial parks respecting wildlife in l,ranitoba.

other parks agencies ìrave similar views about tire
future and actions to responcl to need.s and trends. rmpacts
of increased recreational and industrial activities are a

concern, âs is the need to devote greater attention to park
wildlife resources, generally. Tire area of organizational
development h/as also addressed, in terms of attitudinar and

functional re-orientation in. recognition of wildrife manage-

ment imperatives, and in regard to improving and clarifying
the rores and relationships between parks and wildlife
agenc i es .



PART III SUMMARY, coNcLUSIoIiTs RECOMI,ÍENDATIOT{S

9.0 INTRODUCTION

The preceding sections have presenterì information
on t.he branches' manrLates and programs, the results of staf f
interviews and on other provinciar parks agencies. These

comprise the four task areas outlined in the methods model
(rigure 4). Through observation and comparison of resurts,
themes or emerging pat.terns were sought that might suggest
appropriate action. The study's concruding step (Task v),
is a summation and evaluation of these resul-ts.

This section clraws together "orevious findings to
interpret'them further ancl to icientify recommendations

appropriate to the problem. The reconmendations attempt to
capture or build upon ideas and information acquire<1 from
the above tasks. lr/hat follows is an overview of the organ-
izationar concerns. A specific action plan is d.escribed and

several additional recommendations are presented.

9.1 Overview of the Orqani zat i onal Settinq
Thi s report has attempted to provide for a broacl

appreciation and understanding of the wildlife Branch and

Parks Branch. The branches' mandates were shown to be some-

what vague, in the case of parks, and more crear, in the
case of wildrife. The parks mand.ate contains philosophical

140
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not ions attr ibutable to both .the " romant ic " ( preservat j-on-

ist ) and "wise-use" schools of conservation, whereas the

lVíldlife Branch's mandate emphasizes the latter philosophy.

In concept, the Wildlife mandate partly overlaps with the

purposes of wildlife management ascribed to provincial

parks. However, Parks tegislation and policy lack clarity

because the key words, "conservation" and "preservation",

are not defined. Parks policy specifically stipulates that

consumptive and non-consumptive activities are to be

provided, but it introduces a vague reference to "equal

legitimacy" . As described in Section 4.2, there is no

further policy direction ás to how equal J-egitimacy of

different wildfife-related activities can or should be

achieved.

The establishment of large tracts of provincial

park land or, for tirat matter WMA's, may suggest the intent

of legislators and pubtic servants to pronote diversity and

distinctiveness in wildlife management functions.

Certainly, the existence of these extensive Crown lands

presents such opportunities. However, the agencies' man-

dates really do not a<ldress the notion of distinctiveness in

park wildlife nanagenent. For example, the concept of park

classification may infer differenb approaches to wildlife

nanagement from parl< to park, but the Parks mandate spells

out no such intentions. Moreover, the Wildlife mandate

contains no indication of distinctiveness, whatsoever. What
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is clear from the review of mandates is that trrese branches
clo indeed share broad responsibirity for park wildlife
management, but the precise nature of these responsibirities
and how they complement one another is not made crear.

The interviews provided considerabte insight into
the perceptions and attitudês of biologists, managers and.
planners who comprise a cross-section of the branches, pro-
fessionar staff. The results generarly corroborate the
analysis of mandates. Neither group approaches the subject
to witdlife management from quite the sa¡ne philosophicar
position. I{irdlife staff emphasized management of wirdrife
for rrariou",,uses,, andr co.sistent with'reir mandate, see
their span of responsibirity to be provincial in scope.
Parks staff, for the most part, shared a wise_use phif-
osophy, but also stressed non-consumptive activities, and
the need in managenent to reflect intrinsic values of
wildlife.

This contrast was particurarly evident in
responses to the statement',wildl-Ífe in one or more
provincial parks shourd be rnanag.ed in the same nanner as in
Riding Mountain National park,,. Wildlife staff largety
rejected as inappropriate and unnecessary any facsimire of
national parks policy within the provinciar park system.
Most Parks staff, on the other hand, expressed qualified
agreement with such a prospect, if it were applied in a
Iimited manner.
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A generar consensus of opinion regarding parks and

!vl'14's was apparent in responses to a question dealing with
their comparison. wMA's and parks were seen to require a

sonewhat different management emphasis. wirdlife prorJuction
mainly for sport hunting characterized the staff,s descrip-
tion of I{MA's; by comparisonr parks hrere seen as emphasizing
non-consumptive wildli fe activities .

The apparent differences in the mandates them-
selves, the staffs' varied interpretations of the¡n, and the
divergent attitudes towarcl.s wildlif e management, were the
basis for often repeated comments during interviews about
the need for clarification of policiesr procedures and

responsibilities respecting park wi-ldlif e management.

There probably is not enough similarity among

staffs' attitudes to overcome the gulf of misunderstanding
and disagreement that has evolved over a period of some

years. Conflicts, perceived or realr wêrê an overriding
concern. This fundamentar pr-oblem was appa-rent in what
people said and how they expressed themserves. words like
"anger", "frustration", ,tshock', and ,'mistrust,, suggesI a

need for immediate action. confticts were seen as a direct
cause of organizational ineffectiveness, resulting in the
inefficient use of human and financial resources,. and even
posing a threat to the well-being of the wildtife resource
itself.
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The prospects for improvement without delilrerate
and thoughtful intervention are unlikety. Therefore, it is
recommended that the Department of Natural Resources become

committed to an ongoing, concerted effort to improve and

sustain organizational effectiveness , for the long_term
benefit of the organization itself, for Manitobans, and for
wildlife in provincial parks.

9.2 Searchins for Solut ions

The interview resurts suggest two broad approaches
Lo improve this situation. some interviewees intimated a

desire for a "top-down', solution, perhaps counting on the
Department's executive ( i.e. , the Deputy Minister and

Assistant Deputy Ministers) to impose direction. Such

comments as "terl us what is going to happen,, and ,'we need

to know who has the big stick", are indicative of such
thinking. one might envision a "quick-fix,, solution whereby
full and comprete responsibility for park witdrife
nanagement is assigned to one agency or the other. This
scenario should be rejected. such an approach lacks
creativity and wisdo¡n; it would be a target for subversion
with destructive consequences. As one respondent said,
"edicts don't work" .

The arternative is a more deliberate, nurturing
approach to build on areas of agreement between the
branches; a way to break down entrencherl thinking which
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endanger's mistrust and misunderstanding; a way to try and
inarry divergent attitudes and let common purposes surface
within Lhe organization. This approach en¡¡isions
internally-generat,ed sorutions whereby staff themserves
wour<1 exa¡nine the problem and take direct action to make

improvements.

creation of a standing committee to provide
ongoing liaison between the branches was suggesLed by
severar persons in the context of inproving orÇanizational
effectiveness, generarly, and for confrict resolution,
specificalty. The folrowing proposar is base<r partry on

this staff recommendation. rt calls for task-oriented
actions resulting in a wildrife management strategy for
provincial parks. such a strategy could become a cataLyst
for steadily improving relationships and overall effective_
ness in the Department of Natural Resources.

9.3 A Wildli fe lvlanaqe¡nent Strategy

There are several noteworthy requirements and

consideratíons before examining a strategic planning
process. First, endorsement of this proposal by the
Department's executive is prerequisite, if this endeavour is
to succeed. .staff would require time to work through the
process, and to meet ahJay from the head-office environment
on occasion. Expertise from outside the Departmenb may arso
be necessary to facilitate the process.
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second, participa.ts musb be wirring to hrork to-
geLher in a process tirey uncrerstand and. agree to. Thus, the
branches shourd be requested to review and comment on rhe
acceptability of this study's recommendations. rf there
were substantial disagreement the branches should be invited
to develop an alternative approach with which they agree.

Thircl , fíxing responsibirity for this assignment
is critical so that attendant duties and authoriey to ensure
the work is done in a timely manner are unclerstood and

appreciated by all. Responsibility to carry out a strategic
planning process shourd be given to bhe section chiefs of
the two branches; specifically, to the parks Branch Chief of
Planning, and the wirdlife Branch chiefs of Habitat and.

iulanagement. These three positions carry functional respon-
sibilities closely related Lo rhe task at hand.

Fourth, implemenbation of the process shourd be

done expeditiously, perhaps within a six_month horizon.
This would force action and decision, and probably result in
an as good or better product [han would emerge from a more

lengthy process.

There are sound reasons why early attention
might instead focus on policy refinement, or a review and

reiteration of roles and responsibifities, for example.
Addressing these topics directly has merit,, but preparation
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provincial parks would

later.
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wi ldl i fe

have more

managernenL strategy f or

value, as witl be described

The strategy courcl be deveroped using a series of
well-organized workshops to presenL and discuss information,
hence the need tor preparation tÍme, meetings away from head

office, âod outside assistance. rt might follow a process
as outlined below

l. Describe present and potential needs, demands,

interests, ancl values of the wi tdl i f e

resource, and present and potential oppor-
tunities otì a province-wide basis.

2. Describe present and potenbial wildrife needs,

demands, interests and values; and present and

potential opportunities offered by the
provincial parks system.

3. confirm distinctive opportunities provided by

parks and identify managernent options to

4. :::'""".r::: ob jecrives or manasemen,r rarsers
:onsistent with established prioricies and the
degree of distinctiveness ascribed to parks.

5 ' Develop a set of management programs designed
to imprernent the stated managernent objectives.

6. Monitor imprementation and evaruate the plan
at appropriate intervals.
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There are significant benefits that courd be

derived from a completed strategy. For example, the ratter
steps of objectives setting, implementation and evaluation
offer potential benefits in guiding prograrn development,
refining current poricy and crarifying roles and responsi-
birities the things staff said needed attention.

staff from both branches expressed concerns about
shortages of human and financial resources allocated to
wildlife management. Such concerns may be valid, but with_
out a long-range program designed to achieve rneasurable

targets, it. is unrikely that .iecision-makers wilt be

co'vinced to suppry additional support. An approved

strategy would provide a solid basis for program development

and implementation

Development of the strategy through a c'o-operative
process could foster understanding and awareness of each

branches' positions, and an enduring commitrnenb to attain
ends that have been defined mutually. rt would, therefore,
be much easier for the branches to assess and modify
existing policy an<l roles statements with a shared und.er-

standing of clirections and priorities for park wildlife
management.

The strategy could also become a varuable toor for
building political and public support for expanded program

initiatives. rn this regard, it is recornmended that a draft
docunent be sent to all members of the Legislative Assembly
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for their inforrnation and review. consideration should be

given to broader public consultation also to test public

opinion about its contents. A forum comprised of respecte<l

delegates concerned aï¡out wildlife and parks poricy coultl be

an effective, albeit limited method of public involvement.

Thi s lvould demonstrate botir conf idence and openness of [he

Departrnent, and potentially result in greater support for
long-term implementation of the strategy.

It would be naive to presume smooth conduct of

the proposed planning process given present inter-branch

relahionships. The early step of having the branches

endorse this approach recogniees some of the potential

difficulty even getting s{:arted. The fotlowing are

suggestions for keeping the process on track.

First, emphasis must be placed on areas of agree-

ment to avoid lengthy delays in attempting to resolve dis-

agreements. Where branch participants are not able, or

willing to resolve disagreements, Lhey should record the

reasons f.or their particular point of view. A f unction of

the review by mernbers of the Legislature , ot the public

forum, could be to gain feedback on areas of disagreement to

herp resolve them. A professional facilitator(s) to assist
the branch through the process would be desirable to ensure

objectivicy and to free par!icipants from having to assume

facilitating roles. Most of the potential participants in
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this program have benefitteo frorn braining in Kepner-Tregoe

decision-making and problem-solving methods. Excellent
opportunities exist to apply this training in the strategic
planning process.

9.4 Other Recommendations

9,4.I The Provincial park Lands Act

There are. no prescriptive directions regarding
park wildrife management within The provinciar park Lands

Act. other provincial parks legislation illustrated
clearerr fiorê definitive guiclance compared to Manitoba's

Parks Act. In consequence, some staff members suggested

that modifications be made to the Act to clarify management

priorities and organizational responsibirities. The

Provincial Park Lands Act is, however , enabling and broad in
scope regarding wildlife, and in this respect offers the

benefít of flexibilit.y. changing tegislation is a lengthy
process and it courd be anticipated that any move to revise
the Act in the area of wildlife management would onry
exacerbate ill-feelings between the branches. Therefore,
the option to revise the Act in favour of clarifying
wildlife rnanagement goals and. responsibirities is not
recomnended.
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9.4.2 Parks and Wildlife policy

policies contained within t.he Departnent's policy
and Proce<lures tolanual are partj.cularly important guides to
the branches. Review and revision of both branches,
policies and proceclures should be undertaken following com-

pletion of the wildlife strategy. This task should address
the definition of key terms and concepts and establish or
confirm roles and responsibirities. rnformation, id.eas and

understandings developed as a result of action on other
recommendations berow may be usefully incorporated into the
¡nanual .

9.4.3 Other Directing Documents

severar other poricy-related documents were

described in Sections 4,5, 4.6 and 4.7. As suggested, the
wildlife strategy could be of varue in enhancing or
supplanting these documents. The Rores and Missions report
was characterized as a general, descriptive overview of the
Department. once the strategy is completed, the Roles and

Missions report should be revised to refrect the purposes of
parks in respect to wildlife.

The provinciar park system pran furnishes addi-
tional direction to wirdlife management in its presentation
of park precepts and the conceptual treatmene of ,'balancing,,

wildlife management for consumptive and non-consumptive
purposes. Early adoption of the system plan as officiat
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Departmental poricy is recommended along with the develop-

ment of additional wildlife preceptsr particularly for those

parks where no such statements exist. T'his latter step

could be an outcome of the strategy,s preparation.

The Roles and Responsibirities memorand.um attemp-

ted to integrate rores and responsibirities in the delivery
of wildtife programs in parlcs. Reconsideration and adoption

within the strategy of some or all of the principles set

down in the memorand.um is recommended. ln this manner

understanding af, and commitment to, these principles will
be strengthened

The wildlife strategy may arso function as a guide

in the preparati.on of individual park management plans.

Park management planning i^ras described by various l,ti 1d1i f e

and Parks staff members as a useful means of establishing
wildlife management goals and priorities at the park level.
Therefore, it is recommended that the Department continue to
develop comprehensive park management plans and ensure joint

involvement of the branches.

9.4.4 Future Research and public Involvement

The strategy and its attendant spin-offs in aiding
policy and progran development could be realized in a

relatively short time horizon. over the longer term atten-
tion needs to be focussed on an expanded inter-relationship
with the public in order to feedback into products like the
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strategy, so lhey evolve in step wi'bh Manitobans, needs and

wants. Respondents in this study repeatedly emphasized the

need to both better inform the public about wi-Ldlife, and to
acquire an improved unclerstanding of the public,s varues,
needs and wants in regard to wildlife. Thj.s is consistent
with James Butler's "sociological phase,, of wildlife
agencies development described earlier, wherein greater
attenbion is given to understanding the users of the

resource, their attitudes, .Ðêrcêpti.ons and motivations; and

Kellert and Brown's article on human dimensions information
in wildlife management and planning.

. Kellert and Brown's discussi-on of constituency
identification, multiple-satisfactions management and public
awareness and education, in particular r presênt future
researcÌr topics of fundamental importance to witdti fe
management in provincial parks. Better knowledge about the

changing wj.ldlife clientele and their particular satisfac-
tions, attitudes, need.s and deman<ls, is require<l if there is
sincere concern about serving wide-ranging public interests.
But as these authors point out, this approach to wildrife
management "calls for quite different notions about wildlife
use opportunities which are products of wildlife managenent"

(rggS:273). rt is recommended. that a program of human

dimensions research l¡e undertaken with consultative
assistance, focussing on provincial parks, to define
programs that will best serve Manitobans and the wildlife
resource.
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consurtants are recommended in this case for three
reasons: to access specific skills which may not be readily
availabte withín the. Department; to maintain, insofar as
possible, objectivity in the research; and to provide
greater flexibility in canvassing broadly within canada and
the united states for appropriate research models. rt wourd
be anticipated that sociar surveys and polling of public
opinion would cornprise elements of this program. This
research should be planned and implernented within a period
of five years. Moreover, concurrent with bhe imprementation
of the proposed strategy, and the above research, it is
recommended that the branches look for innovative ways to
expand wildlife research and management capabiliLies tÌrrough
direct involvement by the public and closer liaison with
universities.

9.4.5 A National Conference

A final recommendation is basecl on the review of
other parks agencies. There is reason to berieve that so¡ne,

if not arl, of these agencies and their wildrife counter-
parts share relationships comparable to Manitoba's wildlife
and Parks Branches. The lever of wirdrife policy deverop-
ment and program implenrentation is quite uneven across the
country' some agencies have well-developed poricies; others
have very few' These provincial park systems appear to
contain wildlife resources of noteworthy importance. rn a
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national context, provincial park systems likely -epresent
significant reservoirs of wildlife habitat and populations,
and superb wildlife use opportunities. Thus, substantial
benefits may exist for individual learning and organiz-
ational development through information sharing among parks
and wildlife agencies at the provincial level. rt is
recommended that the Department of Naturar Resources ( i . e.,
the Parks and Wildli fe Branches ) initiate a national
conference, perhaps through the auspices of the Federal-
Provincial parks conference or bhe Federal-provincial
Wildlife Conference, to explore the topic of wildlife
rnanagement wi t.hin provincial park systems . I

A conference rike trris, with pranners, biologists
and managers attending from across canada, could. fulfill a

variety of purposes. These professionals courd gain a

better und.erstanding of their common interests and. goals in
park wildlife management; they could explore how conflicts
have beent oy are being, handled in different jurisdictions;
they could share "success stories" and create an information
network that does not exist at present. Moreover, there
would be the opportunity to evaluate and act, as necessary,
on the need for a national strategy for wildli fe in
provincial parks.

I Territorial
dation.

parks are also included in this recommen-
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This could be a significant initiative following
closely the l9B5 canadian Assembly of National parks and

Protected Areas. The canadian Assernbly, coinprised of
interested ci cizens from across canada and Ministers
responsible for federalr provincial and territorial parks,

met in Banff to discuss the future of canada's parks and

protected areas. A similar focus on wildlife in provincial

parks systems across Canada is a worthy consideration.

9.5 Summa of Recommendations

The Department of Natural Resources sìrould in sum:

commit to an ongoing concerted effort to

improve and sustain organizational effective-

ness;

present this study's recommendations to the

branches' staff for raEification or, appro-

priate revision;

fix responsibilit.y with identified section

Chiefs to co-ordinate the preparation of a

wildlife management strategy for provincial

parks within a six-month time horizon;

provide the assistance of a faci litator ( s )

fro¡n outside the Department for the above

task, ancl seek review and input into the

strategy by members of the Legislative

Assembly and the general public;

1
I

2

3

4
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5. take no action to rewri'te The provincial park

Lands Act in the area of wildlife nanagement;

but revise the Department,s policy and pro_

cedures Manual,.

revise the Roles and Missions report consis_
tent with the results of a cornpleted strategy;
adopt the parks System plan as official policy
and develop additi_onal wildlife precepts

state¡nents; I

direct the branches to reconsider an<l adopt

within the strategy some or all of the
principles set down in the roles and responsi-
bifities memorandumi

continue to develop comprehensive park manage-

ment plans and ensure joint involvement by the

branches;

seek consultative assistance in developing and

conducting within five years a progra¡n of
hu¡nan dimensions research to better understand

Manitobans' values, attitudes, sêtisfactions
and wants regarding wildlife;

B

9

10.

1 the first part of this recommendation was
June 1986 with the release of a reprint of theunder the signature of the Honourable LeonardMinister of Natural Resources.

achieved in
System Plan

E. Harapiak,
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L1.

L2.

search for innovative ways to expand wildlife
research and management capabilities througit
direct. involvement. by the public and closer
liaison with universities; and

initiate a national conference to explore the
topic of wil<ili f e management in Canad j.an

provincial and territorial parlcs sys Lems .

9,6 Concludinq Remarks

A variety of comments and suggestions by staff do

not form a part of trre specific recommendations presented
here. some of the more frequent suggestions were for office
relocation Lo overcome physical separation and the possi-
bility of having the branches report to bhe same Assistant
Deputy ivlinister . The f ormer suggestion is a good one, but
as a single action, it cannot be seriously considered.
There does not appear to be a substantive basis for the
latter idea of Ehe branches reporbing to the sa¡ne AssÍstant
Deputy l'lini ster . Thi s would s impry resul t in dec i s ions
or conf 1 ict resolut ion be ing pushed down to the br'anch
Directors. However, the concerns of staff about the need

for consistent and sustained leadership should be considereci
carefully by [he Department.

This study was undertaken with the sincere inten-
tion of probing the organizationar setting an<i poli.cy
fralnework of the two branches with a constructive purpose,
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!o identify strengths and areas for improvernent. principres

associated with the fields of evaluation research and

organizational development formed the basis of this work.

Qualitative methods such as d.ocument analysis ancl personal

interviews furnished details relating to the research

problem, primarily through the knowredge of those concerned.

about i t. .

Wildlife has always been essential to human sur-
vival and a valuabre source of spiritual werl-being. Human

activities over the past 2ao years have profoundly affected
its survival. As the 21st century approaches professional

managers must address wildlife in the conL.ext of this legacy

and an evolving philosophy of conservation. Although

Manitoba's parks comprise a smarl proportion of wildlife
habitat, on a provincial basis, it is reasonable to argue

that every opportunity to protect and maintain wildlife,
even in small spaces, rieserves careful attention given its
world-wide prognosis.

Manitoba, generally, and its park system, in par-

ticular, are blessed with a signifiiant wildrife heritage.
rt is a heritage thab can and must be sustained for the

enjoyment of Manitobans and visitors Lo this province, â.s

welr as for its own sake. Manitoba's parks system contains

significant representations of this province's wildlife, and

it is hoped there will always be "animals to look at and
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not ever lose sight of theshoot at". But we must

ensure that these lands

principle above all else

are indeed

must endure !

"rich country"

need to

. This
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APPENDIX A

POSITIONS OF INTERVIEI{EES

WILDLIFE BRANCH

Chief of Habitat

Chief of Management

Chief, Biological Services

Moose, Elk and Caribou
Manager

Head, Fur Unit

Wildlife Extenstion
Specialist

Wildlife Specialist
(Southwestern Region)

Wildlife Specialist
( tnterlake Region)

Wildlife Specialist
( Southeast and East Regions )

PARKS BRANCH

Chief of Planning

Chief of Visitor Services

Resouce Management planner

Regional Planner
(East and Southeast)

Regional PLanner
( Interlake )

Regional Planner
(\¡Iest and Southwest)

Visitor Services Specialist
(Southwestern Region)

Visitor Services Specialist
(Southeastern Region)

Regional Specialist
(Southwest and Western)
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APPEND]X B

.AòI ^ASSSSMEIìII OF I{ILDLIFE RESOURCES
¡{ATìaGÞ,TE¡ÜT I}T ¡GòTIIþtsA'S

PROITÍI{TIAL PARKS

ITÙÏEKNE¡{ GTIIDE

3.0 ROLES/IMPORTANCE OF PROVINCIAL PARKS IN TERMS OF WII.DLIFE

3 ''1 rr{hat do you believe to be the wants and desires of the clients of parksin respect to wildlife?

3'2 Are the. Branches giving adequate attention to these wants and <lesires ofpark clients?

and Provincial
sanÊ objectives
t or different

Pre-Intervi.ew Infornation

Introductory Comrnents

I.O WILDLI}]g, GÐ{ERAL

l'1 It's 1986, al¡r¡st'the 21st century, how would you descril:e the status ofwildlife in the trribrrd, in ca¡ada, and. in ¡{anitoLz

L'2 rs wildlife rinnagenent in Provincial Parks a direct or an indirect ¡nrtof your res¡nnsibilities?

2,o uNDERsrANDrlÍc oF At\rD ATrr.ruDES TTOVARDS THE BR/\NCFIES, MANDATES

A body of legislation. and po1iry gn:ídes the Branches in res¡rect to wildtifemanagement i." parlcs (e.g. parks Áct, Wildlife Act, policies and procedures
Manual, Missions Re¡:ort, regulations) .

2'I what do you r":nderstand to be the key principles of bhe lvildlife Branch,snandate regarding wirdlife nanagement in provinciaL parks?

2'2 lvLrat do you understand to be the key principles of ure parks Branch's
mandate respecting wildlife managenent in proüincial parks?

2'3 Agree or disagree. The,goals/purposes of provinciat parks in res¡:ect towildlife are clearly speLled oüt in regisrJtion and poii.y docunrenis.

2'4 ctroose one. rf a menber of the pr:blic wrote to the I,üildlife Branch andthe Parks_Brandr asking for a desòription of wildlife nìanagen¡gnt goars inprovincial ¡:arks, do you think tfre separate replies would be the
sa¡ne _, somewhat the sane , or clifferent 2

(tpose one. wildlife nranagenÊnt within provincial parks
wildrife ùlanagement Areas should strive to achieve the

3.3

-, 

Éomewhat the same objectives
objectives ?
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3.4 A Parks Canada poriry states that the pftrysicat environrnent is to bennintained in as natural a state a" ¡nssibie with mini¡nal interference,to perpetuate naturally evolving land and water environrnents andassociated species. As you know there is one r¡ational part< in rrlanitoba,Riding l,fountain.

Agrge or disagree. I{ildtife in one or rrore of Manitoba's provincial
Parks should be managed in the same manner as wildlife in niding ¡ú¡untainNational Park.

4.O IVIA}üAGM4BIT IN CrIEIER PARK AGENCIES

4.I Based on )¡our ex¡:erience and familiarity,
Canadian ¡xovinces in our approach to
provincial parks.

5'0 ATTITUDES RH,ATING TO STRENGTTIS OF THE ORGANIZATION AIJD AREAS FOR IMpROVElmff

5'f A 1983 ne¡norandum issued by the ADùI'S, Derek Doyle and Dale Stewart, onthe subject of Ro-les and Res¡:onsibilities o? Resource Branches inDevelopnrent and O¡:eration of piovincial Parks c.ontained the followingstatement:

"Parks Branch wilt take the lead role a¡rd other branches will act in anadvisory or consultative role in plan implenrentation and park
implemenbation and ¡nrk o¡rerations. "

rs this the way things are working in your experience. yes or no, why?

5'2 some ex¡:elts o1 organizations suggest Ehat conflict can be healthy. Ftraveyou experienced conflict between the branches? How do you feel aËouL it?
5'3 lriLrat ways vvoutd you suggest to resolve conflicts if they are a source ofconcern to you?

5'4 Let's talk now about our organizational set-up in terms of the strengths
and areas for improvement.

Descrilce the strengths of the organizational set-up in relation to wild-life n'anage¡rent in ¡:arks

5.5 Describe any areas for improvement?

6.0 ATTTTUDES RESPECITNG FT.MJRE NEEDS AL{D CIÍALLM{GES OF WII,DLIFE MAI{AGEMM{T lVÏTHIhl
PROVINCIAL PARKS.

6.1 How well are we
( r_10) ?

doing our job of nnnaging witdlife in provincial ¡nrks

how do we compare to other
wildlife management within

ro.2 I^ihat do )¡ou understand to be the ways, or op¡nrtwrities,participation ín wildlife matters in prãvinciat þrks?
for public
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6.3

6.4

6.5

Are these adequate?

lvould you favor the establishment of a gfclic advisory boly to advise theMinister on wildlife ¡natters in provinciat parks?

The provincial park syste¡n has existed for 25 years. please describe thethr-ee most significant challenges that wí1l fãce wildlife managerent inparks over the next 25 years.

lfhat actions would be appropriate to res¡:ond to these charlenges?

Request additionar comrnents now or in tÏre next few days.

6.6

6.7
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APPENDIX C

WTLDLIFE VALUES OF ¡4AJOR PROVINCIAL PARKS

This brief review of major provincial parks
describes their general character and stze, lists precepts
relating to wildlife, and discusses current management prac-
tice. This information r{as obtained f rom the provincial
park system plan.

NO. I Whi teshell provincial Natural Park
Located in the southern Borear Forest Region of

lujanitoba, thi s 27 3,508 hectare park is habitat for white-
tailed deer and moose. The park is an important staging
area for scaup, in fall, and supports a variety of. raptor
species including great grey owls and bald eagles. Fur
bearers are plentifur. Hunting for ungulates and waterfowl
and trapping occurs throughout the majority of the park.
Park precepts in the system plan to not address wildlife
speci f i.cally.

NO. 2 'Iurtle Ìulountain Provincial Natural park
An upland in southwestern t"tanitoba r along the

united states border, Turtre iurountain, is regarded as an
oasis for wildlife. This r8,907 hectare park is one of the
few remaining areas of relatively unclisturbed habitats Ín
this region. concentrations of pai'ted turtles, and numer-
ous nesting roons and red-necked grebes ere some of the
wildlife features. Great egrets and green herons are hypo-
thetical breeders in the park. The gray tiger salamander is
one of trre interesting smarler fauna. Hunting for deer,
waterfowl, upland game, ôrrd trapping are uses of rong
standing. Plans are und.erway to introduce moose hunting
seasons based on the recent re-establishment of a moose
herd.
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o protect and

comrnunities
region, and
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state the park will;
maintain the wildli fe

representation of the

spec i es
turtle

o protect and preserve rare
such as the western painted

NO.3 Birds Hill provincial Natural Park
Birds Hill is a near-urban aspen parkrand some

3'522 hectares in size. The park is managed for non-con-
sunptive wildlife activities. Recently, trails and towers
have been developed to enhance deer viewing. A precept
states, the park will:

o conserve the highly visible white_tailed deer population

NO.4 Asessippi Provincial Natural Park
This park is founcl within the souris Ti r_t plain

Region which boasts a variety of glacially created
and mixed-prairie vegatation. one of the snrallest

Parks at 2,460 hectares, it is managed for non_con_
uses

Natural
features
Natural
sumpt i ve

NO.5 Grass River Provincial Natural park
Grass River covers 22B,gsg hectares in the

Northern Boreal Forest Natural Region. The park supports a
diversity of wildlife, most notably woodland caribou.
Moose, bears and timber wolves are amoung the park's rarger
animals. A variety of fur bearers including beaver, flink,
marten, fisher and wolverine are present, ðs are various
waterfowl, loons and birds of preyr particurariry bard
eagles. Moose and caribou hunting opportunities are pro-
vided and traplines occur throughout the park. Grass River
will:

protect and preserve
land caribou herds

o significant wood-
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NO.6 Duck tr{ountain Provi nc ial Natural Park
This L27,47A hectare park is found within the

tr'vestern upland Region. rt is intended that this park:
o provide for the continuation and

improvemenL/ increase of sport
hunt i ng

Elk i-s the most sought after species by sportsmen
in Duck Mountain. Habitat improvement programs are proposed
to increase elk and moose populations.

NO.7 Nopimin g Provincial Natural Park
A L43 ,7 47 hectare parì< in the Borear Forest

Nopiming has a rong-standing tradition of hunting,
and commercial resource activities, in particular
A remnant herd of woodland caribou inhabits this

Region,
trapping
logging.
park.

NO.8 Clearwater provincial Natural Park
clearwater is primarily a water-based park , 59,57r

hectares in size. protection of sensitive habitats such as
nesting bird colonies is a management concern. Hunting and
trapping are permitted outside of built_up areas.

NO.9 Grindstone provincial Recreation park
Grindstone is a rarge recreation park deveroped

primarily for cottaging. sport hunting for moose is popular
in this 28,821 hectare park.

No. L6 Beaudry provincial Heritase park
This smalr near-urban park is representative of

the Tall-grass prairie Natural Region. The park is an
important area for passerine birds, it has potential for
increased use by waterfowr and has a resident white-tailed
deer population. Hunting and trapping were recent discon-
tinued in favour of non-consumptive wildrife opportunities.
The park is BB0 hectares in area.
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NO . l7 Spruce lVoods Provincial Heritaqe park
Spruce Woods, in the Assiniboine

Region, is considered a significant wildlife
state this park will:

Delta Natural
area. Precepts

o conserve rare and
plants and animals . ..

represen bat i ve

re-introduce extirpated
anímals as feasible
conserve and provide for
appreciation of wildlife,
elk and deer and provide
for these species

The rare prairie skink and hognose snake inhabit
the open sand dunes found in this 24,g64 hectare park.
rnvestigations into the feasibility of re-introducing the
burrowing owl, kit fox and mule deer are proposed. E1k
management programs are intended to enhance viewing and
interpretation opportunities. currently there is a limited
hunting season on elk.

NO.23 Hecla provincial Heritage Park
I{ecra is representative of the Manitoba Lowlands

Natural Region. It is a 86,352 hectare ,'marine_like', park
with significant wildlife values. Hecla rsland contains one
of the most dense moose populations anywhere in Manitoba,
Abundant waterfowr frequent the island's marshes and other
islands in the park support cormorant, pelican and gull
nesting colonies. park precepts stat.e Hecla lvill:

' provide a refuge for moose and
colonial nesting birds

Moose hunting is a current activity in the park,
and a matter of public debate in a recent park management
planning program.

o

o

birds and

publ i c
notably

a refuge
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NO.24 Atikaki provincial Wilderness Park
created in 1985, Atikaki is the first wilderness

Park in Manitoba. It covers some 401,817 hectares in the
Precambrian Boreal Forest Natural Region. t{oodland caribou
are notable by their presence in Atikaki, but. a host of
other boreal forest wildlife species inhabit this wilderness
region. The park will:

o preserve rare and endangered species
and related habitats to maintain a

gene pool reserve
" províde for traditional and estab_

1i shed patterns of use (hunt.ing )where compatible

NO.28 Grand Beach provincial park
The very

wrl.dl]. te
The park
o protect

spec i es

This park

endangered animal

covers 2,460 hectares of land.

notable
plovers .

popular
values,
will:
rare and

and

in
heavily used beach area has
particular nesting piping
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APPEND]X D

ROLES A}ID RESPONSIBILITIES OF RESOURCE BRAAICHES

IN DEVELOPIT{ENT AÀTD OPERATIO}T OF PROVII{CIAL PARKS

The Department of Natural Resources makes resource
alrocation decisions between competing users of resources
whether they be for subsistence, Economic DevelopmenI or
Recrea t. ion-Preservat ion purposes .

rnherent in this is a desire to seek an agreed to
internal Departmental position. lrihere conf l-icts cannot 'oe
resolved by the Branches, they will be dealt with at the
Executive or Ministerial level.

1.0 Decisions in principle Parks
rn arriving at Decisions in prÍncipre where nei^/

parks are concerned, staff are expected to take a
professional advocacy role on behalf of t.heir own
Branch.
The RAUWG will identify any outstanding issues
and/or tradeoffs inherent in the Decision options
to be brought before the Executive.
Once Department of Natural Resources has taken a
Decision in principle based upon the full
knowredge of the issues and tradeoffs involvecl,
all staff and Branches should fully support the
Department position
It is expected that a set of precepts or objective
statements dealing with resource use, will be an
integral part of the Decision in principle and
that these precepts will guide the detailed plan-
ning for the park land.

1.1

L.2

r.3

L.4
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2.A Detailed Decisions on Master (Manaqe¡nent ) Planninq
2 . 1 Parks Branch wi l l take the Leari Rore in Detai led

Pranning and wirr fra¡ne the recommendations plus
associated terms and conditions for consideration
by Department of Natural Resources.

.2 rt is the responsibirity of staff in arr Branches
to clearly articulate the concerns, issues,
benef its and costs that al-locational, zoning or
management decisions witl have on the general
public and/or user groups which these staff advise
and/or represent (e.g. trappers).

.3 All staff are expected to maintain a professional
role in all dealings and discussions.

.4 Following a Department of Naturar Resources
decision arl staff are expected to support it and
recognize Lhe inherent tradeoffs in all decisi.on
making.

3 .0 Plan Implementatíon and Operati ons Manaqement
.l Parks Branch wirr take the Lead Role and other

Branches ivill act in an advisory or consultative
role in plan implementation and park operations.

.2 Each Branch wilr play a lead role in detivering
its own continuinq programs within the context of
established Master plans (or Management Guide-
lines ) and in consultation with parks Branch.
Parks Branch shatr utilize a permit or plan ap-
proval process as necessary to formalize approval.

3.3 where new initiatives or more intensive program-
ming in resources management are uncler study,
Parks Branch will consult with the other Branches
implicated with a view to developing support for
the initiative or program.

2

2

2

?

3
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3.4 Parks Branch shourd obtain any incremental funcling
requirecl for r'ew initiatives and contract Lhe
appropriate branch for implementatj.on.

3 .5 Where siqni ficant chanqes ín the act ions/ resource
use pattern/or programs of Branches in parks are
involved, a permit, plan or program approval shall
be obtained from parks Branch.

4.O Department of Natural Resources position
4.L The goal of achieving and appearing to have

achieved a Department of Natural Resources posi_
tion on resource program decisions is of great
importance to public understanding, staff commit-
mentr ând credibi1ì-ty of the Departnent in our
diverse endeavours.
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APPEND]X E

WILDLIFE PROJECTS I¡T CANÀDI.AÀ¡ PROVITTCTÀT PARKS

rnformation respecting wirdri fe projects in
various parks jurisdictions is presented below. This infor-
mation is not conprehensive for all jurisdictions hence it
should be considered as exemplary. Even so, it provides an
indicator of rvildlife values, ôrd the scope and emphasis of
projects in provincial parks.

British Columbia

Major wildlife inventories
present

funded by parks l9B0 to

I 980

Spatsizi
Wells cray

I 981

car ibou
caribou

Spatsizi
Tatlatui

sheep, caribou
goat

L982

Spatsizi moose, caribou,
Atlin goat
Mt. Robson - noose

sheepr goat

Mt. Edzíza caribou,
Tatlatui goat
Tweedsmuir caribou

sheep

I 983

Spatsizi - sheepr rnoosê, caribout"Ít, Edziza caribou
Valhallas grizzLy bear assessment

I9B4
Spatsizi - caribou, sheep,
Mt. Edziza caribou, sheep
Muncho - sheep

mooser goat
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Stone Mtn. sheep
Tatlatui - goat
V'iel ls Gray moose , car ibou
Tweedsmuir mooser goat
Kokanee Glacier - grízzLy bear assessment
Mt. Assiniboine sheep

r 985

Spatsizi caribou, goat
Babine Recreation Area - goat
Kwadacha goat
Monkman goaL
Muncho sheep
Stone Mtn. sheep
Tatlatui goat
Wells Gray - caribou
Hamber grízzLy bear assessment
Kalamalka Lake - deer browsing assessment
Kikonun Creek turtle study
Mt. Assinboine sheep

I 986

Kwadacha moose
Tweedsmuir moose
Mt. Assiniboine sheep

Special wildlife studies receiving parks funding

1 9Bl 1985

I 984 I985

r 983

supported Spatsizi Association
Studies (15,000 annually)
funding continuing in f986

supported Wi ldl i f e .Branch car ibou
studies in Tweedsmuir, Entiako,
Ttcha Ilgachuz areas ( g2O, OO0
annually)
funding continuing in 1986

supported Klappan
biophysical ( 95,000)

area ungulate

funded Welts Gray ungulate bio-
physical ( $25,000 )

1 984 198 5
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supported Purcell
gulate biophysical

Conservancy
(ç22,000 )

un-1985

l98 5 supported
studi es
( $8, ooo )

Wildlife Branch caribou
in Quesnel highlands

1985 I 986

Approximate parks
projects exclusive

initatied caribou radio-tracking
study in Wells Gray ( $25,000 in1985, $55,000 in f9B6 )

direct funding for wildli fe
of salaries and travel

l9B0
I 981
L982
I 983
L9B4
1 985
I 986

Alberta

l9B0 I 986

Bear Monitoring
bear sightngs
necessary.

$ ro,o00
$ 30,000
$ 7o, ooo
$ +0,000
$r30,000
$175,000
forecast $f15,000

Cost: Físh and Wildtife
helicopter time

and Conbrol park's staff
and take control action

pays

EIk surveys in Cypress Hi1ls provincial park. Ahelicopter is used for the count. The survey isconducted by staff from both Alberta Recrealion
and Parks, and the Fish and Wildlife Divisíon.

f9B0 to present Cost: Unknown

moni tor
where

Costs include
plus costs for
purchase.

training,
bear trap

ammunition and gasoline
construction and firearm
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Cost: Approximatefy g5O0

Population Study Lesser Slave Lake provin_
Park. Twenty scent posts were established

monitored over the course of the summer.

1980, 1981, L9B2 Cost: Unknown

1 9BO

Bear
cial
and

1980,1981 Cost: Unknown

GrizzLy bear habitat mapping/trail plannÍng.
was a contract research project paid for byand I¡Iildli fe Division.

This
Fi sh

Assessment of wildlife mortality on highways.!'ish and wildli f e Division ¡rirê¿ two ns.rm-*er
temporary employment students,, for this study.Alberta Recreation and parks supplied data for aòwvalley Provincial park and Kanaskis provincial
Parks.

Le83 /84 Cost: $4,000

construction of, viewing platforms for observingwildlife on ponds at voung's point provincial parñ
and Queen Elizabeth provincial park.

1 984 Cost: Unknown

Research was done at cypress Hills provincial park
for "Mammals of southeastern Arberta" a NaturarHistory occasional paper published by Arberta cur-ture . Thi s loaper di scusses the stàtus and di s_tribution of 6l species of mammals that are assoc-iated with southeastern Alberta. paid for byAlberta Culture. '

1984 Cost: Approximately 9500

Constructed nesting islands (flax bales)
Lake (Saskatoon Island provincial park)
Bird Pond (Moonshine Lake proviñcial park

on Little
and Jack
).
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Constructed under the Fi sh and lrli ldI i f e ,'Buck f or
Wi1dl-ife" program.

r 985 Cost: Unknown

Resêarch project of the
the feeding ecology and
bats in Cypress Hills,
Stone Provincial parks.
University of Calgary
proj ect .

University of Calgary on
behavior on insectivorous
Dinosaur, and Writing-On-
AII expenses paid by the

since they initiated the

r 985 Cost: Unknown

Population census for white-tailed and mule deer
in Fish Creek Provincial park. Estimate popula-
tion levels in comparison to numbers in 1975 cen-
sus. Identify population trends, potential over-
population.

19 85 Cost: Unknown

Prairie falcon re-introduction at Fish Creek pro-
vincíal Park. A five year project to re-establish
nesting prairie falcons at, a cliff site that was
used for nesting prior to L975. project commenced
in 1985. This is a joint project between Alberta
Recreation and Parks, and Fish and Wildlife Divis-
ion.

Cost: Unknown

Annual
Creek,
Parks .

Census
staff.

Great Blue Heron colony census at Fish
Thunder lake and Pigeon Lake provincial

Monitor population trends for colonies.
conducted in May of each year by park



Annual Beaver Activity Monitoring at severalParks. Identify locations of beãver activity(feed piles, da_ms, lodges) annually to identif|population trends and potential man-agemenb prob-
lems.

L79

Cost: Unknown

Cost: Unknown

coyote Population Monitoring, Fish creek provin-
cial Park. Estimate populat'ion revers in order toidentify potentiar maãagement problems (human con-tact ) .

Manitoba

1 980 Cost: Unknown

Assessment of forestry practises on moose in GrassRiver. University of l4anitoba.

reB0/Br Cost: $5 .0

Studies of red-necked grebe
University of North Dakota.

LeB) / 82 Cost: $4.0

Seasonal movements of black bears
tain. University of Manitoba.

in Turtle Mountain.

in Duck t'loun-

I9B2/84 cosr: 94.5

conparative study of songbird diversity in TurtreMountain, ,Duck Mountain and Riding l4ourrt.ain.

1982/85 Cosr: gl5.O

Studies on
cial Park.

piping plovers in Grand Beach provin-



re93 / 86

Assessment of the
'vVoods. University
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Cost: $14.0

status of male elk
of Manitoba.

in Spruce

LeB3 / 84 Cost: $5 .0

Construct nesting islands
Hole Goose Sanctuary.
Park.

and loafing
Whi teshel I

bars at AIf
Provinc ial

LeB3 / 84 Cost: $1.7

Purchase and install 75 nest boxes at Beaudry.

1 e83 /Bs Cost: $10 .0

Develop forage fietds for
construct self-guided trail

whibe-tailed deer and
and viewing tower.

L9B4 / 86 Cost:

Studies on hognose snakes and prairie
Spruce lVoods. University of Manitoba.

Le84/ 86 Cost: Unknown

$9,500 (lvorld wildlife
Funcl )

skinks in

in TurtleEcology cycles of sharp-taited grouse
Mountain. University of Victoria.

LeBs / 86 Cost: $1.3

Moose age/sex survey in Turtle Mountain.

LeBs / 86 Cost: $4.5

Woodland caribou/moose survey in Atikaki.
six radio-collars on caribou.

Install



lBI

I eB5lS6 Cost: $4.0

i)4oose age/sex survey in Whiteshell.

Cost: $12.5

viewing tower and interpretation trait in

Le86 / 87 Cost: Unknown

r985

lloose
Hecla.

Studies
sity of

on painted turtles in Whibeshell. Univer-
Mani toba .

I 980 Present Cost: $1.5 annually

Annual moose age/sex
sbation at Hecla.

slrrveys and hunter check

I 980 Present

Annual elk and
(park includecl as
survey).

Cost: $1.5 annually

moose surveys in Duck l4ountain
part of'larger game hunting area

I 980 Present Cost: Use military aircraft

Annual elk surveys in Spruce Vtoods .

1 980 Presen t Cost: $0.5 annually

Annual
larger

(park part of

.l- 985 Present Cost: Unknown

Experiment with light reflectors to cliscouragedeer from crossing highbray near Birds Hifl

moose surveys. in Nopiming
game hunting area survey).
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ONTARIO

I 980 Present Cost: Unknown

Parks project, with consultative assistance
Fish and !.Iildli f e staf f .

r eB0/85 Cost: 0

Plant forage crops for whibe-taired deer in BonEcho Provincial park. cost is minimal as plantingis done over septic beds in conjunction wiln thei;construction and maintenance.

f ro¡n

Thrushes autecology in Lake Superior
Park. Non-government researcher.

Prov inc ial

reBL / 86 Cost : $20 .0

salt pool work. Drain and firr cover over to keep
moose away from highways to reduce road kills

L9B2 Cost: $3.0

Transfer of caribou to
Slate Islands.

Michipicoten Islands from

This project includes aircraft time aIplus $f.0 donated radio collars. Thisinclude salaries involved.
$7 O /hour

cloes not

LeB2 / 83

Cons truct
and other.
cial Park.

Cost: $20.0

I km boardwalk/trai1
wildlife in marsh at

to view waLerfowl
Presqu'ile provin-

Parks project; materials,
provided by parks; labour
Correctional Services.
only.

planning and supervision
provided by Minist,ry of
Cost is for ¡naterials
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reg2 / e4 Cost: $31 .0

Amphibian reproductions and
Killarney Provincial park.

L9B2 / 84 Cost: Ê5f.5

Kingbi.rd and swallow
Provincial Park.

distribut ion ' in

breeding survey in Killarney

1 984

Transfer of
River.

Cost: $2.5

caribou from Lake Superior to Montreal

This project includes aircraft time atplus $f.0 donated radio collars. This
include salaries involved.

$ 70/hour
<loes not

19B4 Cost: 0

Goldfish and crossbills behaviorial
government researcher .

study. L'tron-

1984 / 86 Cost: $150. O $fB0 .0/annualIy

Mark and recapture and movement study of polar
Bear on Ontario coastline of Huclson/James Bay.
Polar Bear Provincial park is included in tñe
study area.

Wildlife Branch
Branch, Northern
staff responsible

funded project, with
Region and Moosonee

for operations.

Research
Distr ict

1985 Cost: $0.5

Construct an Osprey nesting platform within Emily
Provincial Park boundaries to increase nestin|
habitat of the osprey. Fish and Wildlife .rã
Parks division of M.N.R.
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LeBs / 86 Cost; $0.1

snall mammal survey by the Royal ontario Museum inLake Superior provincial park.

L9B5/87 (proposed) Cosr: g9.0

Effects of
metals for

bog water on toxicity
anphibian populations .

of various heavy

1 986 Cost: $0.5

operate a con[rolled waterfowl hunt on i,{cl,aughlin
Bay with Darlington provincial park boundarieã forrecreational hunting opportunities. Fish andWildlife an<l parks division of ivl.N.R.



APPENDIX F

GLOSSARY OF TERI{S

Document Analysis is
tion on á progran from

the systematic gathering of
a review of its records and

Legislation
5ãwsT ana

is founcl in statute books called ,'Acts " ororiginates in an official body havinglegislative power to make general rules.
Mandate

185

a statement of the legal basis for
and what it. rnust do.

informa-
reports.

a progran, wha[it may do

Mission is a description of an organization's operationalgoals.

Or ani zat ional Ef fect i venes s refers to the
organ zat ontoe ect 1Ve y di rect r ltìðnâ.gê and

ability of an
allocate its

n order to achieve i ts man-
of this concept, to enable
and to facilitate necessary

human and financial
date. Evaluation

resources i
is a part

demonstration of
adjustments.

ach i evement s

Park l"lana ement Plannin rs a process whereby specificect ves, uses a resource management directions aredeveloped for individ ual parks. Public participation isusually an inherent pa rt of the p1annlng process.

Policy is used to describe
its guidelines, and/or its
"official" policy refers toterial level.

an organization's
regulations. In
t.hose approved at

objectives,
this study
the Minis-

Program - generally
ai¡ned at achieving a

encompasses a number of related projects
significant organizational goat. -

Role - .the behaviors and act ions lvhich are expectedperson ln a certain position in an organization.
Wildlife Mana enent is the science and art of understand-

and inter-
and men to

].ng a so¡ne mes changing the characteristicsactions of habitats, wild animal populations

ofa

achieve specífic human goals.
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